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Abstract

This thesis examines literature written in Spanish by Moroccan authors and Spanish
authors with a Moroccan background. It includes the study of literature produced in
colonial and post-colonial Morocco, as well as that which was produced in Spain after
the first migration flux of the late 1980s. The thesis is in three parts. The first
considers the influence, impact and heritage left by the Spaniards during their time in
Spanish Morocco (1912-1956). It examines how the Protectorate cultivated in
Moroccans a sense of belonging in respect of the Hispanic world and how this is
reflected and eventually challenged in local literature. A central motif in this period is
Al-Andalús, which helped create an imaginary homeland for Moroccans that
transcended national borders. The second part turns its attention to matters of postcolonial identity. Covering the period from the moment of Moroccan independence in
1956 until the present, it examines writers’ need to reclaim a specifically Arab
identity in the wake of their colonial past. In this context, we consider how writers
negotiate notions such as modernity and tradition, and how the sense of identity
which they convey in their work is informed by or defined against social, cultural and
political realities, especially in the treatment of sex and sexuality. The third and final
part of the thesis investigates the period from 1990 onwards, which corresponds to
possibly the most productive time for literature written by Moroccans in Spanish (or
indeed Catalan, since Catalonia was the destination for many migrants in the 1980s).
Considering the literature produced both by Moroccans who had settled in Spain and
those still writing from Morocco and from the Spanish enclaves, it explores the
dominant themes of the time, such as immigration, double identities, cultural betrayal
and belonging, with a view to understanding how writers assert their multiple
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identities through their work and against the background of misconceptions about
what it means to be Spanish or Moroccan or both.
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Introduction

The aim of this thesis is to analyse the treatment of identity and belonging in
Spanish-Moroccan authors from the years of the Protectorate up to the present day.
Since the Protectorate in 1912, a number of authors writing from Morocco have
chosen to do so in Spanish. This group numbers about forty and the choice of
language inevitably raises questions about identity and belonging. In addition, there is
a new wave of authors who write from Spain and correspond to first or secondgeneration migrants. This group, which we will denote as Spanish(-Moroccan),
describes the struggles associated with having double identities and the familial
tensions arising from having parents who are still deeply rooted in Moroccan society,
its culture and mentality. Beginning in the suburbs of Barcelona, its members for the
most part wrote their novels in Catalan.

We are living in an age in which questions about identity and belonging are
crucial, especially against the background of the rise of terrorism in Europe and its
association with second or third generations of migrants. What is currently happening
in France, Spain, Belgium or the UK is directly linked to matters of belonging and to
the experience of living double-identities, or more precisely, double cultural
identities. Before embarking upon an analysis of the literature, it is worthwhile
reminding ourselves of the theoretical studies related to identity and its crisis,
especially in the context of postcolonial identities and the impact of immigration. As
Foucault puts it quite rightly, cultures and identities are intertwined:
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Nous sommes à l'époque du simultané, nous sommes à l'époque de la
juxtaposition, à l'époque du proche et du lointain, du côte à côte, du dispersé.
[...] L'espace dans lequel nous vivons, par lequel nous sommes attirés hors de
nous-mêmes dans lequel, se déroule précisément l'érosion de notre vie, de
notre temps et de notre histoire, cet espace qui nous ronge et nous ravine est
en lui-même aussi un espace hétérogène.1

The juxtaposition of cultures calls into question the very definition of cultural
identity. Claude Dubar, in his introduction to La crise des identités,2 cites Parmenides,
the Ancient Greek, when he says ‘[l'identité] c’est ce qui reste le même en dépit des
changements’ (Dubar: 2). This suggests that identity is bound up with essence, with
something immutable. A little more than a century later, Heraclitus advocates the
opposite: ‘On ne peut se baigner deux fois dans le même fleuve’ (Foucault: 3).
Identity has always been a complex notion, but as we will see, these age-old debates
are perhaps no closer to being resolved, the same opposing views still at play in the
desires to belong to one or more cultures and in the resistance to more fluid notions of
belonging. The questions related to identification, identity and belonging will be
raised throughout the thesis but even more so in our last part of our thesis, on cultural
schizophrenia and how Stuart Hall agrees with Foucault in this notion of mutability.
All of this emphasises the impossibility of the ‘truth’ of essential similarities within
any given community. In a context where, in North Africa, the colonial past is still
palpable and the border between East and West has shaped different mentalities, we
can also witness that the immigration flux that has happened in the settlers’ countries
has created a new set of rules by which some of the immigrants have been made to
1

Michel Foucault. ‘Des espaces autres, Hétérotopies’, Dits et écrits 1984 (conférence au Cercle
d'études architecturales, 14 mars 1967), in Architecture, Mouvement, Continuité, n°5, octobre 1984,
pp. 46-49.

2

Claude Dubar, La crise des identités, l'interpretation d'une mutation (Paris : PUF, 2000).
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feel unwelcome. There again, national identity is at the centre of the debate: in order
to feel that one belongs to a community, several elements establish a bond between
the individual and the community: language, history, customs—these are some of the
aspects that determine a sense of belonging. De Toro, in his book New Intersections
confirms it:

National identification is by definition sustained by a relationship towards the
Nation qua Thing. This Nation-thing is determined by series of contradictory
properties. It appears to us as ‘our thing’ (perhaps we could say cosa nostra),
as something accessible only to us as something ‘they’, the others, cannot
grasp; nonetheless it is something constantly menaced by ‘them’.3

What De Toro highlights in this passage is that the sense of belonging is not only
based upon common similarities but, equally importantly, it is based upon a series of
differences between the ‘I’ and the ‘Other’ that stops individuals feeling that they
belong. This rupture establishes a sense of identity and belonging among those who
do not feel such differences. Interestingly, between Morocco and Spain, the close
geographical coexistence as well as the colonial past has contributed to undermining
this Manichaean vision:

The construction of identity – for identity, whether of Orient or Occident,
France or Britain, while obviously a repository of distinct collective
experiences, is finally a construction—involves establishing opposites and
‘others’ whose actuality is always subject to the continuous interpretation and
re-interpretation of their differences from ‘us’.4

3
4

Fernando de Toro, New Intersections (Madrid: Iberoamerica, 2003), p. 57.
Edward Said, Orientalism (London: Penguin books, 2003), p. 332
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Here, Said raises a valid point: the construction of identity will always depend upon
the differences one has with the Other, especially in a context that involves Eastern
and Western cultures. Once we examine our primary texts, we will see how the
construction of the self is not a process that depends upon one person only but that
there is always an underlying expectation of an acknowledgement from the Other if
one is to fully belong. In our authors, we will see how the need to secure the approval
of the Other is a source of real turmoil. The process of integration and identification is
always a struggle, but all the more so if the approval of the Other is either not felt or
not given. Bhaba expresses the following view on this matter:

The question of identification is never the affirmation of a pregiven identity,
never a self-fulfilling prophecy – it is always the production of an image of
identity and the transformation of the subject in assuming that image. The
demand of identification- that is, to be for an Other−entails the representation
of the subject in the differentiating order of otherness.5

Bhaba, Said and De Toro together emphasise the important role the Other plays in the
processes of identification, integration and belonging. The challenges which hosts and
migrants face are summed up in this quotation from Slavoj Zizek who pinpoints the
very dynamic that in circumstances can divide people but must be replicated if people
are to be united:

The element which holds together a given community cannot be reduced to
the point of a symbolic identification: the bond linking together its members
always implies a shared relationship towards a Thing, towards Enjoyment
incarnated. This relationship towards the Thing, structured by means of
5

Homi K. Bhabha, The location of culture (London: Routledge, 1994), p.64
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fantasies, is what is at stake when we speak of the menace of our “way of life”
presented by the Other. […] What he wants to defend any price is not
reducible to the so-called set of values that offer support to national identity.6

Zizek stresses here that ‘a shared relationship towards a Thing, towards Enjoyment
incarnated’ is what is needed if two people from different backgrounds are to feel
united.
Finally, the work of Anthony Smith helps us define the terminology as well as the
complexities attached to the different meanings one may associate with National
Identity.7 In his introduction, Smith insists that national identity is a
‘multidimensional concept [...] extended to include a specific language, sentiments
and symbolism’ (Smith: vii). He explains the different aspects that can relate to
national identity and ultimately defines a nation as ‘a named human population
sharing an historic territory, common myths and historical memories, a mass, public
culture, a common economy and common legal rights and duties for all members’
(See Smith: 14). For the purposes of this thesis, it is differences and similarities
existing between Eastern and Western cultures which Smith highlights that most
interest us. In the first chapter of his book, Smith argues that ‘Historic territory, legalpolitical community, legal-political equality of members, and common civic culture
and ideology; these are the components of the standard, Western model of the nation’
(Smith: 11). On the other hand, the conceptualization of Eastern national identity
includes different components:

6

Slavoj Zizek, from his book Tarrying with the Negative: Kant, Hegel, and the Critique of Ideology
(Durham: Duke University Press, 1993), pp. 201-3.
7
Anthony D. Smith, National Identity, (Reno: University of Nevada Press, 1991).
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Whether you stayed in your community or emigrated to another, you
remained ineluctably, organically, a member of the community of your birth
and were forever stamped by it. A nation, in other words, was first and
foremost a community of common descent. (Smith: 11)

It is precisely the tension between these different views of identity that shapes
the work of many of the authors we will study in this thesis. This tension is most
obvious among Spanish(-Moroccan) authors and is the primary concern of our third
chapter that deals with ‘cultural schizophrenia’. Although the term has not been
developed or defined by theoreticians or academics familiar with Spanish-Moroccan
literature, ‘cultural schizophrenia’ seems to us to convey the very nature of the
conflict for immigrants in Spain. This cultural schizophrenia is characterised by a
juxtaposition where conceptualizations of both Eastern and Western cultural identities
overlap in ways that can be contradictory. In the case of our authors, it is not only
about being accepted by the host country and by its citizens, but it is also about
experiencing as an internal tension between one’s attachment to the culture of
provenance and to that of the host—respective attachments which are more often than
not incompatible.
The current debates around national identity and immigration in Europe make
it all the more urgent to study Spanish-Moroccan authors or authors of Moroccan
origin in Spain and to acknowledge their work as being an important part of the
Hispanic literary landscape. There are, as we will see, significant differences between
our groups of writers, not least because those writing during the time of the
Protectorate were not motivated by the levels of doubt and internal conflict which
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characterise the need of Spanish(-Moroccan) authors to question and/or assert their
identities and sense of belonging in their work.

Relations between Spain and Morocco before the Protectorate were bellicose.
Of course, the history of conflict extends back as far as the expulsion of the Moors
from Spain in 1492, after the defeat of Boabdil El Chico in Granada, and indeed much
before. More recently, the Battle of Tetuan in 1860 saw the army of Isabel II come to
the city and conquer it within a week. Yet Spain’s interest in North Africa began
proper in the late Nineteenth Century after the loss of Cuba, Puerto Rico and
Philippines in 1898. Trade between Spain and Morocco had already started up in the
mid-Eighteenth Century with agreements signed in connection with fishing treaties.8
At the same time, powers such as France, Germany and England were already carving
up parts of the African continent in order to increase their dominion over a large part
of the world. To keep up with its competitors, Spain attempted, quite predictably, to
acquire some colonies of its own. The part of Northern Morocco Spain obtained was,
however, ‘given’ to it by France. Any decision made regarding the region had to be
approved by France in the first place. In effect, Spain accepted control over Northern
Morocco as a sub-Protectorate.

Following the Conference of Algeciras in 1906, Spain’s responsibility to
protect part of Morocco was finally legitimised and officially came into effect in 1912
through an agreement between France and Spain. The instauration of Spain’s power
in the region was not, however, an event welcomed by all. The resistance of
Moroccans, on the one hand, who had refused French dominion since 1907 (leading
8

Joan Nogué i Font and José Luis Villanova, España en Marruecos (1912-1956): discursos
geográficos e intervención territorial (Lleida: Editorial Milenio, 1999), p. 145
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to the bombardment of the city of Casablanca) and protests from some Catalan cities
on the other – in a show of disapproval against new colonial expansion – created a
difficult and tense situation as early as 1909.9 The tragic week in Barcelona followed
by protests against colonialism in other cities clearly demonstrated that the
disapproval was reciprocal in both countries.10

The initial attempt by Spain to settle in Morocco was not seen as a success
either in Morocco or in Spain. Yet it would be the revival of their shared past of AlAndalus that would help calm the political situation and provide a means for the
Spanish ministry of propaganda to establish a bond, a sense of brotherhood, between
Spaniards and Moroccans.

By the early 1950s, when the Protectorate was close to coming to an end,
Franco’s intentions toward Morocco were such that he did not want to allow Morocco
the independence it had been promised. It is not surprising to see, therefore, that when
Spain went from being Protector to Settler (1952-1956), Morocco’s nationalism was
on the rise. Morocco’s eagerness to acquire independence had begun in the 1940s.
From the time of the defeat of France by the Germans in 1940, Morocco had begun
questioning the legitimacy of France’s rule over Morocco. At its weakest point,
France had been vulnerable and had even been obliged to ask Moroccans to join its
army to defend its territories. From this moment on, nationalism and independence
provided clear answers to the Moroccan population. The Istiqlal Party (party for
independence) was created in 1944. The party demanded independence and was an

9

On the bombardment of Casablanca, see Mohamed Bouarfa, Marruecos y España: el eterno
problema (Málaga: Editorial Algazara, 2002), p. 62.
10
See John Connelly Ullman, La Semana Trágica; estudio sobre las causas socioeconómicas del
anticlericalismo en España (1898-1912) (Esplugues de Llobregat: Ariel, 1972) p. 266, p. 284, p. 295.
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ally of Sultan Mohamed V. The masses supported the Sultan who represented a
religious pillar for the country, as did the elites who knew they would have their say
in a constitutional monarchy. The French government exiled King Mohamed V to
Madagascar from 1953 to 1955 in an attempt to maintain Morocco under its control.11
The situation led to terrorist violence, rural rebellion and urban insurrection. In
November 1955, the French government finally agreed that the King could return to
the country as Sultan.12 His return was cheered on by the Moroccan population and
his speech as reinstated King promised an ‘era of full independence’ with ‘democratic
institutions that were the product of free elections, and founded on the principle of the
separation of powers under a constitutional monarchy’.13 The relationship with France
was, despite everything, sufficiently good to leave administrative power in the hands
of French officials as long as the situation in Morocco remained unstable as a result of
rebellion and terrorism.

Morocco obtained independence from France on 2 March 1956 and became a
constitutional monarchy. With regards to the Spanish Protectorate, Franco, who
initially refused to give Morocco independence, now had little choice and officially
agreed on 7 April 1956. As for the international status of Tangier, it ended in July of
that year, although it was agreed that it would still have an administrative status until
July 1960.14 Finally, the case of Ceuta and Melilla was not an issue as both enclaves
had been Spanish since 1580 and 1497 respectively. Therefore, Spain kept the
enclaves as part of the Spanish territory.15 The nationalist feeling, which led to the

M. Bouarfa, Marruecos y España: el eterno problema (Málaga: Editorial Algazara, 2002) p. 68.
C. R. Pennell, Morocco since 1830: a history (London: Hurst & Co, 2000), p. 290.
13
Bernand, Franco-Moroccan conflict, 340 ff, in Pennell 2000, pp. 290, 291.
14
Pennell 2000, p. 293.
15
Thomas K. Park and Aomar Boum, Historical dictionary of Morocco, 2nd edn (Lanham, Md:
Scarecrow Press, 2006), pp. 82 and 245.
11
12
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independence of Morocco, can explain the significant sudden decrease in Moroccan
literature in Spanish. The publication of newspapers and literary magazines in
Spanish which had thrived during the Protectorate stopped shortly after independence.
A very small number of poems and short stories from the period, written by both
Moroccans and Spaniards, have survived.

A few years after independence, under the ruling of Hassan II, Morocco
attempted to find its national identity again while maintaining an openness to the rest
of the world. In 1986, Spain became part of the European Union which would bring
huge economic growth to the country. The following year, Morocco asked to join the
E.U but its application was unsuccessful. Moroccans began migrating to France,
where labour had been needed since the 1960s and visa requirements were thus
uncomplicated. King Hassan II was supportive of migration as it helped Moroccan
economy. Hassan II was also frustrated by the way Spain had handled their
relationship after the years of independence. In an interview with the then director of
El País, on the 14 January 1983, the former King stated the following:

Nunca suelo trabajar con gente que no habla español. Además, ¿sabe usted
cuántas escuelas españolas había sólo en Tetuán? Se lo diré yo: más de 60 ¿Y
ahora? Menos de tres. ¿Quién tiene la culpa? Nosotros, no, porque yo siempre
aposté por la cultura como medio de afianzar las relaciones con España.
(Jedidi 2013: 405)

This statement, recalled by journalist and interpreter Said Jedidi is echoed in a
prologue that Juan Goytisolo wrote for Mohamed Chakor Aproximación al Sufísmo,
as Manuel Gahete has pointed out:
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Tras la partida de su administración colonial, Madrid se ha desinteresado de
las relaciones culturales con estos países y de la suerte de centenares de miles
de hispanohablantes que, como los sefardíes de la diáspora, han mantenido
una conmovedora fidelidad a nuestra lengua.16

After a first wave of migration towards France, Belgium and the Netherlands in the
1960s and 1970s, Spain became the next significant destination for many Moroccans
after the 1990s.

Although history might suggest that the relationship between Spain and
Morocco has at best only been lukewarm, the Protectorate left a positive impression
in the minds of many Moroccans.17 In fact, Spanish schools created under the
Protectorate, such as Jacinto Benavente and El Pilar, remain very popular private
schools for many Northern Moroccans. Moreover, the influence of contemporary
Spain is never very far. Since Tetuan is only twenty kilometres from the enclave of
Ceuta, Spanish television is available to the Northern Moroccan population. News in
Morocco is also officially broadcast in Spanish and has been since the 1970s, along
with Arabic, French and Tamazight (the official language of the Berber
community).18 Tetuan’s football team played in the Liga Española under the
Protectorate up until independence and even after 1956, Atlético Tetuán kept the same
kit and colours along with the coat of arms of the Protectorate. Moreover, since
independence, the Spanish league has retained its importance and popularity in
Tetuan and the inhabitants of Tetuan, reflecting the split in allegiances across the
peninsular, either support Real Madrid or FC Barcelona. In Ceuta, the border remains

16

See Manuel Gahete, Calle del Agua (Madrid: Sial, 2008), p. 35.
Josep Lluís Mateo Dieste, La hermandad hispano-marroquí: política y religión bajo el Protectorado
español en Marruecos, 1912-1956 (Barcelona: Bellaterra, 2003), p. 40.
18
Rodolfo G. B. Grimau in Manuel Gahete, Calle del Agua (Madrid: Sial, 2008), p. 15.
17
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open to all residents of Tetuan who can enter and leave without any restriction. The
cultural connection between these enclaves, Morocco and mainland Spain remains
strong, the only recent point of contention being the short-lived dispute in 2002 over
the small island of Leïla:

Leïla, la isla de Perejil...verano de 2002. [...] ‘Diez soldados
marroquíes invaden España.’ Las reacciones fueron estruendosas. [...] La
respuesta de Bruselas, en el corazón de Europa, no se hizo esperar: ‘Perejil es
parte del territorio de la Unión Europea’. España movilizó sus fuerzas
defensivas, envió la Marina y las fuerzas Aéreas a la zona y expulsó a los
ofensores en cuestión de días. […] Situada en el estrecho de Gibraltar, Perejil,
como se le conoce en España, o Leïla, en Marruecos, ocupa un área de
quinientos por trescientos metros cuadrados. El tamaño mínimo de la isla, un
puntito en la costa marroquí, explica que la invasión y la reacción que
provocó, parecieran absurdas. Pero no lo eran ni para los españoles ni para los
marroquíes19.

Despite the relationship that has existed and continues to exist between Spain
and North Africa, and despite the fact that Moroccans or writers of Moroccan descent
have been writing in Spanish for eighty years or so, the study of Spanish-Moroccan
literature is a relatively new field which is only now beginning to attract the interest
of academics. The first generation of Moroccan authors writing in Spanish appears in
the 1940s. Al-Motamid (founded in Larache in 1947), Ketama (the literary supplement
for the magazine Tamuda in Tetuan) and Marruecos (published only between 1942
and 1945) were the first literary magazines to showcase Moroccan authors writing in

19

Parvati Nair, Rumbo al Norte, Inmigración y movimientos culturales entre el Magreb y España
(Barcelona: Bellaterra, 2006), p. 51.
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Spanish. Between 1976 and 1977, the weekly newspaper Marruecos and in the 1980s,
the Rabat newspaper L'Opinion also offered supplements in Spanish. From the 1990s
onwards, a number of other newspapers and magazines began publishing in Castilian:
El nuevo Puente, El Puente, La Conciencia, Cambios 2000, Última noticia, La
región, Dossier, Perspectivas marroquíes, El Eco de Tetuán and Tamuda-Tetuán;
while the national newspaper La Mañana, published in Casablanca, was produced
exclusively in Castilian (Gahete: 33-38). Most of these publications have disappeared
but are nonetheless a reminder that, even after the independence, Morocco has sought
to maintain something of its Spanish heritage.

The first academic symposia and conferences on the subject of SpanishMoroccan literature appeared in 1987.20 Many current authors of the literature itself
such as, amongst others, Abderahman El Fathi, Azziz Tazi, Larbi El Harti, Mohamed
Bouissef Rekab, are themselves academics, normally working in Hispanic studies in
Morocco. The conferences, therefore, serve as a means to disseminate both primary
and secondary material. The literature they produce includes poetry, short stories and
novels, and their principal themes include social issues such as poverty,
unemployment and drugs, religion, women’s issues, sexual mores and prostitution.
Often the focus is immigration, but there are other themes too which mark the special
character of Spanish-Moroccan literature, although, as poet and essayist José Sarria

20

See the following conference proceedings: M. Chakor, Encuentros literarios Marruecos-EspañaIberoamérica (Madrid: Cantarabia, 1987); A. Bounou, Actas del Coloquio Internacional Escritura
Marroquí en Lengua Española: del 22 al 24 de noviembre de 1994 (Fez: Facultad de Letras Dhar El
Mahraz, 1998); A.Tazi, Actas del Coloquio Internacional Escritura Marroquí en Lengua Española II
creación y comparación 1975-2000 (Fez : Facultad de Letras y de Ciencias Humanas Dhar El Mahraz,
2000); A.Tazi, La imagen del otro en los escritores españoles y marroquíes en lengua española. Actas
del Coloquio Internacional: Fez, 24 y 25 de mayo de 2007. (Fez: Instituto Cervantes, 2008).
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points out, it still belongs to the corpus which we would term Spanish (or more
broadly, Hispanic) literature:

Pero es necesario y preciso indicar, en el este punto, que esta no es una
literatura epigonal de la peninsular, sino que poseyendo señas de identidad
propias, que le confieren carta de naturaleza, se eleva como una literatura
independiente y singular, aunque española: el costumbrismo local y la
iconografía regional, la hibridación árabe-española, Al-Andalús como patria
poética, la sensualidad de Oriente, la recuperación de la figura del loco-sabio
cervantino y de la nueva picaresca, la oralidad en sus textos, la moraleja como
elemento fundamental de las creaciones artísticas, una literatura de la frontera
de acentuado compromiso social y, lo fundamental, la utilización y
recuperación de palabras que podrían haber desaparecido (procedentes del
entorno social o geográfico del Magreb), restableciendo un vocabulario que
aportará nuevas posibilidades semánticas y que genera un enriquecimiento
idiomático en los textos aportados.21

Gahete, in his prologue to Calle del Agua, an anthology published in 2008 and
an important point of reference for scholars of Spanish-Moroccan literature, makes a
very interesting observation about why Moroccan authors continue to write in
Spanish:

El idioma, en este caso el español, ha dejado de ser un instrumento
circunstancial en la construcción literaria y pasa a formar parte esencial de
quien escribe, el cual, sin modificar su personalidad, asume este nuevo idioma
como propio para, desde él, establecer su identidad literaria. (Gahete: 30)
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Unsurprisingly perhaps, the choice of language is tied specifically to issues of
identity, both personal and literary, the latter built on the very fact that the Spanish
language is indeed the author’s own. Aziz Tazi’s contribution to the same
anthology on the matter of language is perhaps less nuanced that Gahete’s; but in
its insistence on a writer’s right to employ any language he or she wishes, we
detect the need that Moroccan writers have to justify their choice notwithstanding
the historical links between Spain and North Africa:

La palabra ‘expresión’ significa, etimológicamente, echar fuera una presión.
Siendo ello así, y siendo la lengua- cualquier lengua-, como el aire y el agua,
patrimonio de todos los humanos -hayamos heredado o aprendido un
determinado idioma-, todo el mundo está en su derecho, en principio al menos,
de arrogarse la autoridad de escribir y expresarse en esa o aquella lengua.
(Gahete: 83)

The sentiments of both Gahete and Tazi are echoed by author and academic
Abdellatif Limami in the following passage:

Escribir es, entonces y ante todo, un acto de amor: amor por la herramienta
lingüística utilizada (el español en este caso), y amor/angustia por los temas y
preocupaciones filosófico-político-sociales y culturales vinculados por tal
herramienta. [...] en primer lugar, la lengua no hace más que vehicular lo que
late en las entrañas de uno y, en segundo lugar, cada uno tiene el derecho
legítimo de sentir una especial proximidad y atracción por un idioma
determinado. (Gahete: 51-52)

In the post-colonial context, Limami’s insistence on the love for the Spanish language
may seem surprising, although it speaks volumes for the very special case of Spanish
Morocco that we will explore in this thesis. Compare Limami’s or indeed Gahete’s or
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Tazi’s words with, for example, those of French-Algerian author Kateb Yacine who
wrote in French for quite different reasons: ‘J'écris en Français pour dire aux Français
que je ne suis pas Français’.22

In a prologue to another anthology, Literatura marroquí en lengua castellana,
Alfonso de la Serna attributes Moroccan authors’ deep attachment to Spanish to a
shared history between Spain and North Africa that stretches back hundreds of years:

Pensar plenamente ‘en español’ no es para ellos un acto alienante sino la
penetración en un territorio mental que es vecino, mas no sólo la geografía o la
circunstancia política, sino vecino en una larga vida de ocho siglos, pasados
juntos.23

Here Al-Andalus, with its mythic resonances, seems to obscure even the positive
impact of the Protectorate which did itself, of course, acknowledge the importance of
this shared history and its strategic value in cementing bonds and promoting good
relations in the region.

The terms we employ to denote the literature written by Moroccans in Spanish
and their authors so themselves require some consideration. Gahete notes the
distinction between the idea of authors writing ‘literatura hispano-marroquí o
literatura española escrita en el Magreb’ and that of ‘autores magrebíes de expresión
en Castellano’ (Gahete: 31). In French-Moroccan literature, there are almost identical
distinctions : ‘Littérature Beur’, ‘Littérature de langue française au Maghreb’ and
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‘Littérature Maghrébine d'expression française’. In English, the hyphened terms we
have been using present their own problems, so we must use them advisedly. Raúl
Moncayo makes an interesting observation on the effect of hyphenation in his
Lacanian treatment of North American culture and the problems of identification:

Within North American ego psychology, the standard of normality was
the degree of adjustment or assimilation to normative society (ego identity). In
the example of North American culture, this translated into assimilation to the
melting pot. However, the content of the pot was defined primarily by white
Anglo-American culture. [...] Minorities were faces with the choice of either
identifying with the majority despite the ambivalence (being secretly rejected
and secretly rejecting themselves), or rejecting the majority identity or egoideal. In response to this dilemma, in the United States for example, minorities
appropriated their differential status by making it explicit that they were
hyphened Americans, yet Americans nonetheless. In other words, the
hyphened compound or bicultural identity represents a negation of the
appearance of a melting pot, or of an ‘All-American’ ego identity. At the same
time, it redefines American as a multifaceted or continental identity. 24

What Moncayo points out is that hyphened terminologies enact exclusion as much as
they might seek to include different— ‘other’—ethnic identities. The non-hyphened
‘American’ refers implicitly to a white American. His or her legitimacy is predicated
on the fact that there is no need for his or her ‘whiteness’, for his or her origins, to be
incorporated into their nomenclature via a hyphen. We must, therefore, remain
equally wary of the implications of the terms ‘Spanish-Moroccan’ or ‘Spanish(Moroccan)’ when referring to a literature that ultimately belongs to the corpus of
work we might define as Spanish or Hispanic. If anything, despite their practical
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utility, what these terms remind us of is the marginal position that such literature
occupies even though our own intention is to bring them into the fold.

Jacinto López Gorgé’s Nueva antología de relatos Marroquíes, published in
1999, includes short stories by Moroccans and Spaniards who have lived under the
Protectorate and describe their impressions of Morocco and Moroccans. Lopéz Gorgé,
in his introduction, cites mentions what Antonio Gala wrote in the prologue of the
first anthology published in 1985:

Se prueba que algunos- que muchos- españoles conocen y sienten a
Marruecos, tanto como abrazarlo en la materia de su creación. Y no por su
exotismo, no por su color local, sino precisamente por lo contrario: por lo que
tiene de identidad común, de compartida sensibilidad. Eso es lo que, en el
mundo desgarrado en que vivimos, no podemos consentir que se desvanezca y
se extinga. ¿Por qué abrazar lo que nos separa, y hacer como si no existiera lo
que tanto nos une? 25

Gala emphasises a shared heritage and sets Spanish-Moroccan literature in this
context. Yet what becomes apparent elsewhere is that not only does this literature
struggle to be accepted into the Hispanic family, scholarship on it is also lacking, as
Carmelo Pérez Beltrán notes in the prologue to his anthology of 2007:

A diferencia de la producción marroquí en lengua francesa sobre la que, desde
hace décadas, existe un gran interés por parte de críticos e investigadores que
han dedicado buena parte de su trabajo al análisis de estas obras, la literatura
marroquí en lengua española no ha sido, hasta el momento, objeto de estudio,
si exceptuamos algunos trabajos o compilaciones antológicas [...] aunque en
25
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este sentido quizás los estudios más pormenorizados se encuentran en los
trabajos resultantes de algunos coloquios o encuentros internacionales sobre
dicha temática. (Beltrán: 11)

Outside of either Morocco or Spain, there has been some limited academic
interest in the field. Cristián Ricci, of La Merced University in California, has
published several articles and books on the work of writers from Northern Morocco as
well as Spain (Najat El Hachmi, Said El Kadaoui Moussaoui and Laila Karrouch).26
Ricci’s work has been instrumental in outlining key patterns in the work of SpanishMoroccan authors, but it is interesting to note also the responsibility he projects onto
these writers with regard to their communities and ethnicity. In his article ‘Identidad,
lengua y nación en la literatura amazigh-Catalana’, on the subject of El Hachmi’s La
cazadora de Cuerpos, a novel in which the protagonist uses sex as a means to selfdiscovery, Ricci reproaches El Hachmi for what he sees as a surrender to the needs of
sales and marketing:

Más allá de la ausencia de una trama y un hilo narrativo, la novela parece estar
diseñada para aquellos lectores que buscan en este tipo de texto leer como
‘una mora’ rompe burdamente y, de manera insultante con su ascendencia
amazigh-marroquí. Muchos podrían argumentar que ya lo había hecho en su
novela L'ultim Patriarca, que analizaré posteriormente, aunque, desde mi
objetivo parecer, la técnica narrativa, el estilo, el cuidado tratamiento del
patriarca tanto en el mundo marroco-musulmán como en el catalán-europeo no
26 See Cristián. H. Ricci, ‘L'ultim Patriarca de Najat El Hachmi y el forjamiento de una identidad AmazighCatalana’, Journal of Spanish Cultural Studies 11(1) (2010): 71-91; Literatura periférica en castellano y
catalán: el caso Marroquí (Madrid: Ediciones del Orto, 2010); Letras marruecas: antología de escritores
marroquíes en castellano (Madrid: Ediciones del Orto, 2012); ‘El arte de hacer ficción sobre el proceso de
evolución del orientalismo literario occidental en la cuentística de Ahmed Ararou’, Hispania 96 (1) (2013): 214; ¡Hay moros en la costa!: literatura marroquí transfronteriza en castellano y catalán (Madrid:
Iberoamericana, 2014); ‘Marruecos: Poesía y narrativa social e independentista escrita en castellano’ in
Literaturas Hispanoafricanas: Realidades y contextos (Madrid: Verdum, 2015), pp. 324-54.
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se ve ni por asomo en la Cazadora de cuerpos. Sabido es que con el
otorgamiento del premio Ramon Llull al ganador/a se le extiende un contrato
para la publicación de los dos libros más con editorial Planeta y, parece ser,
que a falta de un proyecto a la altura del Ultim Patriarca a la editorial le urgía
‘vender’ algo más de El Hachmi. El resultado está a la vista. En el análisis que
hice del Ultim Patriarca [...] ya insinuaba que este fiasco podría pasar. 27

While Ricci may have a point about the risks of stereotyping, the implication that
Spanish-Moroccan authors or authors of Spanish-Moroccan descent ought to write
about Spanish-Moroccan subjects is problematic and seems to deprive them of the
freedom to explore their world as writers first and foremost. Ricci is perhaps also too
quick to categorize generations of authors on the basis of ethnicity alone. In the same
article, Ricci groups El Hachmi, El Kadaoui Moussaoui and Karrouch into what he
terms ‘la generación del 92’ (Ricci 2011: 80). Yet such categories do not recognize
the many differences between these authors including, for example, the fact of El
Karrouch’s relatively less contentious approach and strong attachment to her
Moroccan roots.

Josefina Bueno Alonso, lecturer in French studies at the university of Alicante,
specialises in gender and postcolonial theory in French-Moroccan literature and, more
recently, has turned her attention to the literature of the Magreb written in Spanish.
Bueno Alonso, therefore, brings to the field her insight into French-Moroccan
literature whose authors share experiences similar to those of the authors who interest
us here. In her article ‘Una magrebidad hispano-catalana: escritores amazighs de la
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inmigración en Cataluña’, Bueno Alonso also emphasises the difficulty of finding an
appropriate and acceptable name for this literature:

Varias son las dificultades que se plantean para delimitar una
‘producción hispanoafricana’. Se trata de una denominación ambigua, todavía
desconocida en el ámbito universitario, sin antecedente en la tradición
española y que comparte precocupación y controversia con el resto de
literaturas africanas : literaturas francófonas, anglófonas, literatura-mundo,
…28
In this passage, Bueno Alonso raises an important issue that ultimately relates to
identity and belonging. Spanish-Moroccan literature, or whatever denomination we
find most adequate will have a specific impact on the way we perceive this kind of
literature. Therefore, we must be careful with this new literature and use the most
suitable terminology. Like Ricci, Bueno Alonso defines the literature of authors
writing in Catalan, namely El Hachmi, El Kadaoui Moussaoui and Karrouch, as
‘Amazigh-Catalana’, focusing on the similarity of their backgrounds (all three authors
hail from Nador, the Amazigh Region, and migrated to Catalonia with their families
at the ages of seven or eight years old). Bueno Alonso, also like Ricci, sees these
authors’ use of Catalan (rather than Spanish) as a means to assert their sense of
belonging. Indeed, one of the first steps of acculturation is linguistic adaptation, so the
choice of language in the context of the linguistic possibilities in Catalonia is perhaps
telling. Yet, before we move to quickly to draw assumptions or to categorize, there is
also the simple fact that these three authors were all brought up in the suburbs of
Barcelona, a common destination for migrants seeking employment. As with
‘Littérature Beur’, the language of choice in many cases may not have a political
28
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motivation at all but may simply reflect the reality of an author’s, of a migrant’s,
immediate context.

In addition to Bueno Alonso and Ricci, established scholars such as Grimau,
Sarria, Gahete and Lopéz Jorgé, continue to make their contributions. Yet the field,
particularly when compared to the French equivalent, is still relatively unexplored.
While work on the Protectorate has tended to focus on the historical and political
context, there is nothing on the relation between literary creation and identity. Nor has
the importance of the treatment of sex and sexuality and its relation to identity been
acknowledged other than by Ricci in one article.29 Questions of acculturation, of the
double identities of migrants, of the cultural tensions in migrant families, also require
a more sustained analysis than scholarship currently affords. This thesis attempts to
fill in some of the gaps, providing an analysis that spans the literature of the
Protectorate to the present day. Dealing with both poetry and narrative, it will concern
itself with formal and aesthetic questions only where these relate directly to questions
of identity and belonging. Consequently, in great part because of their predominantly
realist approach, it is the content of short stories and novels that most concerns us. On
the other hand, in the case of the poetry, there is good reason to comment on the
formal and aesthetic properties because, for instance, of the associations with
traditional Arabic verse. For example, in our first chapter, we will see how Francisco
Salgueiro uses the form of a Qasidah to establish the connection between his poetry
and Arabic literary tradition. In the political context of the time, it is important to
emphasise the poet’s desire to convey his closeness with Morocco. Similarly, when
Dris Diuri writes a sonnet about his own city, Larache, his aesthetic choices are
29
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meaningful in that they reflect the poet’s sense of attachment to the literature of the
Hispanic world.
Overall, our thesis will be structured as follows:
Chapter One considers the genesis of Spanish-Moroccan literature in the time
of the Protectorate (1912-1956). It builds on the historical work already completed by
scholars in order to provide an account of how Spanish cultural and educational
policies gave rise to a mostly uncontroversial literature closely aligned to a discourse
that emphasised Spain’s and Morocco’s shared heritage and an age-old brotherhood.
Sources include the archives gifted to the National Library in Madrid by historian and
Africanist Tomás García Figueras. Drawing on Said’s seminal Orientalism, it also
considers the shortcomings of certain representations of North Africa, in particular
those by Spanish writers. The chapter ends with a consideration of the cracks that
appear in the discourse of brotherhood when the Spanish literary elite begins to
question the very legitimacy of Moroccans writing in Spanish.

Chapter Two discusses the theme of sex and sexuality in Spanish-Moroccan
literature after the Protectorate. Considering it is a theme that has no been explored by
academics familiar with Spanish-Moroccan literature, it is an important topic that
suggests that Spanish-Morocco and French-Morocco (French-Morocco represents the
closest point of comparison we have to establish diffences) have taken different paths
in the way they create literature. Drawing on sociological studies of local attitudes
towards the subject, it focusses on questions of identity in the context of Northern
Morocco’s conservative society. Here it will make comparisons with the approach of
French-Moroccan writers who are more able and inclined to tackle taboo subjects
relating to their immediate social reality, to cultural mores and to religion. Two
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principle characteristics of Spanish-Moroccan literature emerge: its relatively limited
treatment of sex and the tendency to focus on female sexuality whenever it does
broach the subject. The chapter also considers the extent to which it is the erotic
tradition in Classical Arabic Literature or the influence of contemporary Western
values that provides the reference point for the treatment of sex.

Chapter Three brings the thesis to a close with an examination of literature on
the subject of migration or produced by migrants. It will consider how migration is
perceived by authors writing from Morocco and how authors of Moroccan descent
writing in Spain tackle issues of integration, acculturation and double identity. Here
we look to understand our authors’ engagement with the complex issues of identity
and belonging in the modern era. In this chapter, we will cover the themes of ‘cultural
schizophrenia’, a term we have chosen to express the perpetual movement our
protagonist have to make from their eastern national identity to their western national
identity; Moroccan communitarism and its emotional blackmail; Spanish-Moroccan
complexes; and finally, the emergence of a double identity through language and
literature.
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1. Literature under the Protectorate (1912-1956)
1.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is two-fold. First it seeks to establish the specific
context that shaped the literature in or about the Protectorate that was produced both
in Northern Morocco and in Spain since the 1940s. Second, it seeks to provide
understanding of the complex relationship between Spaniards and Moroccans that
evolved over four decades. What is clear is that the notion of identity and belonging
among Northern Moroccans changed and arguably approached something we might
call a 'new-andalusian' identity. The literature that emerged during the Protectorate
can be divided into two strands: that written by Spaniards, representing the outsider’s
view; that written by Moroccans who, while insiders, had adopted the language of
their protectors. The circumstances that led to what would come to be called a
Spanish-Moroccan literature (although some, as we will see, questioned the
legitimacy of such a term) are the subject of the first sections of this chapter. What is
clear is that Spain sought to establish a bond between itself and its protectees. In this
respect, as we will see, education was fundamental, but so too was the collective
memory of Andalús. Four hundred years after the Reconquista, Spain now had
recourse to the glorious past of Muslim Spain in order to establish itself economically
and politically in North Africa. Interestingly, the fruits of this bond seemed also to be
cultural, with Spain supporting directly or via the editorials of literary magazines, a
literature that came to be defined as Spanish-Moroccan. As we will see, to begin with
this literature barely if at all problematised the presence or control of Morocco’s
protectors. But what did become a point of contention was whether this new literature
could properly be called Spanish-Moroccan and, with the rise of indigenous
nationalism, whether Moroccans ought to have been writing in Castilian at all. Most
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of the primary literary material gathered in this section is from 1949 to the immediate
years following independence in the late 1950s, and it is noteworthy that very little
literature can be found from before this time. With independence on the horizon, we
would be forgiven for presuming that the producers of Spanish-Moroccan literature
might have been colonial sympathisers and reactionaries either resisting or denying
the political changes about to take place. Yet, as we will see, the late emergence of
this literature owes much to the time needed for the Spanish education system to take
root and for the myth of a recovered Andalusian identity to bear its fruits. The story,
nonetheless, does begin with the very establishment of the Protectorate (1912-1956)
and its basis in the idea of brotherhood stretching back to Al Andalús.
In this chapter we will analyse texts by both Spaniards and Moroccans. We will
argue that Spaniards’ publications presented elements of what Edward Said defined as
Orientalism, where the Orient ‘was almost a European invention, and had been since
antiquity a place of romance, exotic beings, haunting memories and landscapes,
remarkable experiences.’30 Said argues that the colonialisation of the Orient has
helped Europe (or the West) define itself against an ‘Other’ (see Said 1978: pp.1-2).
More importantly, Said sees Orientalism as a tool used by the West to impose itself
on the Orient:
Orientalism can be discussed and analyzed as the corporate institution for
dealing with the Orient ⎯dealing with it by making statements about it,
authorizing views on it, describing it, by teaching it, settling it, ruling over it:
in short, Orientalism as a Western style for dominating, restructuring, and
having authority over the Orient. (Said 1978: 3)
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We cannot proceed, though, without first addressing Said’s declaration, in the
prologue of his seminal text, that the theory of Orientalism cannot be applied to the
Spanish context or to the Arab/Muslim community, whether this be in Spain or NorthAfrica:
He llegado a darme cuenta no solo de cuánto hubiera deseado saber más
acerca del orientalismo español [...], sino hasta qué punto España es una
notable excepción en el contexto del modelo general europeo cuyas líneas
generales se describen en Orientalismo. 31
Said argues that, unlike France and Great Britain, Spain has, at its very core, an Arab
and Islamic identity that defined it for centuries. The 'I' versus 'the Other' dichotomy
does not seem applicable in the Spanish case.
In the original introduction to Orientalism, Said actually did not deny the
applicability of Orientalism to the Spanish context altogether, although he did
distinguish between the American, French, British and other examples: ‘Unlike the
Americans, the French and the British ⎯ less so the Germans, Russians, Spanish,
Portuguese, Italians and Swiss ⎯ have had a long tradition of what I shall be calling
Orientalism’ (Said 1978: 1). In the Spanish publication of his book, Said also
emphasises the role of the French and the British:
El Oriente que describo en mi libro como creado en cierto modo por
los conquistadores, administradores, académicos, viajeros, artistas, novelistas
y poetas británicos y franceses es siempre algo que está ‘afuera’ algo [...] que
representaba la forma más elevada, y en cierto modo, más inaccesible de ese
romanticismo que los europeos buscan sin descanso. (Said 2002: 5)
The idea that Orientalism is a European creation that shapes the way we see ourselves
and the Other is at the core of Said’s argument. The political advantage of
31
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establishing differences between one culture and another is what has enabled France
and Great Britain to dominate several countries. Yet for Said, the fact of eight
hundred years of Muslim rule means that Spain is not comparable to settler-nations
such as Great Britain or France:
En ese sentido el contraste con España no podía ser mayor, puesto que
el islam y la cultura española se habitan mutuamente en lugar de confrontarse
con beligerancia. [...] Por encima de todo me parece que la simbiosis entre
España y el islam nos proporciona un maravilloso modelo alternativo al crudo
reduccionismo de lo que se ha dado en llamar 'el choque de civilizaciones'.
(Said, 2002: pp.5-6)

While Said may make a valid point, it is nonetheless important to keep in mind
the way in which Spain has defined itself since the Reconquista, beginning with the
narrative launched by the Catholic Monarchs for the new Catholic Spain. The
depiction of a singularly Catholic Spain acted to divide and distinguish Catholic
Spaniards from others. The hybridity that characterised Al-Andalús soon gaveway to
divisions that reenforced a purely Catholic national identity. Susan Martin-Márquez,
in Desorientaciones. El colonialismo español en África y la performance de
identidad, explains how Spain's national identity was based on the idea of one
country, one faith and purposefully ignored the Muslim influence: 'Había un esfuerzo
común por fundar la identidad española sobre la selectiva exclusión de los 'otros'
religiosos, lo que proporcionó una ilusión de homogeneidad y unidad dentro de la
población excepcionalmente diversa.'32 Martin-Márquez describes the strategies that
were put in place to enable this homgenisation, which was essential to develop the
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idea of a pure Spanish national identity: 'En el transcurso de dicho siglo, los moriscos
[...] también se representaban como irremediablemente distintos de los 'verdaderos'
españoles (Martin-Márquez: 29). While we might understand the logic of Spain’s
desire to differentiate itself as a Catholic nation at the time of the Reconquista, what
Martin-Márquez highlights is not an act of self-affirmation but rather the very explicit
attempt to remove the Moors from history altogether: 'José María Perceval ha
señalado que a la expulsión física de los moriscos le siguió su expulsión metafórica
del campo de la historia, ya que fueron sometidos a una 'desmemorización oficial'
(Martin-Márquez: 29).
In his article ‘Literature of the converts in early Modern Spain: Nationalism
and religious dissimulation of minorities’, Areeg Ibrahim explains how, during the
Reconquista, the sense of a singular national identity quickly transformed into the ‘I’
versus ‘Other’ dichotomy:
The intolerance towards the ‘other’ was also the product of the
growing sense of nationalism based on an ‘imagined’ sense of unity
based on religion, interpreted through ethnicity, and aiming at the
national identity. 33
Although ‘imagined’, the sense of belonging and national identity, based mainly on
religion became a reality that defined the Spaniard as Catholic and cast out the hybrid
identity that had been present in prior centuries.
Said’s view, therefore, that Orientalism cannot be applied to the case of Spain
and North Africa, does not take into account the fact that, while there may not have
been a real ‘ethnic cleansing’ of Spanish society as a result of the Reconquista, an
actual ‘imagined cultural cleansing’ did take place and with consequences for the
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subsequent relationship between Spain and Morocco. Furthermore, implicit in the fact
that Spain had arrived in North Africa as ‘protector’ was a distinction between
strength and vulnerability, superiority and inferiority, that itself translated into and
indeed compounded a ‘them/us’ dichotomy.
Ignacio Tofiño-Quesada, in his article ‘Spanish Orientalism: Uses of the Past
in Spain’s Colonization in Africa’ exposes the limitation of Said’s theory of
Orientalism by citing the exceptional character of the Spanish case:
Said's notion of Orientalism is limited insofar as it focuses only on the
relationship between Self and Other [...] and does not take into account the
complexities of European state formation nor attempt to explain the images of
themselves that European countries projected on their colonies. Said draws a
picture of Western countries that is culturally homogeneous and is not always
a fair description of the tensions existing in the metropoles. In a sense, he
establishes a sort of 'Orientalism in reverse', where colonists' cultures are
described in terms of essence and immutability. Because he starts his analysis
in modernity, moreover, he cannot account for phenomena that have their
origin in remoter times, as I try to demonstrate in the case of Spain.34
Tofiño-Quesada’s argument is well-founded and raises the complexities and
paradoxes that exist within Spain's national identity. Spain 'orientalizes' Africa at the
time of the protectorate but also represented for some time 'the Orient within Europe'.
In Tofiño-Quesada's words ‘Spanish Orientalism included the Orientalizing of the
Other and the assumption of the Self as Other. [...] when Western Europe was
rediscovering its Muslim past, Spain harbored ultra-Catholic sentiments based on the
suppression of the Islamic Past’ (See Tofiño-Quesada: 143). Martin-Márquez
emphasises similar limitations:
34
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La España que Said ocasionalmente menciona de pasada en
Orientalismo se ve con tanta frecuencia como un ‘otro’ islámico premoderno
considerado amenazador para Occidente [...] que como un productor moderno
de formas de cultura presumiblemente europeas [...], una curiosa dualidad que
Said no explora. (Martin-Márquez: 22)

Spain’s national identity since the Reconquista was constructed on a
contradiction of historical fact and the erasure of the memory of a Muslim past.
Martin-Márquez examplifies this historical erasure with the story of Domingo Badía,
a Catalan scientist and spy who decided to pass himself off as native within Morocco.
To his surprise, he learns that the Mezquita in Córdoba was of Moorish heritage:
Todas estas circunstancias se hallan en la catedral de Córdoba, lo cual prueba
con toda evidencia ser un edificio religioso edificado por lo moros y no obra
romana destinada a un mercado, como dicen algunos habitantes de Córdoba
[...] es incontestable que dicho templo fue en su origen mezquita construida
por los moros, y no un edificio romano como ligeramente han sugerido
algunos escritores españoles (See Martin-Márquez: 17).

For Martin-Márquez, the ‘whitening’ of Spanish history unfortunately, had been a
success. Indeed, as recently as 2017, the bishop of Córdoba made very familiar
assertions about the very same Mezquita of Córdoba. In ‘Spain and Orientalism’,
Anna McSweeney and Claudia Hopkins write:
The city council of Cordoba recently published a cultural magazine in which
Demitrio Fernández, the bishop of Córdoba, proclaimed of the architecture of
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its Cathedral/Mosque that 'no es musulmán, es bizantino. Es cristiano
bizantino. Los moros solo pusieron el dinero.35
This is a clear example that demonstrate how historic memory can be modified.

Juan Goytisolo, who presented Said’s work in the Spanish publication of
Orientalismo, reiterates the Said view on Spain when he writes ‘Quiero precisar aquí
que España es un caso aparte: nuestra anorexia cognitiva y asimiladora tocante a otras
culturas nos distancia también irremediablemente de Europa’ (see Said 2002: 11). But
Goytisolo’s focus on what separates Spain from Europe is not incompatible with the
view that Spain is also separated from North Africa despite having a shared history.
The distinctions made necessary by the Reconquista saw to that, the things that
divided Christians and Moors taking centre stage. Whatever Said’s reservations, this
state of affairs means that, in our view (and, as we have seen, in the view of others),
while Orientalism may not be applicable to the Spanish context in the same ways as it
is to the cases of France or England, it is applicable nonetheless. And as such, it
serves as a useful model, whether it be to understand Spanish writers’ constructions of
Morocco during the protectorate from the outside and for the benefit of outsiders; or
the way in which Spain’s cultural policy, revolving around the idea of brotherhood,
served in effect to ‘dominate, restructure and have authority over the Orient’.

1.2 ‘Civilising’ Morocco and the discourse of fraternity
Spain declared on many occasions that its duty towards Morocco was to
civilise the population. However, from the 1910s until 1927, Moroccans showed
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themselves to be reluctant to being ‘civilised’ by continuing to fight against the
French and then against the Spanish. Bouarfa tells us that there were those in the
Spanish army itself who did not quite understand why Spain wanted to civilise this
foreign population when there was still the need to make many improvements at
home. The following letter from a Spanish soldier testifies to this concern:

¿Por qué tenemos nosotros que luchar contra los moros? ¿Por qué tenemos
que ‘civilizarlos’ si no quieren ser civilizados? ¿Civilizarlos a ellos, nosotros?
¿Nosotros, los de Castilla, de Andalucía, de las montañas de Gerona, que no
sabemos leer ni escribir? Tonterías. ¿Quién nos civiliza a nosotros? Nuestros
pueblos no tienen escuelas, las casas son de adobes, dormimos con la ropa
puesta, en un camastro de tres tablas en la cuadra, al lado de las mulas, para
estar calientes. [...] Reventamos de hambre y de miseria. El amo nos roba, y si
nos quejamos, la guardia civil nos muele a palos. Si yo no me hubiera
presentado en el cuartel de la guardia civil cuando me tocó ser soldado, me
hubieran dado una paliza. Me hubieran traído a la fuerza y me hubieran tenido
aquí tres años más. Y mañana me van a matar. ¿O yo voy a ser el que mate?
(Bouarfa, 2002: 132)

This letter offers a vehemently critical perspective on the Spanish occupation of
Northern Morocco, our soldier suggesting that Spain should first make its own
internal changes before extending its ‘benevolence’ to international soil. Spanish
discourse, whether in the newspapers or literature, provides evidence that there was a
tendency amongst the Spanish to think of themselves as being more civilised than
Moroccans. But according to our soldier, Spain could not be considered to be more
advanced given that its population was poor, illiterate, hungry and under a dictatorial
regime.
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The regime’s own rhetoric, by contrast, revolved around the notion of
brotherhood based on the common heritage of both countries which stretched back to
Al-Andalus. Spain was, quite simply, helping a little brother, as Josep Lluís Mateo
Dieste explains in his book La hermandad hispano-marroquí, 1912-1956.36 As far as
the rhetoric was concerned, the rationale for Spain’s civilizing project lay in this very
notion of brotherhood. Importantly, there was no implication in Spain’s project of any
disrespect towards Islam since there was never any intention to convert Moroccans to
Catholicism, something that cannot be said, for example, in the case of Equatorial
Guinea (Mateo Dieste: 29). Undeniably the Spanish would have found themselves in
an extremely delicate position had they attempted to do so, for it is unlikely that the
population would have stood for such an evangelical stance on its own territory when
some three centuries before they had been expelled from Spain specifically on
religious grounds. Instead, as we have said, the leitmotiv of Spanish discourse was
based firmly on fraternity. In fact, Lyautey employed the very same metaphor of
brotherhood to illustrate the humanitarian character of the actions in Morocco not
only of Spain but of France too:

Marruecos podemos justamente asimilarlo a un pueblo menor de edad,
a un niño que ha vivido en la libertad de sus impulsos, bajo el peso de errores
ancestrales. Nuestra misión es la de un hermano mayor, que le toma bajo su
tutela y con su consejo lo lleva por el buen camino (García Figueras, 1956:
121).
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This passage corroborates exactly what Edward Said argues in Orientalism,37
especially when referring to Balfour and his imposition of rule over Egypt: ‘they are a
subject race, dominated by a race that knows them and what is good for them better
than they could possibly know themselves’ (Said: 35). The National delegation of
press and propaganda of the traditional Spanish Falange asked Tomás García
Figueras, a member of the army who was also a writer and researcher in North
African matters, to produce some work to justify the Spanish government’s mission in
Africa. The following communication was sent to him:

Muy Sr mio: Por considerar de interés la reflección y el juicio del momento
sobre nuestra posición actual en el problema de las reinvindicaciones
geográficas, le agradeceré prepare un trabajo sobre el mencionado tema
revisando, cara a los hechos recientes la argumentación histórica y juridical de
nuestras ambiciones y misión en África. Este trabajo servirá para su
publicación y a la vez –junto con otros– de información oportuna.38

There was a real effort to establish and foster a Spanish-Moroccan sense of identity.
From Spain's perspective, the end justified the means and there was little subtlety in
expressing their aim. For instance, in another official document sent by the ‘Sección
de Prensa y Propaganda’ in May 1947, the role of propaganda in securing the
collaboration of Moroccans is clear:

Por lo tanto, nuestra sociedad solicita las subvenciones necesarias para poder
dar cumplimiento a sus programas en todos los aspectos y aparecer ante el
público de una manera adecuada con su papel espiritual y cultural y la
influencia que ejerce en los medios juveniles marroquíes y con objeto de
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atraer a la juventud para que ingresen en sus filas y dar cumplimiento a las
finalidades que persigue: hacer propaganda para vincular lazos de
colaboración marroquí-española en el campo de la enseñanza que con respecto
a nosotros y al resurgimiento de la Zona en el porvenir, consideramos
básico.39

This excerpt reveals the aim of the Spanish government, which was to establish a
strong link that would eventually enable Spain to settle in Spanish Morocco. García
Figueras’s Miscelánea40 contains, in its third volume, a number of articles devoted to
the propagandistic project of reinforcing the sense of brotherhood between Morocco
and Spain. For instance, the author and journalist José Cordero Torres, who
contributed to several works on the Spanish Protectorate during its time, devotes two
pages in an article entitled ‘La unidad Hispano-Marroquí’ demonstrating the unity
that existed between Spain and Morocco: ‘Marruecos y España, aún manteniendo sus
dos personalidades nacionales, tan acusadas que no pueden confundirse, integran a la
vez una unidad superior’ (García Figueras 1943: n.p.). The article is divided in three
parts: ‘la unidad geográfica’, ‘la unidad humana’, and ‘la continuidad histórica’. The
journalist claims that geographically, Northern Morocco and Andalusia are identical
and argues that together they can find solutions to problems they have in common:

Esta unidad geográfica no es para nosotros un argumento de
‘romanticismo sobre el mapa’. Tiene un valor actual y práctico: la posibilidad
de que los españoles y marroquíes apliquen a unos problemas comunes
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soluciones también comunes: política de irrigación, planificación de cultivos,
redistribución humana etc. (Garcíá Figueras 1943 Vol. III: n.p.)

In the section on ‘unidad humana’ Torres reinforces the bond by suggesting that
Moroccans ‘asimilan con facilidad nuestra lengua y nuestra manera de ser’. The bond
which Torres endeavours to create between Moroccans and the Spanish is cemented
later in the article, in the section ‘la continuidad histórica’, where the shared past of
Al-Andalus is described: ‘El “Marruecos Andaluz” es algo más que un recuerdo
histórico’. The author explains that the expelled moors settled in Northern Morocco
and that is why Northern Morocco is so similar to Spain. He then quotes the opinions
of Moroccan nationalist figures such as Nasiri, Bennuna, El-Fasi with an aim to
appease any nationalist reader who might disagree. For example, he quotes Bennuna,
a Moroccan popular figure who agrees with his position on the matter despite being a
‘cabeza espiritual de un sector del nacionalismo marroquí’: ‘El ideal para el día de
mañana en que seamos libres es la federación con España’. He finishes by quoting
Castiella y Areilza: ‘Una sola España ayudando a un solo Marruecos’ Mektub, Así
sea!’. By using the Arabic expression ‘Mektub’, the author demonstrates his own
intimate connection with Moroccan culture in an endeavour, no doubt, to win friends
among his Moroccan readership. Although there is no date on this article, it seems
likely that it was written just before Spain officially took charge of Northern
Morocco, given Torres’s indirect and negative reference, at the beginning of the
article, to the French, namely the ‘terceros’: ‘es interés de los terceros que vienen
aprovechándose de la debilidad de nuestros países, o de su falta de compenetración
parcial, en algun aspecto, retrasar y dificultar esta esperanza de la unidad
hispanomarroquí.’ Before the Spanish, it was the French who had control of the whole
of Morocco, later ceding the North and the Sahara to Spain.
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In another article, contained in Miscelánea, entitled ‘Cuaderno íntimo de un
soldado español en África’, the author, Emilio Ernesto Niveiro,41 is a soldier who
expresses his views on Northern Morocco in diary form: ‘Para nosotros, el estrecho es
un río, y Marruecos, una provincia más de España. Como Granada, como Córdoba,
como Valencia, como Toledo, como cualquiera, en fin de nuestras viejas provincias’
[…] ‘Desde el monte se ve el mar y se ve España muy cerca. Se ve Andalucía, porque
esto que pisamos, ¿no es España también? ¡Pues claro que sí!’. In keeping with this
soldier’s opinion, numerous articles were written that sought to demonstrate that
North Africa and Spain were the same territory with the same people, aiming for the
same goals: ‘Marruecos, cuna del movimiento’ (a reference to the fact that Franco
started his offensive in Tetuán), 42 ‘Africa del Norte, una prolongación de España’,43
‘Renacimiento de la cultura hispanoárabe’,44 ‘la clásica música del “Andalus”: Las
Nubas’,45 ‘Una institución hispano marroquí en Madrid’.46 In ‘Africa del Norte, una
prolongación de España’, Manuel Souto Vilas explains why North Africa, especially
Morocco, should be part of the Spanish territory:

Territorio Chthónico de la existencia nacional. Yo jamás he comprendido que
se aduzcan razones secundarias, por más que sean muy elevadas y muy
nobles— como lo son las de una misión históricotradicional, colonizadora,
misionera y civilizadora, las de una necesidad cual corresponde
intransferiblemente a España en Marruecos—, cuando se trata de una razón
41
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primaria, propiamente fundamento de todas las demás razones, de la
absolutamente transcendental: del ser íntegro de España, cuya base territorial
tiene sus confines chthónicos entre el Pirineo y el Atlas. (See García Figueras
1943: Vol. VII)
Once again, we find a journalist devoting pages to analysing the legitimacy of France
and Spain’s presence in Morocco. The conclusions seem clear to the author: Spain,
unlike France, does not have imperial goals. Instead, the nation has a common history
with Morocco that binds them as a single territory. Significantly, this article, written
in 1943 shows that Spain’s intention was to obtain the whole Moroccan territory:

Esto es lo decisivo: solamente para España no es Marruecos un territorio de
expansión imperial o un dominio colonial, sino ser de su ser, una prolongación
del solar chtónico de la propia existencia nacional y una garantía de su
inviolabilidad y seguridad indefectibles. En cualesquiera otros puntos de la
tierra podrían encontrarse lugares propicios para colonizar y extender los
dominios [...]. Pero España jamás hallará en otra parte de la tierra la
continuidad indivisible de su solar nacional, la integridad de su propio ser,
excepto en Marruecos. (García Figueras 1943: Tome VII)

Spain strategically based its whole argument for its presence in North
Morocco on the fact that history had always brought the two nations together. Their
so-called ‘brotherhood’ stemmed precisely from their shared past. If Al-Andalús had
civilised Spain from the eighth century, it was now time for Spain to return the
favour: ‘España respeta a la religión islámica, la aprecia y presta su ayuda a todos los
individuos que la propagan en todo el mundo,’ wrote Lieutenant Colonel Cueto in
1946. And he continued:
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S. E. el Alto Comisario es un hombre religioso y aprecia a todos los que son
religiosos. Con la enseñanza y la religión necesariamente llegaréis a vuestra
anhelada meta, mientras que sin enseñanza ni religión permaneceréis en la
situación en que os encontráis. […] Así vemos en la historia que los árabes
son los que trajeron la ciencia y la civilización a España durante varios siglos;
pero hoy vemos que España las trae hoy aquí, a Marruecos.47

The narrative having been set, Spain now had to back up these promises of a single
nation with projects of investment, infrastructure and education. In 1927, after the war
in the Rif’s region– ‘la Guerra del Rif’– Primo de Rivera’s dictatorship helped to
bring appeasement to the country through a significant amount of investment (Martín:
1973).48 Villanova tells us that Spain’s focus was on public works, in particular the
creation of infrastructures, and adds that:

[L]a decisión de impulsar este tipo de actuaciones radicó en la
consideración de que eran uno de los medios principales para avanzar hacia la
pacificación – al favorecer el aumento del bienestar de las poblaciones y,
consecuentemente, facilitar enormemente la labor política.49

As early as 1923, a 54.000.000 pesetas budget was agreed to finance the work: 52%
was to be used for the construction of railway lines, 16% for roads, 13% for ports and
lighthouses, and 11% would be dedicated to civil construction. In 1928, a new plan
was agreed in which a loan of 80.000.000 pesetas was given to the Majzén.50 Sixty
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percent of the budget targeted construction and the improvement of roads, 22.5%,
hydraulic work, and 7.4% was devoted to ‘public buildings’ (Villanova: 87). The
effort from Spain was clear and it persisted in its creation of infrastructure. Whether
or not Spain was doing its duty by ‘civilizing’ and improving the potential of
Morocco, what is true is that some things did change for the better. However, if we
take an overview of the forty-four years of the Protectorate, we can see that the
changes were not major. The construction of railways and roads did not exceed 200
kilometres, although the presence of ports, roads and airports did improve
communications across North Morocco. The habits and customs of the rural
population changed slowly, becoming integrated into the market economy. Trade, up
to independence was still based on local markets of a small to medium size. Of
course, the recruitment of Moroccans to the Spanish army did help to introduce more
people to a monetary economy, and there was also a degree of urbanisation: whereas
only 5% of the Moroccan territory under Spanish Protectorate had been urban, it rose
to 12% in 1945 (18% if we include the Spanish who were living in urban areas). Yet
the modest modernisation that occurred in northern Morocco during the Protectorate
was not as significant as the changes made by France, for example, in the rest of
Morocco; but the few changes made did bring northern Morocco closer to Spain after
the independence.
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1.3 A Spanish education

Education played a key role in reshaping Moroccans' sense of belonging
towards Spain. The use of the Castilian language contributed greatly to the revival of
a long-lost Andalusian identity, eventually providing a common language that
reinforced a shared identity. If many Moroccans could (and still can) communicate in
Spanish (see Mateo Dieste: 42-3), it is because schools under the Protectorate offered
opportunities to them from an early stage. Even though, to begin with, the creation of
Spanish schools was not intended to serve the Moroccan population, by 1950
Moroccan intellectuals were already writing articles and literature in Spanish.51 There
were a variety of reasons why Moroccans preferred to go to a Spanish school. For
instance, a Spanish education allowed them the opportunity to apply for a scholarship
to go to Spain to undertake a university degree. Moreover, Arabic schools were
renowned for being very strict as well as religious in their focus. But whatever the
reasons, access to Spanish education would create a whole new generation of authors
able to write in Spanish. Even after the Protectorate, Spanish schools continued to be
very popular, creating subsequent generations of Spanish and Arabic speakers. In the
time of the Protectorate, many measures were taken to improve the literacy rate of
Moroccans, although the very limited budget dedicated to educating Moroccans,
either in Arabic or Spanish, did not testify to a particularly keen engagement on the
part of the authorities. Ricardo Ruiz Orsatti, who was the general director of
education in charge of Spanish-Arabic studies in Morocco and author of La
enseñanza en Marruecos in 191852, states that only one ‘hispano-árabe’ school was
51
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founded in 1908 and that ten years on there were only thirty-six students, all between
five and twenty-five years-old, being taught in Spanish and Arabic (Arabic was only
used to learn the Koran). His opinion on the school shows that improvements were
urgently needed:

La escuela está muy concurrida, más aún, casi desierta. Ello obedece a
mi entender, en gran parte, al modestísimo presupuesto asignado a la
misma- 2400 pesetas para ambos profesores, alquiler del local,
limpieza y material. (Orsatti: 50).

Orsatti asks for a higher budget with some changes in the curriculum:

El señor Gonzalez daría clases en español, de historia de España, estilo
epistolar comercial y administrativo, gramática española, iniciando a sus
alumnos en modernos conocimientos sobre agricultura, astronomía etc. […]
De no decidirse su aceptación, en mi opinión, modesta pero sincera, la escuela
Hispano-árabe de Tetuán, debe, por su dignidad nuestra, desaparecer. (Orsatti:
52)

By recommending the school’s closure if the budget could not be met, Orsatti exposes
the Spanish government’s limited ambitions when it came to providing an educational
system for the Moroccan population. It is in this context that we must understand an
advertisement in El Eco de Tetuán on 23 September 1922 announcing free vacant
places for all, including Moroccans, at Tetuan’s principal Spanish school: ‘Colegio
del Pilar, [...] Se dan Primera Enseñanza graduada. Segunda enseñanza completa y
comercio. Habrá una clase gratuita de veinticinco plazas para alumnos de primera
enseñanza y clases nocturnas para adultos. ‘Se admiten Cristianos, Moros y Hebreos.’
Although Spanish schools mainly targeted Spaniards living in the Protectorate, they
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accepted a considerable number of Moroccan students. If we refer to the same column
in the newspaper, forty-four students, in total, were entered for the examinations.

This Spanish school system for primary education in which pupils were taught
exclusively in Spanish continued until 1937, when it was decided that schools would
teach in Arabic: the name of the schools changed then to ‘Escuelas marroquíes’ in
1937 and changed again their name to ‘Escuelas primarias musulmanas’ in 1940.53 In
1946, primary education became compulsory with the aim to improve significantly
literacy rates. Pupils from disadvantaged backgrounds benefitted from a free
education, including food and uniform. In a document published by the ministry of
education in 1954, we find a detailed description of the educational system in the
Spanish-Moroccan region. In primary education, the subjects studied are the
following:

Alcorán, religión y moral-lengua árabe.-lengua española.-aritmética.nociones de geometría.-geografía e historia.-nociones de ciencias.-nociones de
higiene.-nociones de agricultura (en las escuelas rurales de niños).-dibujo y
trabajos manuales (escuelas de niños).-dibujos y labores europeas y típicas del
país (escuelas de niñas).-lecciones de cosas e higiene (párvulos).- educación
física y canto.-juegos (párvulos). Todas estas asignaturas se estudian en árabe
con excepción de la lengua española, el dibujo, las labores europeas y la
historia y la geografía de España en el último año, las cuales son enseñadas
por maestros españoles. (Ministerio de instrucción pública: 1954)

Due to the fact that there are not enough Moroccan teachers to teach these subjects in
Arabic, Spanish teachers are employed to teach instead. In 1954-1955, around 7.2%
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of the Northern Moroccan population was enrolled in schools. Furthermore, evening
classes were offered to adults in which they could study ‘cultura general, lengua,
matemáticas y nociones de ciencias.’54 In 1953-1954, nearly 3000 adults were
enrolled in those evening courses. The opportunity to have an education solely in
Spanish after 1937 was only available to those who reached the fifth and sixth year
after primary education. This was due to the fact that the Moroccan government, who
could still rule on their own educational system, did not have any institution in place
for those wishing to continue studying after the equivalent of a GCSE:

En cuanto a los estudiantes que se proponían cursar estudios superiores
en España se veían obligados a seguir el quinto y el sexto año según el plan
español. Por este motivo, se crearon en el mismo instituto de enseñanza media
en Tetuán el quinto y el sexto año con arreglo al plan español, habiendo sido
reconocido por el ministerio de educación nacional de España los estudios que
se cursan en estos dos años. De esta forma, los alumnos marroquíes que
aprueban estos dos años pueden presentarse con los estudiantes españoles a los
exámenes de reválida que se celebran ante una comisión universitaria
española; pudiendo a continuación ingresar en las universidades españolas. En
la actualidad hay en España un buen número de estudiantes marroquíes que,
habiendo seguido este plan, están cursando en la actualidad estudios
superiores. (Ministerio de educación pública, 1954: 24)

This reform enabled 650 Moroccan students to have a secondary education in 1954
for example. To this number we must add the number of Moroccans studying in
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Spanish secondary schools too.55 Together they not only learnt to write in Spanish but
were also taught Spanish literature as part of the ‘Bachillerato’ programme. The
following extract from F. Valderrama Martinez’s book on Spanish literature
specifically adapted to Moroccans highlights the efforts made to give Moroccan
students a classical Spanish education:

En el programa de Lengua Preceptiva Literaria e Historia de la Literatura
Española. No existiendo un texto especialmente redactado para los alumnos
marroquíes que han de estudiar esta materia, hemos pensado en la utilidad de
componer estas lecciones con el mejor deseo de facilitar el estudio de los
alumnos y el trabajo del profesor […]. En él se alcanza el número de 2920
palabras, y con este léxico se inicia esta obra. Por consiguiente, toda voz o
expresión nueva aparece con otro tipo de letra (negrita), y el profesor está en
la obligación […] de explicar el significado de estas nuevas voces para que el
alumno no halle dificultad al leer o al estudiar.56

Here, Martinez states that the student should already know 2920 words of Spanish
vocabulary before starting the course. Poetry, drama, novels and other literary genres
are studied with examples coming from Spanish literature. This gives us a very good
indication on the knowledge of the future generation of Moroccan authors writing in
Spanish. These Moroccan pupils’ sources of inspiration are Spanish and western
references. The new vocabulary written in bold corresponds primarily either to
literary vocabulary or to specific vocabulary not used in basic conversations:
‘estrofas, rimas, metro, (novela) picaresca, caballeresca, bizantina, troyanos, héroe,
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purgatorio, fabulista, sútil etc’. As well as introducing Moroccan students to a specific
vocabulary, classes provided them with a knowledge of Spanish literature which later
reveals itself in Moroccan writers’ contributions to literary magazines of the region.

The Spanish educational system provided opportunities that were not possible
under a Moroccan educational system. In order to help more students with their
education for example, boarding schools were created both in North Morocco as well
as in Spain: in Tetuan, 110 boys and 27 girls could, in 1954-1955 go to boarding
school in Spain. Granada and Madrid were the first cities ready to host Moroccan
students. Finally, the School of Art of Tetuan (Escuela de Bellas Artes) and the
‘Conservatorio Hispano Marroquí de Música’ (created in 1945) both accepted
Moroccans and Spaniards. The School of Art awarded scholarships to Moroccan
students so that they could finish their degrees in Spain.

Ibn Azzuz Haquim, a historian born in Tetuan in 1924, was among the pupils
who benefited from the Spanish educational system. In 1949, he wrote Rihla por
Andalucía57 a diary in which he describes a trip he made to Andalusia when he was
fifteen years old.58 The Spanish government subsidised the trip, enabling thirty-one
northern Moroccan students to experience life in Andalusia for three weeks. Ibn
Azzuz Haquim records the students’ visits to every important city of the region—
Granada, Málaga, Sevilla and Córdoba—with their Moorish architecture and legacy
from Al-Andalus. It is not too difficult to see how such trips might have reinforced
the sense of a deep and age-old connection between Spaniards and Moroccans:
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Veintiún días de contacto con el pueblo español han bastado para que me
sienta atraído por el afecto y las atenciones de este querido pueblo generoso y
hermano del mío. Veintiún días solamente bastaron para que comenzase a
sentir veneración, respeto y admiración por el pueblo español. Durante estos
veintiún días estuvimos disfrutando de la hospitabilidad de un pueblo amable,
dulce, cariñoso, respetuoso y de la palabra graciosa, andaluza, fácil y
atrayente. Por eso apenas llegamos a Tetuán ya tenemos ansias de retorno. Así
sea. Inxa’a’Al-lah. Si Dios quiere. (Ibn Azzuz Haquim: 59)

Indeed, in the final section of Ibn Azzuz Haquim’s diary, it does appear from the
gratitude he expresses that the Spanish authorities had, in this instance, succeeded in
their attempt to capitalize on historical bonds:

Y ya que la MEMORIA-DIARIO toca a su fin, es un deber para mi agradecer
en nombre propio y en el de mis padres en particular y en el de mis
compañeros y marroquíes en general, el gran interés que los españoles toman
en beneficio nuestro, no sólo procurándonos medios para elevarnos—medios
de cultura, de civilización, de adelanto, de progreso, de grandeza—sino
llevarnos a su solar para dispensarnos toda clase de atenciones. Con medidas
como ésta—no es preciso que nosotros los pregonemos—sabe que cuenta con
nuestro más sincero agradecimiento y reconocimiento y tiene a su
disposición—por si en algo puede servirle—todo lo que sea fruto de aquella
aportación suya y de nuestras propias dotes. (Ibn Azzuz Haquim: 59)

By gaining the trust and admiration of young Moroccans, the Spanish government of
the time managed to do better than either France or England in their respective
colonies: the relationship between the colonised and the colonist is an equal one, or at
least it seemed. Spain used to its advantage what might otherwise have been its
Achilles heel: for surely, given that Spain had expelled the Moors in the fifteenth
century for their religious beliefs, the chances of making them believe in a
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‘hispanomarroquí’ unity were very slim. And yet the appeal to a common history was,
at least to begin with, a persuasive and effective one.

Concurrently, the plan was also to train a body of teachers from both Spain
and Morocco. Spanish education sought to integrate Arabic language in the
curriculum alongside Classical Spanish Literature, a political strategy so that Spain
might establish itself without compromising the culture of the Moroccan population.
The training of Moroccan and Spanish teachers included, across the three years of
their degree, both Spanish and Arabic language and literature for five hours a week.
The report on the education system in Northern Morocco in 1954 also presented a
plan for the coming years. In this plan, secondary schools were to teach Spanish and
Arabic in equal amounts (6 hours per week for boys, 5 hours per week for girls),
permitting a full integration of Moroccans intoSpanish education, although the
numbers of Moroccan students involved were relatively small.

1.4 Magazines and literature: creating a relationship

During the period of the Protectorate, many Spanish authors, whether they
lived in Spain or in Morocco, published their work in Spanish-Moroccan magazines
and newspapers. Magazines and newspapers in Spanish were a useful platform by
which the Spanish authorities could illustrate the significant contribution Spain was
making in Northern Morocco. As they provided a ready platform for Moroccan
writers, they naturally influenced the decision of authors to write in Castilian rather
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than Arabic. In this respect, these magazines and newspapers were the starting point
for the Spanish-Morocco literature that continues to exist today. During the
Protectorate, they were useful to the Spanish authorities because they helped to
create cultural bonds which in turn facilitated Spain’s settlement in Morocco. In the
process they contributed to a change in mentality amongst Spanish-speaking
Moroccans and reshaped their sense of belonging. For Spain's own purposes, every
exhibition, book fair or archaeological discovery was meticulously noted, along with
the investment Spain was making to improve Morocco’s infrastructure. In the first
semester of 1953, for example, seventeen pages of the magazine Tamuda were
dedicated to the section ‘Información Cultural de la Zona’ divided into eight parts:
‘Archivos y Biblioteca, Arqueología, Arte (exposiciones, conciertos y recitales,
teatro), Centros de investigación, Concursos científicos y literarios, Conferencias,
Educación y Noticiario General.’ This section set out to illustrate what the
Protectorate had created: a land in which each could and did learn from his Spanish or
Moroccan neighbour. Ketama, one of the best known literary supplements of the
Protectorate had just this purpose, as Jacinto López Gorgé pointed out:

Este suplemento literario tendrá una cabeza responsable [...]. Este suplemento,
a mi juicio, ha de ser de pura creación: sin crítica de libros, polémicas ni otras
cosas que no pegan en una revista literaria "ministerial". Aunque esto último
no significa dejación de la altura y dignidad literarias.59

In another of López Gorgé’s letters, Ketama’s aims and purpose are made
absolutely clear:
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Imprimirle, en primer lugar, un caracter autenticamente nacional, con
proyecciones internacionales. Para ello sería conveniente:
1) Invitar a todos los literatos marroquíes a colaborar en sus páginas…
2) Ampliar las reflecciones con todos los círculos y publicaciones árabes del
norte de Africa, Oriente medio y América, solicitando colaboraciones e intercambios.
3) Intensificar las traducciones al árabe de literatos españoles y franceses…
4) Hacer lo propio con la literatura marroquí y árabe en general, vertiendo al
castellano originales inéditos o seleccionados de las más importantes obras y revistas
árabes actuales.
5) Dar cabida en las dos secciones, [...] a encuestas y entrevistas de tipo
periodístico con escritores y artistas marroquíes de la mayor significación y relieve.
6) Publicar un amplio noticiario cultural de todas las actividades que en
Marruecos se desarollan…
7) Mantener el contacto que se tuvo hasta ahora con los medios literarios
españoles, dando a conocer, además de poemas y cuentos, otros géneros literarios y
otros aspectos de las letras y de las artes.60

The purpose of magazines like Ketama was to create a platform for the
common admiration of literature and culture, steering clear of contentious issues that
might give rise to controversy and break the illusion of good, fraternal relations.

In additon to recording the many benefits Moroccans were supposedly
enjoying as a result of Spain’s presence in their land, magazines and newspapers also
served to foster mutual understanding by providing opportunities for cultural
exchanges, although admittedly these exchanges were often one-way, helping above
all Westeners to understand the Orient via a process of demystification.
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In Tamuda, for example, we find the translation into Spanish of regional
riddles by Mohammad Ibn Azzuz Hakim.61 The riddles were originally written in
Dariya, the Arabic dialect with which Spaniards would have no doubt been familiar
since the spoken language in Morocco is exclusively dialectal. While the aim was the
provide insight into the culture of the indigenous population, in many cases the
purpose of the riddle is lost in translation. For example, in ‘Llegó al río y tuvo
vergüenza: el zapato’, what is highlighted is the personification of the shoe who
decides that he cannot cross the river. The notion of bashfulness is a significant
concept in the Arab-Muslim world and the personification of objects is more common
in riddles in the Moroccan dialect than it is in Spanish. Other examples are ‘Tiene
cabeza, no tiene orejas; tiene manos, no tiene pies: la chilaba’ or ‘Van y vienen y no
tienen pies: el dinero, both of which have lost their amusing character. In the first
riddle we can see a personification of typical Moroccan clothing: the djellaba, whose
design only signals where the head and the hand should be. The second riddle is once
again a personification of money that comes and goes but does not have human
physical features to do so. In a Moroccan cultural context, these riddles make sense
but they lose significance as soon as they are translated into Spanish.

The same aim of demystifing Moroccan culture for a Spanish readership also
underpins a feature by Joaquina Albarracín Navarro on ‘El Hayk’, a traditional
garment worn by women (Appendix 1). In 1953, eight pages, including a number of
illustrative scketches, are dedicated to the garment, its varieties, and the ways in
which it is worn. The feature is mostly unjudgmental, although it does contain a
moment of what would be considered today rather dubious and insensitive humour
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towards Moroccan customs: ‘Cuando una mora va a salir a la calle, se envuelve en el
haike dejando un ojo al descubierto (lam. I) lo que es una moda ventajosa para las
feas y las pobres; así, se ha de ir con gran cuidado para poder saber dónde está la
belleza’ (Tamuda 1953: 310). The insensitiviy on display here is a reminder that the
magazine in question, like many others, was aimed primarily (if not exclusively) at a
Spanish readership, or at least presumed that the reader shared the same values and
perspective. Evidence of this is provided also by the illustration of a naked woman on
the cover of the September 1954 edition of Tamuda (Appendix 2). Although highly
stylised, the nude belongs to a mode of representation reflective of contemporary
Western tastes rather than thoses of the average Moroccan.

Above all, as part of the project of demystification, we find in magazines and
newspapers countless poems and short stories—the two principal genres of Spanish—
Moroccan literature under the Protectorate—translated from Arabic to Spanish. These
served to introduce Spaniards to the literature of classical Arab authors as well as to
new authors from the Arab world such as Iliyya Aby Madi, Maaruf Ar-Rusafi, Bichar
Al-Juri, Fadua Tukan or Michail Naim. While the themes covered are as varied as
those we might find in any other national literature, what is particularly striking is
that, even during the final years of the Protectorate when nationalist feeling was
growing fast, there seemed to be a tacit acceptance amongst Moroccan writers of the
status quo. Even though they did eventually begin to question even the very
legitimacy of a so-called Spanish-Moroccan literature, their production was never
confrontational or controversial—quite the contrary. This was in stark contrast, of
course, to the literatures of French-Morocco and French-Algeria which, some years
later, sought to re-define North African identity against the ‘protection’ and
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‘occupation’ that had been imposed on them. This is the case of Kateb Yacine for
instance with his novel Nedjma (1956)62 and the work of FLN activist Frantz Fannon:
Black skin, White masks (1952) and The wretched of the Earth (1961).

We might presume that the lack of controversy in the Spanish-Moroccan
context indicates that this relatively small group of Spanish-Moroccan authors came
from wealthy and educated backgrounds. This was not in fact the case, with many
being the first in their families to have received an education.63 The absence of a
confrontational literature can be explained, in part, by the fact that the Spanish had
control over publication and it was in their interest to promote the idea of
brotherhood. Indeed, although some Spanish authors looked at Spanish-Moroccan
literature with condescension, the propaganda claiming a symbiosis between the two
peoples did succeed, as we shall see, in planting the seeds of a new literature.64

1.5 A common experience: the city

Magazines and newspapers of the Protectorate facilitated the creation of
cultural bonds between Spanish and Moroccan communities. Spanish authors
adopted Arab-Andalusian metric styles common in the Arab world such as Qasidahs
or Zejels. Similarly, Moroccan authors experimented with European poetic styles
such as the sonnet. Thematically, many poems written during the time of the
Protectorate deal with traditional themes such as love or nature, or else examine the
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poetic form itself and the local poetic heritage. But one theme that is particularly
typical of writers in the region is the city. There is, of course, a well-established
European tradition of city poetry65 but in the Moroccan context the approach to the
city is, at least on the part of Moroccan writers, almost exclusively laudatory and
allied to a sense of regional identity. Typically, an author’s love for the city is
expressed through the figure of a lover or a mother, as we will see in poems by Dris
Diuri, Mohamed Sibari, Mohamed Chakor and Ahmed Mgara.

Dris Diuri wrote exclusively about his own city, Larache. In his book,
Miscelánea, 196266, we find the poems ‘Larache y su gran semana de fiestas’,
‘Larache y su ebullición, ‘A Larache, en testimonio de eterna admiración’, and ‘Novia
del Atlántico, eso eres tú, mi Larache’. All these poems have in common the love,
attachment and sense of identity the city offers the poet.

In the sonnet ‘A Larache’, we find some of the typical features of a Moroccan
author’s city poem which offers a female personification of the city, emphasising both
her inner and outer beauty:

Hermosa joya, bien pulimentada,
céfiro Dorado hecho de encajes,
¡oh, novia amorosa!, bastos ropajes,
no profanan tu mágica cascada.
Hechizo que cautiva, ¡Oh, mi hada
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esplendorosa!, diré, sin ramajes,
que eres mi bondad, reina de linajes,
hasta el martirio te muestra callada.
Si una voz, como la mía, que clama,
guía de tu bondad, de tu pureza,
inmarcesibles lazos, ley segura;
Muestra bien la nobleza de tu fama,
y otorga a tus hijos, sí, la grandeza,
como a otros concedes la ventura.67

Diuri’s love of Larache transpires in his personification of the city as lover and
mother. The personification creates an intimate bond between the poet and the citywoman. The use of the second personal pronoun suggest a familiarity and the
compliments he makes to the city-woman relate to a cultural representation of
women: beautiful, loving, caring for her children, with a good reputation and
background.

The expression of one’s attachment to the city eventually became widespread
during the Protectorate, principally among Spanish authors. Moroccan authors’ poetry
under the Protectorate does not deal with city identity but rather with their attachment
to Al-Andalus. In the magazines of the Protectorate, we only find one poem of
Ibrahim El Ilgui entitled ‘Recuerdos de días felices en Xauen’ which dedicated to the
city and its inhabitants, but from an outsider’s perspective. When Spanish authors
depict the Moroccan city, rather than convey a sense of belonging, theirs is a
depiction from the outside, often characterised by what can be termed an Orientalist
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approach. The unconditional love for a city which Diuri displays can be found also in
texts written by Spanish authors; but, when we find them, the city’s name is not
mentioned and therefore the poem takes on a universal dimension. For example, we
have the following poem ‘Canto a Marruecos’ by Francisco Salgueiro:

¿Cómo nombrarte, cómo decir tu nombre?
Una lejana lluvia conmueve tu seno escondido,
un confuso oleaje hizo vibrar esta mañana
bienherida de fuentes y de pasos.
Acariciar, recorrer tus apretadas callejas,
Tu lento laberinto; tus torres, de puntillas
Al sol; mirar los pájaros
Cómo sorben, tan breves,
La lágrima caliente de los cielos.
Tan dulce perderse, vagar, ir quedamente,
Sin saber, sin saber, solo en la dicha
Que derrama la altiva cabeza de los montes;
Solo, solo en la palma débil de la mañana,
Cuando tus torres se quiebran de secretos,
Cuando tus puertas arden, y el deseo
Libera en nuestros campos su galope.
Pero el agua pronunció tu nombre.
Te invocaba tal virgen rumorosa,
Porque tú has temblado,
Temblaste
Como niña desnuda ante mis ojos;
Y el gorjeo cansado de tus telares,
Esa lenta vaharada,
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Ese llanto perdido de tu manantial,
No eran más que un oculto, ternísimo sigilo,
Y el corazón decía, transido, lentamente,
Yo te amo, yo te amo. (Al-Motamid 1955: 12)

Like Dris Diuri’s poem, Salgueiro’s presents the city as lover, although the depiction
is more passionate and erotic. Salgueiro’s description is of a physical relationship
with the city. The verbs ‘acarician’, ‘temblaste’, or ‘recorrer’ suggest a carnal love.
Similar to city poems by Moroccan poets, there is a personification of the city as
woman. The poem turns on the metaphor of the first sexual experience of a girl,
marking a transition from girl to woman. Virginity and its loss, rather than physical
beauty or motherhood, constitute the central motif. Unlike indigenous versions, there
is less focus on the ornamental aspect of woman than on the carnal and tactile
relationship between the poet and woman-city. Salgueiro’s poem is not Orientalist in
approach but rather engages with a European tradition of personification.

Trina Mercader’s short story entitled ‘Una calle del barrio Moro de Larache’
describes a peaceful Moroccan scene with its depiction of a quiet Medina, white and
clean, where any imperfections contribute to the charm of Larache: ‘La cal de las
paredes tiene sólo la estridencia de la luz’, ‘los seres van como envueltos en su
blancura. […] el silencio tiene una dimensión casi mística’ (Mercader: 46, 47).68 The
short story is non-fictional and focuses on the exterior beauty of the city of Larache.
In an approach that can be characterised as Orientalist, the city is described as magical
from the off: ‘Penetrar por una calle de Marruecos es abrir el libro de lo maravilloso’.
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It thus falls into the binarism of ‘advanced/backward’ which, for Said, characterised
the Orientalism of the nineteenth century and ensured that the Orient, unable to
evolve in the collective Western mentality, ‘existed as a place isolated from the
mainstream of European progress in the sciences, arts and commerce’, a place denied
‘the very possibility of development, transformation, human movement - in the
deeptest sense of the word’ (Said: 208).

In ‘The walled Arab city in literature, architecture and history. The living
medina in the Maghreb’, D. K. Davis and D. Frappier quote Housefield’s comparison
of Medina to a ‘living museum’:

Entering Fes el-Bali is like stepping into a time warp back to the Middle Ages
[…] Descriptions such as these emphasize a museum-like state of
preservation. Entry into the Medina is described as an act of passage beyond
the physical crossing of the walls, a movement through time and space
simultaneously, as if it were touristic time travelling. 69

What is described here is akin to what Mercader depicts in her short story: a time
travelling experience in which one is in awe of the new surroundings one encounters.
Mercader’s idea that Morocco, the Orient, is another world and the frontier between
the East and West that seem impenetrable due to the obvious cultural differences
needs to be penetrated in order to be understood on its own terms. ‘Una mujer
atraviesa la calle. [...] Es un manto que tiene mucho de griego, en su cascada de
pliegues a la espalda. De él emergen unos pies calzados de babuchas, blancas
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también, a ras del manto’ (López Gorgé: 46). In another passage, she writes: ‘No hay
tejados; sólo una terminación brusca del blanco, cortando en cubos una arquitectura
sin complicaciones. A mi lado pasan los jaiques, las severas chilabas, destacando en
lo blanco el amarillo limón de las babuchas’ (López Gorgé: 47). These excerpts reveal
a critical analysis of the northern Moroccan town from an outsider's perspective. This
approach is orientalist inasmuch as there is an underlying wish to understand and
classify the other culture. This creates a generalisation, what might be termed, after
Said, a static, latent Orientalism. Paradoxically, for Mercader, the first step to
discovering the beautiful world of Morocco is accepting imperfection: ‘Hay que
aceptar la cuesta, y el guijarro resbaladizo, y la escalinata desigual y el rincón lóbrego
y maloliente’ (Lopez Jorgé: 46). Mercader presents a picture in which bad smells and
irregularities in the architecture are fundamental elements of the perfect and beautiful
landscape of Morocco. The city’s imperfections contribute to the aesthetic experience
of the environment she describes. Moreover, when she writes ‘Porque todo forma
parte de esta escenografía ya en desuso en nuestro mundo civilizado’ (Lopez Jorgé:
46), Mercader clearly demarcates this world as being seperate from her own. Because
she talks about her own world as civilised, we can only deduce that, by comparison,
Morocco is ‘uncivilised’. Mercader attempts a realistic and objective description of
the Orient but seems to end up conveying an ethnocentric picture even though her
piece describes the Western world unfavourably in terms of what it lacks. For while
Mercader describes the local architecture, for example, positively in terms of its
accessibility (‘Aquí por el contrario, todo está a la mano, todo tiene una altura que no
sobrepasa nuestra humanidad’), there is still the inference of the West’s technological
advancement, even though the building of skyscrapers might be considered a vain,
arrogant project. Although Mercader’s aim is to introduce the reader to a magical
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world, the constant comparisons with the West reinforce the idea that neither the
reader nor the author actually belong in Morocco, even though Mercader herself had
lived there for almost twenty years (López Gorgé: 45).

In her poem entitled ‘Ciudad de Carne’,70 Mercader describes the unnamed
city in critical terms:

Ciudad que me avergonzaría
Toda hecha de íntimos contactos,
de tiernas ligaturas obscenas.
Ciudad adulta
hecha para las manos.
Para los que supieron hurgar
hasta lo inverosímil.
Ciudad
más confusa que el miedo.
Más honda
Que los viejos olores.
Ciudad de tramo en tramo
derramada en urgentes,
delirantes descensos.
Ciudad légamo, pozo,
cóncavo laberinto
de ceguedad. A tientas
hallaréis el escombro.
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Por donde la voz baja,
por donde el pasadizo.
Oh, no. Aún no. Bajad.
Está más hondo.
Más abajo del líquen.
Por la sombra nutricia.
Por donde el excremento.
Ciudad
seno y vientre de todos,
en un hozar que me avergonzaría.

The city is depicted in derogatory terms as a reality that one cannot avoid. As the
phrase ‘seno y vientre de todo’ suggests, the city is the mother of evil: she bears and
nourishes it. The city described in the poem is dirty and compared to excrement. As
the city has no name and bears no specificities of any city in particular, Mercader
replicates a scepticism towards urban life in general that is typical of Europe after the
industrial revolution. Stephen Spender, in ‘Poetry and the Modern city’, explains the
negativity linked with urban spaces which Mercader has attempted to express in her
poem:

Athens, Alexandria, Rome, Paris, Vienna-all echo through the work of poets.
But ever since the industrial revolution, the poets, instead of regarding the
cities as centers of civilization, have regarded them as destructive of the
conditions out of which the supreme achievement of poetry in the past were
created. The modern urban environment is ugly, overwhelming, materialistic.
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Its power is expressed in a scientific, sociological vocabulary which aliens to
the image-making vocabulary of past poetry.71

For the most part, then, the idea that one’s identity is linked with the city is expressed
in the work of both Spanish and Moroccan writers. Whilst Spanish writers have either
made the experience of the city an exotic one or an opportunity to think about the
impact on people of urban living, Moroccans tend to view cities as a way of
reaffirming their heritage, especially in the context of the historic links between
Andalusian or Northern Moroccan and Al-Andalus.
1.6 A literature serving Spain’s political agenda and Moroccans’ sense of identity

By the final decade of the Protectorate, while literary magazines continued to
provide a platform for Spanish writers and, with it, a way of cementing the age-old
relationship between Spain and Morocco, they also provided an opportunity for
Moroccans to assert their own identity. Moroccan writers would continue to produce
and publish literature that could inform their Spanish brothers’ understanding of
Morocco; but more importantly, they also seized the opportunity, via this imagined
brotherhood, to retrieve the Andalusian identity lost to them when their ancestors
were expelled from Spain. Ironically, they did this in Castilian, not Arabic, but in
many respects the language which Arabic had itself helped to shape was as much
theirs as anybody else’s, even more so now that they had passed through the
education system brought to Morocco by the Spanish.
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As we have seen, Spanish authors conveyed their affinity with their Moroccan
brothers by, in effect, writing the Orient. This included employing Arabic metric
forms, as in the following Qasidah written by Francisco Salgueiro and published in
Tamuda in 1954:

Caballo blanco, caballo negro.
Por la piel o murmullo del alba.
Un niño
tiene el mundo en las manos.
Y no sabe qué hacer.
Si cantar, si reír,
Si tomar por las bridas...
Si reír, si cantar.
Caballo negro, caballo blanco.
Ajedrez que galopa en la aurora. (Tamuda 1954: 9)

Qasidah means ‘little song’. In the pre-Islamic period, the Qasidah was
divided into three parts: the nasib (short introduction), the rahil (the camel’s journey),
and the Fakhr (self-praise). In the the time of the Abbasid, Ibn al-Mu’tazz, considered
a predecessor of the Andalusian poets, employed the Qasidah to create descriptive
poetry (wasf’) whose focus was nature (animals, gardens, plants).72

In his version, Salgueiro attempts to involve Arabic themes and forms typical
of the traditional Qasidah. Salgueiro’s description of a horse riding freely in the dawn
is reminiscent of the traditional Qasidah’s treatment of Bedouins’ journeys by camel
or, indeed, on horse-back. We find a balance at the level of metre and rhyme as well
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as image, as in the decasyllabic line ‘Caballo blanco, caballo negro’/ ‘Caballo negro,
caballo blanco’ separated by a medial ceasura and where the rhyming of antithetic
colours also creates equilibrium. The same balance is apparent in the lines ‘Si reír, si
cantar’/‘Si cantar, si reír’. The ternary rhythm of the final verse imitates the crescendo
of the sound of the galloping horse: the three syllables of ‘ajedrez’—whose
etymology takes us to the Arab world—are followed by four syllables in ‘que galopa’
and ends with five syllables in ‘en la aurora’. Salgueiro’s attention to rhythm here
demonstrates his attempt to preserve the rhythm of the Qasidah—the little song—and
in doing so, affirm the bond between Spain and the Arab world.

For the most part, short stories and poems by Spanish authors centre on
Moroccan life and mores, sometimes focusing on elements that reinforce cultural
stereotypes. For instance, in her book of short stories, Zohora la negra y otros cuentos
(see López Gorgé: 21), published in Tetuán in 1955, Dora Bacaicoa describes the way
in which the life of a woman called Zohora is marked by social pressure and
rebellion. Her story deals with the popular theme of arranged marriages and love; the
story starts when she is noticed outside by a man who falls in love with her and
decides to ask for her hand in marriage. Bacaicoa throughout the story reproduces the
patriarchal model whereby the male protagonists are described but the voice of the
woman remains unheard:

Buscó al padre de la muchacha y la pidió en matrimonio. Alta era la dote que
ofrecía el forastero. El padre de Zohora no titubeó. Y las bodas se celebraron
entre el regocijo de los parientes y la tristeza de la madre. Después partieron
hacia el Norte, hacia Tetuán, en donde Saadek vivía. (López Gorgé: 21)
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Here we witness the passivity of the female protagonists. The narrator
mentions nothing about Zohora’s feelings toward Saadek, nor does she specify what
Zohora’s views are regarding the wedding, whether she approves of it or not. Men,
however are those who make things happen: Saadek decides to ask Zohora’s father if
he can marry her and the father authorises it once he has received a generous dowry.
After the wedding, the bride is expected to follow and obey her husband.

The approach here, as in that of other Spanish writers, can be characterised as
Orientalist inasmuch as the discourse is implicitly condescending of Morocco and of
what it considers to be its archaic mores. Instead of focusing on Spanish cultural
flaws, Spaniards in Morocco interrogate those of Morocco. Said once more can help
us understand these authors’ approach to Morocco: ‘Since the Oriental was a member
of a subject race, he had to be subjected: it was that simple’ (Said: 207).
The judgement applied to Moroccans could only highlight striking differences
between Spanish and Moroccan culture, thus making Morocco seem inferior:

But the way of enlivening the relationship was everywhere to stress the fact
that the Oriental lived in a different but thoroughly organized world of his
own, a world with its own national, cultural, and epistemological boundaries
and principles of internal coherence. [...] In Cromer's and Balfour's language,
the Oriental is depicted as something one judges [...], something one studies
and depicts [...], something one disciplines [...], something one illustrates.
(Said: 41)

Moroccan writers, in face of the Orientalised vision Spaniards had of their
world, started producing more literary fiction of their own in Castillian. Mohammad
Temsamani’s short story entitled ‘Zuleija o la historia del loco del cabo’ (1954)
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presents us, for example, with a fiction about a cannibalistic character in which,
despite the obvious risks of presenting Spanish readers with a tale of anthropophagy,
the focus is on the dichotomy between wisdom and madness, rather than on the
disturbing idea of eating human flesh.

The narrator-protagonist’s principal characteristic is his unexplained inability
to live amongst women. His overwhelming feelings of repulsion towards women lead
him to murder his first wife, Mariem, shortly after their wedding, and then Sulija, a
woman whom he invites to sleep in his hut: ‘Era la primera vez que permitía dormir a
una mujer en mi choza. Odiaba a las mujeres. Para mi eran todas como aquella
Mariem que se tragó el infierno’.73 The names of these women have a religious
dimension: Mariem, mother of Jesus, represents virginity and devotion to God and
had a close relationship with Sulija.74 The latter is mentioned in the Koran as Al
Aziz’s wife (Potiphar is the Judeo-Christian name for Al-Azziz), a wealthy
businessman. Sulija is presented as a young and a beautiful woman who wants to
seduce Joseph, whereas Sulija represents men’s temptation. Therefore, the context for
the murders is a virgin/whore dichotomy. This story by Temsamani, unlike the short
stories or poems we see written by Spanish authors, is a real attempt to produce pure
fiction in a literary language that was not the author’s mother-tongue. It constitutes a
veritable manifestation of literary creation in Spanish by whichTemsamani may be
seen, along with Jatib, as a pioneer of Spanish-Moroccan literature.

Another example is Abdellatif Al Jatib’s ‘La proscrita’, which is the story of a
woman in a rural area banished by the other villagers for her beauty and for having
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expressed her love to a man. Rahma, which means mercy in Arabic, is given direct
speech by the narrator which is unusual. Generally, female protagonists are passive
characters, regularly objectified and are often analysed from a man’s perspective.
Here Al Jatib gives a voice to a woman on a social aspect that needs to be addressed.
By showing her love to a man who is not interested in her, Rahma’s honour and
dignity have suffered. Al-Jatib highlights how demonstrations of love are not
accepted in his society, either in public or in private. Thus Al-Jatib is being analytical
about his own Moroccan culture and exposes issues that relate to his own community.

1.7 The Attachment to Spain

These magazines have created an authentic bond within Spanish- The tensions
arising from the threat of colonization by both the French and Spanish governments
after 1953 do not seem to have had an impact on literary production. Indeed, the
cultural bonds created by the magazines and newspapers of the day held fast and the
notion of a brotherhood remained intact, even amongst a new generation of Moroccan
writers. Castilian continued to be the language of choice, the glue that held the
Spanish-Moroccan literary scene together. As Pathé Diagne explains, ‘La langue
vehicule la culture. S’identifier à une culture spécifique, c’est certainement assumer la
langue qui en est le support’.75 To write in Spanish meant being a part not only of the
community of Spanish-Moroccan writers but also of the broader Hispanic literary
world.76
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In his poem ‘Navidad’,77 Dris Diuri expresses an attachment to Spain that
transcends even religious differences:

Al espacio palomas mensajeras,
revolotean en son de alegría,
se asoma la Luna en pleno día,
arrolla las planicies callejeras.
Todo es ventura, ricas cabelleras,
de los Magos de Oriente que a porfía,
lánzanse y en sus Heraldos se confía
en cita exacta con trenes y fieras.
Mundo Católico que bien celebras,
tus tradicionales fiestas anuales,
con singular esmero y fé sagrada;
Larache, contigo, alegre y sin quejas,
en divino manantial que a raudales,
vive tus grandes días, tu velada. (Diuri: 83)

Addressed to the Catholic world, this laudatory poem is written on behalf of Larache
and its citizens. The use of the informal second person pronoun (‘tu/tus’) implies a
closesness and familiarity with that world, and if Larache can share in the festive
spirit of Christmas, it is because even on this religious occasion there are things that
connect rather than divide the Western and Arab worlds, such as the three wise Kings,
the ‘Reyes Magos de Oriente’. The poem conveys not only a message of peace but a
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message of religious empathy, as Moroccans can join Spaniards in enjoying the
festive season.

A similar appreciation and acceptance of Spanish culture is apparent also in
Idris El Yai’s ‘Salutaciones fervorosas a los poetas de Madrid’:

A vosotros, que habéis sorprendido a los ruiseñores
que cantan en los jardines con vuestros himnos.
A vosotros, que ofrecéis al mundo unos versos
más dulces que el zumo de la vid,
que cantáis canciones aún más armoniosas
que las notas del laúd y la flauta.
A vosotros, que heredasteis a Homero
en el trono de la fantasía y de mágicos romanceros,
a vosotros, que fuisteis capaces de construir con vuestra imaginación
una estatua ambicionada por la de Venus.
A vosotros, oh lenguas de la poesía
que el arte mantenéis siempre en alto.
A vosotros, un hombre de sentimiento, embriagado, os dedica este
homenaje
más suave que la brisa de la aurora
cuando pasa sobre las flores, y más dulce
que los sueños de un enamorado, en estos versos
eternos, porque son una revelación de Madrid.78

This poem expresses admiration not only for the art of Spanish poets but also the
European heritage that provides their context. The particularity of this poem is the use
of the anaphora ‘A vosotros’ which is not uncommon in European poetry. The
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anaphora reinforces the tribute to Spaniards by imposing a musicality on the rhythm
of the poem. Spain’s European cultural heritage is acknowledged in the references to
Homer and the Venus of Milo. The reference to the flute in the line ‘que cantáis
canciones aún más armoniosas / que las notas del laúd y la flauta’, is significant
because historically it belongs to the Orient and is emblematic of it. Still widely
played in Morocco and the Arab world, it was the instrument played by Zyriab,
possibly the most famous musician under Al-Andalus, when he returned from Irak to
the Caliph of Córdoba in Umayyade times. That the poet should laud the musicality of
Spanish poetry over that of the lute is therefore an act of enormous deference towards
Spanish culture which illustrates the great esteem in which the poet holds it.

1.8 Mohamed Sabbag: A closeness to Spain, a detachment from Morocco
Mohamed Sabbag represents an isolated example of complete devotion to the
Spanish people. His attachment to Spanish culture goes beyond mere admiration and
is accompanied by a very pronounced detachment from his Moroccan origins. Yet
however exceptional he may be in this respect, his is still an interesting case study
since it is still a measure of the impact of Spain’s presence in Morocco at the time of
the Protectorate. Sabbag’s ‘De mano a mano’, in 1956, conveys the relationship
between Morocco and Spain in terms of parity and, as such, is evidence of both the
influence of the discourse of brotherhood and the increasing confidence of Moroccan
writers:

Tú ibas, buscando el sol, por el camino de la luna
y yo, buscando lunas, caminaba por el sol.
¿Qué mano tan de niebla, tan marina,
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qué mano llevó mis ojos a los tuyos,
mi palabra a tu boca,
mi corazón a tu pecho?
Tu sangre ya corre por mis venas
levantando mi espíritu de una dura dolencia
y las ondas de tu palabra ya llegan a mi oído: tu
orilla.
Ahí la barca pintada ya no distingue mares
ni siquiera la arena donde estaba su quilla.
El cielo abrió su ventana indistinta
por la que escaparon los pájaros de la oración
y un solo Jardinero abrió sus brazos.
Cada pájaro lleva en el pico una cinta con un nombre
que ha prendido en el ojal de mi solapa.
Oh qué aroma, oh qué jardín colgante
sobre mi corazón se abre cada día
igual que por mis ojos, filtrado en las pestañas,
el sol que siempre guardo te envuelve a cada hora.
Contigo parto el pan, el tomate y el vino,
vierto la sal, el aceite, te exprimo,
̶ ¡olivo de Sevilla, olivo de la Arabia! ̶
mientras levanto con mi copa tu sumergido corazón,
y te bebo.79

The poem describes two different characters becoming one and, by doing so, stresses
the union and intimate bond existing between Spain and Morocco. The two characters
represent Spain and Morocco—Seville and Arabia cited in the final stanza. In the first
stanza, the movement is from opposites (‘buscando el sol, por camino de la luna’ and
‘buscando lunas, camino por el sol’), in which the poet highlights the different
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interests and disagreements both countries had when they began cohabiting, to a more
bilateral relation: ‘mis ojos a los tuyos/Mi palabra a tu boca/mi corazón a tu pecho’.
The ascendant gradation present in the text suggests an intensifying relationship: first
there is the eye contact ‘mis ojos a los tuyos’, then the intellectual similarities ‘mi
palabra a tu boca’ to finally a sense of a strong emotional attachment with ‘mi
corazón a tu pecho’. The poem then reveals the poet’s sense of both elements
becoming one: ‘Tu sangre ya corre por mis venas’. The reference to the coast suggests
that the south of Spain and North Africa belong to the same entity. The metaphor of
one’s blood coursing through another person's veins conveys a symbiosis.
Furthermore, the sea itself does not distinguish where the boat in between belongs to:
‘Ahí la barca pintada ya no distingue mares/ ni siquiera la arena donde estaba su
quilla.’ The poet uses the boat as a symbolic representation of the people of Morocco
and Spain. It suggests that nature is indivisible and therefore cannot see the difference
between Spaniards and Moroccans. Sabbag highlights the fact that there is no border
or delimitation whatsoever in the water: ‘The sense of belonging becomes ambiguous
and undefinable: Nature does not differentiate both elements. The sea is the unifying
element that brought both countries together. The last stanza is quite astonishing as
there is a religious reference to Christianity: ‘Contigo parto el pan, el tomate y el vino
/ vierto la sal, el aceite, te exprimo / –¡olivo de Sevilla, olivo de la Arabia! ̶ /mientras
levanto con mi copa tu sumergido corazón, y te bebo.’ When the speaker decides to
share the bread and the wine symbolising the body and blood of Jesus, the sympathy
towards Spain’s religion is absolute. Although Islam does not deny any of the other
prophets, the message Sabbag conveys could be considered as a resignation of his
own culture. A further interesting aspect of this poem is when Sabbag writes ‘/ —
¡olivo de Sevilla, olivo de la Arabia!’ Here there is once more a unifying thread
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between the Orient and the Occident reminding us of Al-Andalus: this suggest that
Sabbag’s identity did not change. Arabia and Al- Andalus— Seville being its
Capital— are one. The identification with Spain that Moroccan authors are
demonstrating is more than clear. Overall, this poem is a representation of the good
relationship between Spain and Morocco. The acquiescence presented by the poet
towards his Spanish brothers appears as a submissiveness in which the poet
acknowledges that both populations are similar. This poetic testimony is evidence that
the narrative of brotherhood which was launched by the Spain at the beginning of the
Protectorate has transformed into a real sentiment for some Moroccan writers.

Sabbag’s is an interesting case when it comes to the matter of feelings of
closeness towards Spain. In 1956, his collection of poems, Arbol de fuego was
published in Spanish before its publication in Arabic. The themes Sabbag explores in
this collection are often political and religious and therefore unconventional for the
time and not what a literary audience would normally expect to see in the pages of
Spanish-Moroccan magazines. Unlike that of most Moroccan authors, Sabbag’s
writing evokes a tug between Spain and Morocco. He seems torn between his
attachment to Spain, its Moorish heritage, this new ‘Spanish-Moroccan’ community
and the attachment he should feel towards Morocco and his compatriots. In ‘El
loco’,80 Sabbag writes about his relationship with his Moroccan compatriots:

Durante los diez primeros años de mi vida,
escribí sobre mi traje escolar:
Mi pueblo y mi canción.
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Y seguí cantando…
Pasó el tiempo. Sopló el aire. Y se llevó mi canto.
Durante los segundos diez años de mi vida,
tracé sobre mi libro, con mi pluma:
Mi pueblo es mi juventud.
Pasó el tiempo. Sopló el aire. Y borró mi escritura.
Durante los últimos diez años de mi vida,
escribí con mi propio sudor, sobre mi frente:
Mi pueblo ―y vuestro pueblo― se ha dormido en
vuestros brazos.
Y pasa junto a mí mi propia gente, espantada,
diciendo:
¡Ese es el loco! ¡Aléjaos de él!

Sabbag’s intention is to make his compatriots realise that while there was hope of a
better Morocco in the 1930s and 1940s, it was the Moroccan population itself that did
nothing to improve the country: ‘Mi pueblo―y vuestro pueblo―se ha dormido en
vuestros brazos,’ writes Sabbag in this poem. Sabag’s patriotism is evident but his
opinion is highly critical, which is why the poem depicts Moroccans as denying
Sabbag’s point of view. The poet assumes the character of the mad man amongst
them all. The last stanza reveals how the indifference and ignorance of Sabbag’s
patriots make him lose faith in his own people: ‘¡Ese es el loco! ¡Aléjaos de él!’

Preserving their national identity during the final years of the Protectorate and
the year of independence was extremely important for most Moroccans. We must
remember that during the period of Mohammad V’s exile by the French (1953-1956),
it was illegal, for example. to show any sign of nationalism by carrying or hanging
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pictures of the King in public places and houses. But apart from these three years of
conflict, the relationship between Morocco and its protectors had been peaceful, at
least since 1927. Being Moroccan and ‘protected’ was not a contradiction because the
protectee status did not imply being colonised. By the same token, the fact that Spain
and Morocco enjoyed a good relationship did not mean either that Moroccans were
happy for Spain to become their coloniser.

The poem ‘Os dejo mi corazón’ (Sabbag: 35) reflects Sabbag’s identity crisis.
The difference he feels exists between him and his Moroccan compatriots leads him,
once again, to lose faith in them:

Así como el huracán habla en su idioma
a los altos árboles y a las florecillas;
del mismo modo que el sol viste con sus rayos
la inmensidad de los campos,
las quebradas y los abismos,
mirad: sobre el espino
el corazón de la amapola;
en el cielo, una inmóvil bandada
de palomas mensajeras;
en los nidos, plumas de distintos colores;
y en el seno materno
pueblos y naciones notadas.
¿A qué me preguntáis
por el odio, hermanos míos?
Ya os dejé en lo más alto mis labios ardientes;
mi entraña destrozada sobre el lago;
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y en la orilla, palpitando, jirones de mi piel.
Muero en el umbral de vuestra patria.
La espada de vuestras generaciones
descansa sobre mi cuello
y el látigo de vuestros años me flagella.
Muero bajo vuestros pies
para vivir vuestras lenguas,
para mezclarme al hielo invernal
y brotar en la primavera
hecho capullo de vuestras flores.
Las hojas de los árboles se marchitan,
pero tus semillas son
el inextinguible eco de la tierra.
El corazón me invade
mientras que contempláis,
ahora que lentamente me apago
y vuestros cuerpos crecen ante mis ojos. (Sabbag: 35)

This poem describes how Sabbag feels estranged from his own country and the
identity crisis that ensues. Sabbag emphasises the clash between cultures that acts as a
barrier to the symbiotic relationship between Spain and Morocco. Through the use of
‘hermanos míos’ in the second stanza to refer to his fellow countrimen, Sabbag
appeals in almost religious terms to the brotherhood that exists between men who
share the same background. Furthermore, in employing the second plural personal
pronoun, he marks the difference between himself and them: ‘mirad’, ‘a qué me
preguntáis’, ‘vuestros pies’, ‘vuestra patria’, ‘vuestras lenguas’, ‘os dejé’,
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‘contempláis’, ‘vuestros cuerpos’ etc. Only once does Sabbag use the pronoun ‘tus’,
in the penultimate stanza, which reflects a mere passing moment of closeness. He sets
himself in a position of opposition between strength and weakness, age and youth, in
which he occupies the postive pole: ‘Así como el huracán habla en su idioma/ a los
altos árboles y a las florecillas’, ‘muero bajo vuestros pies’. The poem reveals a
political divergence between the poet and his brothers whose ways of thinking he
does not share, and vice versa. He criticises the hatred and the war between two
nations: ‘muero bajo vuestros pies/ para vivir vuestras lenguas/ para mezclarme al
hielo invernal’. The poem evokes the poet’s feelings at a time when Moroccan
nationalism was on the rise. In the third, fourth and fifth stanzas, we find a lexicon of
death and suffering: ‘mi entrana destrozada’, ‘jirones de mi piel’, ‘muero’, ‘la espada
[…] descansa sobre mi cuello’, ‘el látigo […] me flagella’. The poet describes his
battle for peace and tolerance but suffers death as he stands alone against the masses.

The poem ‘Mi perdido deseo’ (Sabbag: 37) conveys similar ideas and feelings:

Quisiera tener un amigo que me mirase
y que volviera a captar de mis ojos los racimos;
quisiera tener un amigo que, después de estrecharle
su mano,
tuviese que inclinarme para saciar en ella mi sed.
Quisiera tener un amigo que golpease mis mejillas,
sí, que golpease mis mejillas con los dedos del alba
si la noche me cela.
Dije esto antes de conoceros,
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antes de conocer las rosas que absorben el zumo de
los muertos,
antes de conocer los pájaros que construyen sus nidos
con los rastrojos de la tierra,
antes de conocer las palomas que beben en los
cráneos vacíos,
antes de conocer el jardinero que riega los árboles
con un agua manchada y que ellos, a cambio,
devuelven en frutos,
antes de conocer que la sangre de los esclavos estaba
corriendo en las venas de los libres
y antes de conocer las coronas que eran carbón y
polvo vertido.
Y os lanzo mi odio.
Odio hasta el aire mezclado a vuestros suspiros
y hasta en la arena que pisáis os odio.

The title of the poem, the unrealizable desire, already gives away the hopeless tone of
the poetic voice. The poem is divided into three parts. In the first (which corresponds
to the first two stanzas), the poet evokes a wish, the conditional ‘quisera’ possibly
suggesting the difficulty of it being realized. Here both stanzas are complementary: in
the first, the poetic voice expresses his deep need for help from a friendhelp via the
metaphor of thirst (‘quisiera tener un amigo que, después de estrecharle su mano/
tuviese que inclinarme para saciar en ella mi sed’); the second, the need and hope for
a wake-up call from a friend, to bring light where there is darkness. But if the poet
begins by seeking friendship, he is quickly disillusioned. For the second part
describes the disillusion he experiences when he realises that true friendship is an
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elsuive ideal. He conveys this through natural imagery, positive associations at once
cancelled out by negative images which suggest that Nature is not wholly good: birds
that must build their nests out of the earth’s stubble; birds that drink out of empty
skulls. The unfairness of the poet’s worlds is emphasised via the image of the
gardener reaping fruits from a tree nourished with dirty water or the idea of.
explaining that free men exploiting others as slaves despite sharing the same blood.
The poet establishes rhythm with the anaphora ‘antes de conocer’ to highlight the
numerous examples that have made him lose faith in his people. The phrase ‘antes de
conocer’ evokes a lost innocence or naivety that leads the reader to the poem’s
conclusion. Here, in the final two stanzas, the poetic voice expresses the emotions that
result from disillusionment. In them the poet expresses his hatred towards a
brotherhood he once believed in. The verb ‘odio’ is employed three time and becomes
a weapon in the poet’s hands: ‘Y os lanzo mi odio’. Even the essential elements of
earth and air cannot escape this hatred: ‘Odio hasta el aire mezclado a vuestros
suspiros/y hasta en la arena que pisáis os odio’. Sabbag uses epanadiplosis to establish
a rhythm in which the word ‘odio’ is key. The poet conveys the depth of his feelings
with the idea that the very soil and air he shares with his compatriots are consumed by
his hatred.

Sabbag’s poetry is rebellious to begin with but somehow, as time passed, he
begins to embrace the national identity he shared with his fellow countrymen. The
poem ‘Ira de Dios’ (Sabbag: 32), dedicated to Vicente Aleixandre, illustrates the
political and religious divisions within Sabbag:
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Oh Dios,
han vuelto mis Dolores
ahora que la noche tristísima desemboca en mis ojos;
ahora que esta sierpe va sorbiendo mi sangre
y la estéril ciudad arde con mis suspiros.
Ahora que vivo huérfano, solo, ¡Dios mío! Solo,
sin que me valga nadie.
Te rogué y las lágrimas en mis ojos son abrojos y espinas,
la brisa en mis mejillas
se hace cuchillo hiriente,
viento abrasador que eternamente clama.
Mi cuerpo es pasto de las fieras hambrientas.
Oh Dios, ha vuelto mi dolor,
mis Dolores han vuelto
hasta inundar el iris de mis ojos.
Heme aquí, enfermo en mi soledad.
Camino por mi oscuridad
y las raíces de la tierra a cada paso me aprisionan.
Los cuervos devoran mis suspiros
y mis oídos se inundan con el sílbido de las víboras.
¡Oh Dios!
Y las puertas son murallas ante mi rostro
y el alba se hiela clavada en mis pupilas.
Y la niebla te cubre vedándome tu rostro.
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¿Por qué Dios mío, por qué
airadamente vuelves tu rostro a mis llamadas,
a mis latidos que te cercan,
a mi constante grito?
Te llamo nuevamente y soy todo clamor.
Desde las altas cumbres: ¡oh Dios…!
Desde las enfurecidas olas: ¡oh Dios…!
Desde la soberbia del huracán y el rayo: ¡oh Dios!
Y el violento choque de las nubes,
en el resplandor del cielo,
entre el estrépito y el fragor de la tormenta
―¡sí, es Él, es Él!―,
tu rostro vivo, deslumbrador, radiante,
me mira y desaparece.

Here Sabbag writes quite openly about being abandoned by God and shares his
religious doubts. Writing in Spanish might have permitted Sabbag to express
emotions and share experiences that only a few Moroccans – mostly the elite – would
have tolerated and not considered taboo. Besides, Sabbag published his anthology of
poems in Spanish before doing so in Arabic, this means that he felt more confortable
writing in Spanish than Arabic. The poet describes the agnosticism he feels as a
repetitive living hell: ‘han vuelto mis Dolores’, ‘ha vuelto mi dolor’. Many phrases
have connotations of death and hell: ‘Esta sierpe va sorbiendo mi sangre’, ‘camino
por mi oscuridad’, ‘raíces de la tierra’, ‘los cuervos devoran mis suspiros’, all of
which reflects the poet’s dark and painful state of mind. His suffering can be
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perceived in the words ‘han vuelto mis Dolores’ – the capital letter marks the
reference to a spiritual pain—, ‘lagrimas en mis ojos’, ‘cuchillo hiriente’, ‘viento
abrasador’ and the adjective ‘enfermo’. This suffering is perceived as a punishment
from God for not believing in Him. The guilt implied in the poem is expressed by the
loneliness the poet describes along with the pain his powerlessness causes him. The
penultime stanza shows the Divine anger that is triggered by the guilt of the poet and
reveals itself in Nature: ‘olas’, ‘huracán’, ‘rayo’, ‘nubes’, ‘cielo’, ‘tormenta’. Finally,
it appears that such is the poet’s determination to find God that he manages to glimpse
Him: ‘sí, es Él, es Él! Tu rostro vivo, deslumbrador, radiante, me mira y desaparece’.
Nonetheless, the poet eventually feels abandoned by God and this confirms his lack of
faith.

Dris Diuri (1954, pp. 107-8) makes the following observation about Sabbag’s
collection:

En cuanto a la obra de Sabbag, o mejor dicho, sus poesías, hacen
experimentar, muy vivamente, un ansia de confraternidad y solidaridad. Su
acento emotivo y a la vez inconfundible y melancólico, encierra el más vivo
patetismo. Sin olvidar algunas de sus poesías que indudablemente reflejan el
character pesimista del poeta, hay que destacar, sin embargo, sus violentas
reacciones y el rápido momento de recuperación spiritual. […] Os vi
enemigos, amigos míos/ sin saber que era yo mismo/ mi propio adversario.
(Diuri: pp.107-108)

Here Diuri highlights the struggle Sabbag experienced in accepting the views of his
Moroccan compatriots and the sense of abandonment that accompanied it. But Diuri
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also reminds us that there is hope in Sabbag’s later poetry. The next poem, ‘Exilio’
(Sabbag: 39), illustrates the conflicting state of mind that Diuri describes:

Dadme, os suplico, un sorbo de aire;
unas gotas de agua dadme pronto.
No tengáis temor de mi humo
que se eleva hacia el cielo,
ni de mis ojos secos y profundos,
ni de mi cuerpo desgastado por los suspiros.
Venid. Venid que el llamamiento
lo dirijo a vosotros;
a vosotros, oh mis hermanos del dolor,
hijos del fuego
que una sangre amarilla os acrecienta.
Aproximaos a mí para besaros.
Ven tú, oh madre que gimes y te lamentas
desde todos los valles
ante tu hijo degollado;
ven tú, abandonado, oh tierno infante.
[…]
No soy Nerón, que incendió la ciudad
de vino y carcajadas;
ni Napoleón, el que sostuvo en sus manos
los mares y las naciones.
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No soy Noé, el que dijo: Enjuga tu agua, oh tierra.
Oh cielo, serenade.
Tampoco soy Sansón. No, no pertenezco a ellos.
Pero si preguntáis por mí, oh marroquíes,
responderé que soy vuestro hermano,
el huérfano, el desconocido;
aquel que con sus dientes desgarra su corazón
y cuyo dedo es el hito de vuestros caminos.
Sus huesos son las piedras
de vuestra joven nación
y sus venas ríos de vuestros valles.
Sólo soy el sudor de vuestros labradores,
la espiga de vuestras eras,
la espuma de vuestros manantiales
y la nieve de vuestras montañas.
Cuánto tiempo necesitó mi alma
para reconocerlo.
Cuántas sonrisas hube de condenar
para unirme al dolor de vuestros caminos,
a mi propio dolor.
Pero ahora venid a mí, venid
que solo importa
que marchemos unidos, para siempre, con nuestras manos enlazadas.

Here Sabbag expresses the connection he feels towards his country. The title ‘Exilio’
refers to the psychological distance he felt towards his countrymen. The poem is a
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plea for mercy. As in the previous poem, Sabbag uses the metaphor of water and air
to symbolise life: implicit in the poetic address is a request for forgiveness: ‘Dadme,
os suplico, un sorbo de aire/unas gotas de agua dadme pronto’. The poet
acknowledges in the second stanza that he felt hatred and disappointment towards the
same people he is now seeking forgiveness from: ‘mi humo’ is a metaphor for the
anger he felt. The distant ‘vosotros’ becomes ‘mis hermanos’ in which the poet, for
the first time, includes himself. The last stanza of this first part is dedicated to ‘madre’
which refers this time to the Moroccan soil: ‘Ven tú, oh madre que gimes y te
lamentas/ desde todos los valles/ ante tu hijo degollado/ vent ú, abandonado, oh tierno
infante’. The poet despicts himself as having had his throat slit. This adduces the
condemnation he received from his compatriots for having unpatriotic feelings. The
third part begins with a declaration that he now feels united with his compatriots:
‘Pero si preguntáis por mí, oh Marroquíes/ responderé que soy vuestro hermano/ el
huérfano, el desconocido’. The poet again employs the religious connotations of the
term ‘hermano’ in conjunction with ‘vuestro’ to signal the unity and bond between
him and them. From the third line of this section, the poet uses the third person to
refer to himself. In doing so, he cements the bond between ‘su/sus’ and
‘vuestro/vuestra’ in support of his ‘new’ self that is a pillar of strength for the group.
The metaphors he employs convey his entire devotion towards his nation: ‘sus huesos
son las piedras/ de vuestra joven nación/ y sus venas ríos de vuestros valles’. He then
introduces the first person that unifies the “he” and the “I”: ‘Sólo soy el sudor de
vuestros labradores/ la espiga de vuestras eras/ la espuma de vuestros manantiales/ y
la nieve de vuestras montañas’. The last stanza is a message of unity in which he uses
for the first time the first-person plural ‘marchemos’. The ternary rhythm of the last
line symbolises the unity created by plurality. This last stanza conveys the hope of the
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poet and his reconciliation with the opinion of the masses. Sabbag is a unique
example. His poetry highlights the closeness he feels towards Spain and his
estrangement from his fellow Moroccans, at least up until his final creative years. His
is an example of how many Moroccan poets felt towards Spain, towards Morocco and
how they considered the bond with Spain to be a special one.

1.9 Al-Andalus: heritage, homeland and a bittersweet memory
More than four hundred years after the expulsion of the Moors with the defeat
of Boabdil El Chico in 1492 in Granada, the idea that there could be a revival of an
Andalusian brotherhood might seem far-fetched, especially in the context of the
Protectorate, where the protection offered was colonial rule all but in name. Yet the
period of the Protectorate did seem to breathe new life into the common heritage of
Spaniards and Moroccans.
The benefits of this common heritage are set out clearly in the introduction to
the first issue of the literary magazine Al-Motamid in 1947. Trina Mercader, its editor,
writes:

Nuestro Marruecos posee una juventud lírica española y marroquí que ve,
siente y hace poesía junto al sentimiento árabe. Este sentimiento se une a lo
hispano y lo poético, hasta dar forma a una nueva modalidad de espíritu: Lo
hispano-marroquí. […] la Poesía […] es el camino más fácil y seguro de la
unión humana duradera […] tener un lugar en el espacio y en el tiempo
actuales.81
81

Trina Mercader, ‘Presentación’ in the first issue of Al-Motamid, Larache, 1949, p. 3
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No doubt, Mercader’s message is in tune with the propaganda of the time, but it also
comes across as a heartfelt appreciation of the creative and spiritual potential of the
relationship between Spain and Morocco, albeit one based on an idealized vision of
cohabitation under Al-Andalús. By referring to Morocco as ‘ours’ (‘nuestro’),
Mercader appeals to shared values, a single destiny, and a sense of community.
Moreover, Spanish-Morocco appears as a hypened word for the first time in this
article of the magazine.
Emilio García Gómez,82 a contributor to the magazine, describes the desire of
Western readers to encounter Arabic literature, more precisely the Arabic literature of
the time of Al-Andalús:

Nunca como hoy, el hombre occidental desea el encuentro con la poesía árabe.
La añora como si su realidad hubiese secado los pozos del ensueño y apurado
toda su fantasía. La poesía árabe, especialmente la arábigo-andaluza,
desarrollada en el ambiente fastuoso de Al-Andalus, tiene, para nuestros días,
la gracia suprema de la belleza. Un pálpito brillante salta siempre a los ojos,
llamando a los sentidos. Es la poesía del color y la forma la que arraiga aquí,
donde el paisaje se abre exuberante a la llamada del sol o al tibio aliento de las
estrellas. (Al-Motamid 1949)

Literary magazines like Al-Motamid would make this encounter with Al-Andalus
possible, but they would also provide an outlet for new writers. Nayib Abumalham, a
Lebanese poet and academic specialized in Hispanic and Arab literature, contributes a
82

Emilio García Gomez, in Al-Motamid, Larache, 1949.
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poem to Al-Motamid appealing to writers to produce a new literature that replicates
the glories of Al-Andalus: ‘Por “Al-Motamid” and tries to create a sense of a more
contemporary Al-Andalus. The poem, divided into five stanzas, is an invitation to
Moroccan poets to write in the magazine:
¡Rey de la rima! ¿Qué corona ha imperado como la de la poesía? ¿La del
amor, en un paraíso de cuyas ramas se formará el tono de Itimad? [...] He aquí
una muchacha se ha detenido, y llama: ¿dónde están los poetas de este país? /
Los racimos bicolores de estas “Parras”, ya han llegado a su madurez. 83

The direct reference to the poets of Larache, as a symbol of northern Morocco in
general, reveals a desire to include the Moroccan community in this literary exchange.
The ‘racimos bicolores’ is a reference to the Moroccan double-coloured flag which
implies that nationalism or national identity will not be compromised if poets decide
to write in these magazines in Castilian.

A strong sense of an Andalusí identity is key to understanding SpanishMoroccan literature as well as the close relationship fostered between the two
countries. What is worth noting, however, is that a feeling of bittersweetness also
emerges in many of the poems that refer to Al-Andalus. This feeling gives a particular
nuance to writers’ acceptance of their Protectors, one that cannot eschew all trace of
resentment deeply rooted in the past. In the following poems, we can sense pride and
admiration towards a common past heritage and the bond that exists between
Spaniards and Moroccans, but there is also an implicit critique of decisions that were
taken all those centuries before. These poems, like Al-Andalus, are timeless inasmuch
83

Parras is a reference to the inhabitants of the city of Larache, in Arabic.
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as the literary techniques they use, such as personification and feminisation, represent
features that are found in the works of Spanish-Moroccan poets across the century.
Therefore, in this section, to illustrate this point, we have included poems on AlAndalus by more recent authors as well as those who lived under the Protectorate..

Mohammad Al-Boanani wrote ‘Hija de Al-Andalús’ (1953) as a tribute to
Tetuan. In it, the past and the present are connected:

¡Oh, hija de Al-Andalus, que cautivaste a un enamorado,
y acrecentaste su amor, mientras cantaba tu hermosura!
Con mis dos manos guardo tus recuerdos en mi corazón,
porque por ellos vibra.
Tú abriste sus ojos con tus enseñanzas,
que ahora reposan en las órbitas de mi amor.
Oh, Tetuán, ciudad de los enamorados,
por ti hablo de amor;
por ti viven los seres enamoradamente.
De tu madre heredaste la belleza
que inundó todo Marruecos
y el universo todo.
Me uniste ―con el corazón dividido―
a los muchachos que aún hoy exhalan su perfume.
Por los amigos, me hiciste olvidar a mis familiares,
a los que residen en la ciudad que me vio nacer,
y a quienes jamás abandonaré, ni para ir en busca del oro.
Vivo en ti, y las alas de mi imaginación
se remontan con el trino de los pájaros.
Deja que lloren mis ojos, mientras te canto,
aunque mis lágrimas no fluyan como entonces.
¡Oh, hija de Al-Andalus, Tetuán de nuestro Marruecos,
que Dios haga perdurable tu existencia,
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como necesaria es la existencia de la triaca para el envenenado!84

The memory of Al-Andalús lives on in the capital of the Protectorate. Tetuan contains
the history of Muslim Spain after the fall of Granada. It was here, as well as in RabatSalé and Fez, that the moors found refuge after their expulsion.85 Moreover, because
of its geographical proximity, Tetuan is the primary symbol of their Andalusian
heritage.86

In the poem, the line ‘De tu madre heredaste la belleza’ presents Tetuan as the
daughter of Granada: the last capital of Al-Andalus, which is the symbol of Muslim
Spain. The poetic voice shares his melancholy for having left his city. Tetuan is
personified and described as a woman, a lover. Numerous words are used such as
‘cautivaste a un enamorado’, ‘su amor’, ‘órbitas de mi amor’, ‘ciudad de los
enamorados’, ‘por ti hablo de amor’, ‘por ti hablan los seres enamoradamente’,
‘corazón’, which is an attempt by Al-Boanani to describe his love for his native city.
In the phrase ‘guardo tus recuerdos en el corazón’, we can assume that the poet is not
in Tetuan anymore, but in Spain. ‘Los amigos’ refer to Spaniards as when the
narrative voice says ‘Me uniste- con el corazón dividido- a los muchachos que aún
hoy exhalan su perfume’. The phrase ‘con el corazón dividido’ clearly suggests a
double stance and criticism towards the past. The line ‘y a quienes jamás abandonaré,
84

Mohammad Al-Boanani, in Al-Motamid, 1953, p. 9.
In Guillermo Gazalbes Busto, Al-Mandarí, el Granadino, fundador de Tetuan (Granada: Caja
Provincial de Ahorros de Granada, 1988), the author explains that Tetuan contains the history of
Muslim Spain after the fall of Granada. After their expulsion, the moors found refuge in Morocco,
more precisely in Tetuan, Rabat-Salé and Fez. But Tetuan, because of its geographical proximity, is the
symbol of that Andalusian heritage. Al-Mandarí, one of the Captains of Boabdil, after the destruction
of Tetuan in 1437, decided to build it to welcome the expelled Moors around 1490. The new
construction of Tetuan resulted in a high number of migrants from Granada and that is why the city of
Tetuan has been since compared to Granada.
86
Mikel de Epalza, in his book Los moriscos antes y después de la expulsión, states that in 1613,
10,000 moors went to settle in Tetuan. See Biblioteca virtual Miguel de Cervantes. Available at:
http://www.lluisvives.com/servlet/SirveObras/public/06925177599158195332268/p0000003.htm
85
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ni para ir en busca del oro’ reveals the speaker’s eternal attachment to Morocco. This
poem suggests a strong nostalgia of Al-Andalus in which all cultures lived peacefully;
but more importantly, Al-Boanani depicts the place where his ancestors came from.
Since the time of the Protectorate, poems such as this have contributed to a revival of
the collective memory of Al-Andalus in which it is possible to perceive a strong
emotional attachment to the ancestral homeland.

The emotional connection with Al-Andalus is apparent in the following poem
by Mohamed Chakor, ‘Canto inconcluso a Tetuan’, 87 along with the use of tropes
that are familiar in the treatment of the lost homeland:

I
TETUÁN, destello de Albaicín,
Remembranza estelar
Del Paraíso Perdido.
Al tiempo que Al-Andalus
Entregó a Dios su alma,
Nobles granadinos
Heredaron vida y esperanza.
Una sultana andalusí veló
La Paloma Blanca hasta el alba.
En el halo del monte Al-Alam
Está su vigía y su valedor,
Mientras que sus hafices,
Gorgues y Dersa,
Escancian rocío, incienso
Y la arrullan noche y día.
87

Mohamed Chakor, La llave y Latidos del Sur (Alicante: Cálamo, 1992), p. 72.
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II
Es la ¿antorcha del Yihad,
Éxtasis de sufíes, pétalo del espíritu,
Brizo de heroismo y de sabiduría,
Estro de poetas, mihrab de ulemas,
Jardín de bellezas y de enamorados;
Y para los indefensos y dolientes
Es paz, misericordia, dulzura.
En mezquitas, madrasas y templos
Entre arcos, peristilos y surtidores
Se desgranan y fluyen cadenciosas
Aleyas, azoras, alabanzas y plegarias.
Tetuán, cresol de Marruecos.
Aquí la vida nace a borbotones
Y el homicida tiempo desfallece.
En los anales de su vivir anidan
Ramilletes azules de glorias y gestas.
Y en las pupilas de sus niños
Se anuncia, majestuosa, la alborada.
Jazmines con alas de paloma
A sus huéspedes, ofrenda dadivosa.
III
Perfumes sensuales embriagan sus zocos,
Y su siempre despierta juventud
Es el capullo de la aurora.
Son edén de edenes sus vergeles,
Bañados de sol misericorde y luna plateada,
Relucientes y frescas primaveras,
En la enramada las palomas zurean,
La fuente murmura y cuchichea,
Mientras el cisne de grácil majestad
Surca arrogante el curso de las aguas.
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Mujeres bellas, de ojos heridores,
Donde alatean ensueños e ilusiones
Junto a deseos y lágrimas iridiscentes.
IV
Tetuán: de la garganta y el pecho de tus hijos
Brota la sed de justicia, llamaradas de amor.
Poemas encendidos, rojos como amapolas,
Se vierten del dolor de los que sufren.
¡Oh, Tetuán, cinco veces centenaria!
Te añoran quienes en tu tierno regazo
Su corazón ardiente reclinaron.
Y todos aquellos que, a tu sombre,
Profirieron el primer vagido
Y enhebraron las alas de su imaginación,
Jamás olvidarán su ayer feliz,
Aguardando que tu esplendor recobres.
Anhelamos que tú seas
Divina sultana del tiempo,
Radiante querubín del paraíso,
Luz de beldades que postrado adoro.
¡Oh, tú, mi dulce Tetuán,
Aleya de lo sempiterno!
En los bordes del alba
Izamos azucenas y claveles
Al son de laúdes y arpas,
Apurando la copa del éxtasis
Mientras un coro de hurries
Mil y una casida canta. (Chakor: 23-26)

There is, once again, a personification and a feminisation of Al-Andalus where she is
not only a sultana but also Nature. This technique enables the poet to express his
attraction and amorous feelings towards it/her. This unfinished song reflects the
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eternal love the poetic voice feels towards his city. This poem is full of symbolism
that highlights the bond between Tetuan and Al-Andalus. The four parts of the poem
deal with diferent aspects important to our poet: the first part connects the
contemporary Tetuan with the old Granada, capital of Al-Andalus. We find that the
fall of Granada has caused the exodus and consequently the creation of Tetuan. The
reference of the ‘Paloma Blanca’, symbol of Tetuan, conveys the peaceful
connotation of a new city created as a land of refuge. The second part of the poem
emphasises the spiritual: the lexical field is abundant in religious references such as
‘Yihad, /Éxtasis de sufíes, pétalo del espíritu’, ‘mihrab de ulemas’, ‘Es paz,
misericordia, dulzura’, ‘En mezquitas, madrasas y templos’, ‘ofrenda dadivosa’.
These references remind us of the predominance of religion at the height of Muslim
Spain. The ultimate goal for our poet is to see Tetuan having the same political and
religious status as Granada did at its height. We find an echo of this aspiration in the
final part of the poem when the poetic voice mentions the five-hundred-year
anniversary of Tetuan: ‘cinco veces centenaria’, which is a direct reference to the fall
of Muslim Spain in 1492 (Chakor wrote the poem in 1992). In this final section of the
poem, Tetuan appears as a Mother, ‘tus hijos’ being her inhabitants. The mention of
the current Tetuan with allusions to the time of Al-Andalus make the circle complete,
as the poetic voice has managed to create a symbiosis between the Tetuan of 1992 and
Granada of 1492. Thus Tetuan and Al-Andalus are united. This spiritual place is a
revival of Al-Andalus outside of space and time. Chakor mythologises Al-Andalus
and creates once again a collective memory in which Al -Andalus is eternal. But,
more importantly, we also sense at the end of the poem a melancholy connected to the
past: ‘jamás olvidarán su ayer feliz/ aguardando que tu esplendor recobres’. There is a
wish by the poet to see Al-Andalus rise again. The reference to ‘Paraíso Perdido’ is a
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clear metaphor for the resentment felt by the poet and another example of a writer’s
bittersweet enagagment with the glories of Al-Andalus.

The title of the next poem, ‘Lamento Morisco’ (Chakor: 68) reveals the
bittersweetness embedded in Chakor’s verse:

PEDÍ al Tribunal de la Historia
El examen del Manuscrito verde morisco.
Un inquisidor díjome sin ambajes
Que es documento tabú y secreto.
¿Quién usurpa mi memoria y mis raíces?
¿Quién decide sin apelación mi destino?
¿Quién registróme en el obituario
si todavía aletea en el aire
el resuello de mis antepasados?
En cada gota del mar azul y luminoso
Hay una lágrima morisca.
La injusticia es recuerdo hiriente.
Los moriscos también existen. (Chakor: 27)

In this powerful poem, which ends with the important affirmation that ‘los moriscos
también existen’, we sense the injustice felt by the poetic voice. The memory of AlAndalus is disappearing with the help of a secretive accomplice and in the three
questions starting with the anaphora ‘Quién’, we can understand that the poet feels
betrayed by someone or a full community. The poetic style reproduces the Old
Spanish ‘díjome/ regístrome’ with the aim to echo the Spanish used in its Golden Age
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and therefore reminds us of the glorious times that are being purposefully forgotten.
In this poem there transpires the melancholy felt by the poetic voice, which echoes
once again the sentiment of a golden peroid that has not been fully explored.

This next poem, also by Chakor, entitled ‘Granada’ is another example of the
mixed feelings associated with the memory of Al-Andalus:

I
Alhambra, poema herido
Que gime y canta.
En el legendario Generalife,
Jardín de vírgenes auroras,
Lágrimas y esperanza
Jamás se secarán.
Se extinguieron los arrullos
De tus palomas y el salmodiar
Celestial del almuecín.
En tu cultura milenaria,
El luto es blanco
Como la flor del naranjo.
Alhambra, tu vivir
Es un enigma del destino.
II
La guitarra, corazón que vibra
De Albaicín y Sacromonte,
Surtidor de lamentos de Andalucía,
Rumor del misterio morisco
Y sueño irrealizable de Ziriab.
III
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Con collares de estrellas,
Racimos de luceros y soles
Y efluvios de deseos,
Rendiré pleitesía
-junto al cristalino cielo,
tierra, mar y primaveraa mi sultan nazarí,
coronada de belleza y amor.88

In this tribute to Granada, which also takes us to this city identity we explored earlier
in this chapter, we are taken back to the Granada of the time of Al-Andalus. From the
first line we sense the pain of the poetic voice: ‘poema herido’. Although the poem
highlights the magical dimension of Granada, it is presented as a sacred place as the
religious references are abundant, especially in the first part of the poem: ‘salmodiar
celestial del almuecín’, ‘el luto es blanco’. The poetic voice highlights the glorious
times of course, but the moan, the cry, the lamentation in ‘Lamento morisco’ is
predominant. The memory of Al-Andalus is revived but not without an assessment, an
analysis of its legacy.

It is significant that the feelings conveyed in Chakor’s poems extend beyond
the period of the Protectorate. In 2007, Moufid Atimou’s ‘Bella Torre Mora’ (Gahete:
240), we are taken to Seville for an assessment that is in keeping with that of
Chakor’s in ‘Granada’:

Bella torre mora,
Desde ti llamo un día el almuédano
Para la oración del alba,
88

Mohamed Chakor, La llave y Latidos del Sur (Alicante: Cálamo, 1992), pp. 66-7.
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Paseo entre tus muros,
Toco tus alfombras,
Se lavó las manos,
Con agua de Ichbilia.
Bella torre mora,
En un mediodía de un invierno,
Se abrieron tus puertas, venía gente,
Para la oración de Aduhr,
Vecinos de la Giralda.
¿Cuál fue la última vez, bella torre mora,
Que llamaron desde ti?
¿Cómo lloró el almuédano
Llamando por última vez
A la oración del Ichaa?
Bella torre mora,
¿Acaso no te dijeron adiós?
¿Acaso no te cuidan los nuevos vecinos?
¿Por qué estas tan muda,
Bella torre mora,
Desde la última vez que llamaron desde ti?

Atimou reveals all his melancholy feelings towards Al-Andalus. At first sight, this
poem could be a Zéjel, which is an inheritance of Spanish-Arabic poetry and appeared
in Castilian poetry in the 14th century. However, apart from the refrain, which is one
of the characteristics of the Zéjel, the poem is not faithful to the characteristic rhyme
pattern (the second strophe should include three rhyming verses while the last verse
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should rhyme with the refrain). It is therefore more like a polystrophic free verse
poem with special reference to the Spanish-Arabic traditions. The title, as well as the
whole poem has a ternary rhythm, which reflects a religious Islamic belief in which
uneven numbers are meaningful. The first strophe counts seven verses and the second,
five. Even if the third strophe contains two verses, the rhythm retains its ternary form.
The last three strophes have three verses each. The religious number three in Islam
tends to highlight Perfection or Superiority. Also, three prayers are mentioned: the
first one ‘la oración del alba’ which is el Fajr and represents the first prayer of the
day. The second prayer of the poem is called ‘aduhr’. Finally, the last one is the fifth
and last compulsory prayer of the day ‘el Ichaa’. The prayers in the poem brings
matters to a close with regularity but also carries a heavy religious and spiritual
symbolism. The reference to the religious act of the muslim prayers bears a strong
connotation to the Moorish city in which religion represents part of an identity and
therefore Seville and its muslim heritage is part of its identity. The author writes at the
end of the first strophe ‘Se lavó las manos con agua de Ichbilia’. Clearly, there is an
act of purification closely related to identification. Whilst Atimou refers to ablutions
that have to be performed before the prayer, he takes the opportunity to associate
purification and identity. The ablutions before the prayer is the moment in which one
feels most faithful to oneself, most peaceful and in this case closer to God. Finally,
the name of Sevilla appears in its old form ‘Ishbilia’ which was the name of Sevilla at
the time of the city’s capture until 1248, when Fernando III took it back under his
domain. There is a clear attempt from the poet to associate Seville with its Islamic
tradition. Therefore, one can easily interpret the message that Seville's identity is
muslim, despite the fall of the Moors. Somehow, the nostalgia is also associated to
resentment: “¿Acaso no te cuidan los nuevos vecinos? This religious identity linked to
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Al-Andalus is mentioned time and time again. The Giralda, symbol of Seville, now
the capital of Andalusia, is depicted as being unhappy having lost her religious
identity in face of a new religion which is not her own.

In El Fathi’s poem ‘Añoranzas del Andalús’ (El Fathi 2004: 25) we find the
same nostalgia and melancholy memory of Al-Andalus:

El río, esa lágrima
que se desliza sobre su piel
sobre sus pechos de miel,
colmena de tempestades.
Tetuán llora tu huida,
Empuña su flor y ¡Grita!
Se arrepiente de tu fluida
amargura.
¡Córdoba!
¡Espera, detente!
Cada vez más cerca,
Me sofocan tus suspiros
Y me asustan tus cuchillos.
En mi piel tus muros,
Y yo me pregunto:
¿En qué estarás pensando?
Cantas bajo tus olivos verdes.
¿Y cómo pasa la primavera por tu rosa?
Te busco…
Eres tal vez un sueño:
“Abdelrrahman III, sacó su pluma
y te hirió, solo te queda un corazón”.
Erótico sueño, pero malvada pluma
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Aquella que te trapasó.
Cielo Rosado, en las tardes de
Tetuán.
Buscan tu flor sin tempestades.
Tu bonanza relincha;
Los pura sangre te añoran
La ternura de tus hierbas
Tus estrellas, tus ardientes lágrimas.
Lloraban de alegría,
Joven princesa árabe,
¿Por qué lloras?
Las princesas no lloran.
Tus montañas pintadas de violeta
Coquetean entre las paredes verdes
Del palacío del sultan.
Y río, de lágrimas,
Y yo triste, sin tu Mirada
Córdoba de sultanes
Bellas princesas, el laúd
Y la fuente, Abderrahman
Te añora y su espíritud vive en Tetuán

Pues, de nuevo enamorado,
Enamorado del abismo,
Enamorado durante
Un instante.
Un fantasma, conmigo,
Mi acecha hasta
En mi poesía, libre y
Trágica, cómoda,
Comedia de mi vacío. (El Fathi 2004: 25-7)
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Whilst Chakor's ‘Canto inconcluso a Tetuan’ was dedicated to Granada, El Fathi
decides to pay tribute to the first capital of Al-Andalus: Cordoba. In the poem, Tetuan
appears as the continuity of Cordoba. Once again, we find typical features such as
female personnification and a love relationship between the city and the poet: ‘Pues,
de nuevo enamorado, /Enamorado del abismo, / Enamorado durante /Un instante’.
There is also a suggestion from the poetic voice that Cordoba has lost its peculiar
beauty: ‘Buscan tu flor sin tempestades. /Tu bonanza relincha;/ Los pura sangre te
añoran/ La ternura de tus hierbas’. The idea of an ethereal, intangible homeland is
manifest through the city of Tetuan, which has inherited the spirit of Al-Andalus.
Finally, in the line ‘Tetuan llora tu huida’, we sense once more the melancholy
conveyed by Moroccan poets when they write about Al-Andalus. Overall, across the
century, the poems describing Al-Andalus share similar features of female
personification, the love story or the city as Mother. Moreover, we can clearly see that
Tetuan is the physical reminder of the pinnacle of Andalusi culture that our poets
want to keep alive.

1.10. Spanish-Moroccan literature: division and debate

Literary sections in magazines and newspapers played their part in
encouraging the symbiosis between Spain and Morocco. These were set up and
created by the ‘delegación de educación y cultura’ with the purpose to ‘reunir a la
juventud estudiosa marroquí, para formar su cuerpo y su alma a semejanza de la
Nación Protectora’ and ‘Hacer propaganda para vincular los lazos de colaboración
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marroquí-española en el campo de la enseñanza que con respecto a nosotros y al
resurgimiento de la Zona en el porvenir’.89

Countless pages were dedicated to Al-Andalus, which served as an important
bridge between past and present and between cultures. The constant reference to AlAndalus contributed, in effect, to its reincarnation in the form of the Protectorate: a
region in which both populations once again lived peacefully together.

The illusory nature of this peaceful and unproblematic cohabitation is evident
in the way Spanish authors, despite their many positive (albeit naively Orientalist)
contributions to the Protectorate’s literary magazines, began to question the
legitimacy of Moroccan authors writing in Spanish. Whilst the references to AlAndalus on the Moroocan side may be bittersweet, on the Spanish side there emerges
a debate about the true legitimacy of a literature written in Spanish by Moroccans.

Between 1948 and 1956, and despite the apparent good relationship between
Spaniards and Moroccans, questions were raised about whether the increasing number
of Moroccan authors whould be writing in the language of their protectors. Mercader
unwittingly initiated the debate in a column in Al-Motamid in 1948 entitled ‘En busca
de la joven poesía de Marruecos’. The magazine’s editor asked her readership
whether they thought that Moroccan poetry written in Arabic was in decline and if so,
why. In almost every issue of the magazine, either Moroccan authors or Spanish
intellectuals gave their views on the subject in what became an on-going debate.
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Sección de Prensa y Propaganda, ‘Memorandum que la sociedad “Flor de la literatura marroquí”
eleva’ (Madrid: Ministerio de Cultura, 1947).
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In a meeting in 1948, between Mercader Antonia Coslado (a Spanish poet living in
Morocco at the time) and the author Abdellah Guen-nún, Guen-nún was asked to give
his opinion on the subject. He replied by acknowledging that there was a crisis in the
interest people had for poetry generally, but thought it to be a widespread problem
beyond national borders:

Y estaba la senorita Coslado90 sosteniendo que la poesía estaba en decadencia,
no quedando en la época presente quien se inclinara por ella, y de que no se
había distinguido desde hacía mucho tiempo algún poeta que se expresase
como los grandes poetas, lo mismo en España, Francia e Italia, del mundo
latino como del mundo anglosajón y germánico. Y terminaba preguntándome
de esta forma: ¿Ocurre lo mismo en el mundo árabe?

More specifically, on the situation in Morocco, he explained:

Respecto a la indiferencia de la juventud marroquí por la poesía, procede de
que esta juventud actual está en una crisis intellectual, motivada por los
muchos obstáculos que encuentra en el camino de su instrucción y en su
preparación para la lucha por la vida. (Guen-nún: 19).

The underlying problem which explains a lack of interest in Morocco towards this
kind of literature is, according to Guen-nún, political. The reference to the obstacles
that the Moroccan youth is facing is a reference to the political context of the 1950s in
Morocco in which national identity was on the rise and the reunification of the French
and Spanish Protectorate meant the beginning of another era. The people of Morocco
were experiencing a political crisis: not only was Morocco divided into two distinct
Protectorates, but in 1953 the country was also facing the beginning of a new period
90

Abdellah Guen-nún mentions in his article a meeting he had with Trina Mercader and Antonia
Coslado, Al-Motamid magazine, Larache.
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of colonisation. Already in 1948, according to Guen-nún, the political situation of
Morocco was an important matter and therefore he suggests that poets were not
writing as they were much more concerned about the future of Morocco. In an article
in Al Motamid, Tomás García Figueras is of the opinion that Moroccan poetry is not
in decline:

Yo no creo que la juventud musulmana sea indiferente a la poesía, y
los nombres que podríamos citar de marroquíes jóvenes que en la
actualidad la cultivan, lo demostrarían así, mucho más teniendo en
cuenta que en Marruecos, como en cualquier otro país, la poesía es
tarea de minorías. (Al Motamid 1949: n.p.)

He mentions, however, that most Spaniards would not be familiar with it for the
simple fact that it is poetry written in Arabic. What is intriging about this debate is
that most contributions digressed from the main topic, which was originally about
Moroccan poetry in Arabic but drifted to become a debate about whether or not
Moroccan authors should write in Spanish. Clearly, this was not the original topic but
the contributions form early on started to debate only on the Spanish-Moroccan
literature. In articles analizing the new phenomenon that was ‘hispanomarroquismo’,
certain contributions from Spaniards showed their scepticism to such manifestation.
On the other hand, authors such as Abdellatif Jatib, Abdellah Guen-nun, Mohammad
Ibn Azzuz Haquim and others sought to foster the assimilation of Occidental literature
and the production of a literature of a ‘new Morocco’ where these Moroccan authors
feel pride in belonging to both movements:

Junto al poeta español y al poeta marroquí de nuestra zona, nace el poeta
nuevo: el poeta hispanomarroquí, que es todo aquel que siente por igual a
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España y a Marruecos; el que lleva por igual a Marruecos en los ojos y el
corazón en la diaria convivencia, y a España en el corazón y en los ojos en
esta costa que apenas se divisa y que aviva la nostalgia.91

Tomás García Figueras, in his article published in Al-Motamid in 1949, also felt the
need to give his opinion on Moroccan literature written in Spanish:

Ahora bien, ese renacer poético ha de hacerse ahora, en mi concepto, en el
propio medio de la poesía árabe, ya que solamente a través de su poesía
tradicional y en su lengua, podrán despertarse y tonificarse las aptitudes
poéticas. En cambio, la poesía extranjera, incluyendo la española, aunque le
sea tan afín, no puede ejercer una influencia considerable en esa evolución [...]
hay que ir preparando, en el cuadro español, esa misma labor, pero ciñiéndola
al terreno poético en el que más contacto y analogía tienen la poesía árabe y la
castellana. Esa sería una zona poética de transición que permitiría, en el
mañana, el que los poetas marroquíes pudieran adentrarse con mayor
seguridad en la poesía contemporánea española.92

García Figueras’ opinion that Moroccan writers required greater preparation before
writing in Spanish was clearly condescending considering that the Spaniards of the
time writing Qasidahs and other poems with Arabic or Andalusian connotations
appear in these magazines. What is more, Spanish intellectuals writing in those
magazines did not have, for the most part, knowledge of Arabic, let alone Arab
literature. But what García Figueras wrote is not the only discouraging statement that
is contrary to the 1950s propaganda on brotherhood. Eladio Sos goes further by
doubting the very existence of a new Moroccan literature in Spanish:
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Que una poesía de Marruecos―marroquí o hispano-marroquí, según quiera
llamársela― ni existe ni ha existido [...] Ahora bien; contrariamente a esto sí
que existe y sigue existiendo―por desgracia en ocasiones, agregamos―otro
tipo de poesía en la que Marruecos figura y entra a formar parte como asunto,
como anécdota o tema sobre el cual un numeroso grupo de poetas han
elaborado.93

Mohammad Ibn Azzuz Haquim, a very well know author of the period, came
to the following conclusion, after months of reading responses to the survey:

Pero de ésto a que Marruecos ‘no posea su Poesía y Literatura
contemporáneas’ hay gran diferencia; por lo que no opinamos como nuestro
buen amigo Gorgé [Jacinto Lopéz Gorgé] , de que ‘el pueblo marroquí precisa
volver a crear su Poesía y su Literatura’, ya que las tiene [...] Y nos dice
[Eladio Sos] que esperemos al hombre poeta que ‘ha de hacer surgir en
Marruecos una verdadera Poesía digna de tal nombre’, dándonos a entender
que se refiere a la poesía castellana, con lo que se desvía del tema de la
encuesta, que se refiere a la poesía árabe, y nos hace suponer que el marroquí,
en su propio idioma, jamás podrá llegar a interpretar el alma de su pueblo.[...]
Miguel Fernández, sin embargo, supone que el marroquí ‘desconoce, por lo
lejano y perdido, el precedente artístico de su raza.’[...] Ahora, lo importante
es que logremos nuestras aspiraciones: sacar a la luz la poesía de los miembros
de este grupo marroquí musulmán, ignorado hasta ahora por su colega
español.94

This response from Ibn Azzuz Haquim typifies the disillusionment felt by Moroccans
writing in Spanish. The so-called unity and brotherhood described by Spaniards were
not arguments that could justify that Moroccans could create a body of literature in
Spanish.
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In 1956, in Ketama, Abdellatif Jatib, in his article ‘Equilibrio literario’, gives
his thoughts on the topic: ‘Los escritores árabes tienen en la actualidad una delicada y
doble misión que consiste en asimilar la cultura occidental y difundir, al mismo
tiempo, la propia’95 According to Jatib, Moroccan authors have to understand and
assimilate Western culture as well as make every effort to write about their own. He
acknowledges that Moroccans have now a double culture, are steeped in this double
culture and have to become ambassadors of the influences they are being exposed to.
What becomes apparent, both in the context of this debate and by surveying
publications in literary magazines is that Moroccan authors contributed more actively
and consciously to the sustenance of the so-called brotherhood between Spaniards and
Moroccans than the Spanish did. The colonialist approach created by Spain has had a
repercussion that was not expected. Despite the proclaimed interest in discovering
Arab literature, Spaniards had not shown any inclination to learn Arabic. For both
Spaniards and the Moroccan elite, Castilian was the language of advancement and
exchange. And yet Moroccan authors did believe and invest in a double culture of
hybridization. In the same article, Jatib writes:

Sería un fin loable perseguir el establecimiento del citado equilibrio en toda
producción literaria, máxime cuando colaboren valores culturales distintos y
siempre complementarios. Este es el caso, a mi entender, de la revista Ketama,
llamada a tener un dilatado campo y ascendente papel en su afán de servir a la
literatura arábigo-Occidental en el Nuevo Marruecos, que quiere asentar su
esplendoroso futuro sobre un fondo cultural, compuesto, no obstante, de
diferentes tonalidades, pero siempre de valiosos matices (Jatib: 2).
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Jatib clearly sees a simbiosis between both cultures and their literatures and therefore
he urges his compatriots to make a contribution. His use of the term ‘literatura
árabigo-Occidental’ is an acknowldegment of the distinct production of Moroccans
writing in Spanish. Jatib thinks that he (and the Moroccan authors in Spanish) ought
to write in a style that does not deny the literary tradition since Al-Andalus and at the
same time evolves towards a literature that has Western influences. The ‘balance’ is
found between evolution and richness. With regards to the richness, Jatib highlights
the rich Arab intellectual heritage in Morocco. Jatib encourages the new authors to be
embassadors of a multi-culture; they must give a new shape in order for SpanishMoroccan literature to evolve and be a reflection of their new society:

Tahar Hossein tiene el mérito y la Gloria de haber acertado en compaginar su
fidelidad al legado cultural árabe y su incontenible afán renovador,
manteniendo el difícil equilibrio entre las dos tendencias, ambas necesarias
para un verdadero florecimiento literario. (Jatib: 2)
Although Jatib refers here to an Arab author, he illustrates Hossein’s endeavour for a
literary hybridity. Jatib favours a ‘mixed literature’, evidenced by his use of the verbs
‘conjugar’, ‘reformar’, ‘completar’. This article, in spite of not being part of the
official debate about Moroccan poetry, contributes to the debate and gives a clear
view on the state of mind of Moroccan authors at the time.

There were also other manisfestations of specific disagreements that were
being expressed by Spanish authors in Spanish newspapers. There is one article that
suggests a disagreement between a Moroccan and a Spanish author on the place of
women in society. By having a public literary debate, we can see how each author felt
about his own culture and therefore, his own identity. Dris Diuri wrote ‘Más sobre
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Zoraida’ in 1949. The article is written in response to an article by Emilio García
Gómez ‘Zoraida quiere salir’ published in the Spanish Daily ABC. The name Zoraida
is most probably a reference to the literary heroine of Don Quijote. In the chapter 26
of Don Quijote, Zoraida is introduced as a moor from Algiers who is about to get
baptised in order to convert to Christianity. In Diuri’s article, the Moroccan woman is
returned to her original context, a Muslim society, in which she is a prisoner.
Unfortunately, Zoraida, as described by García Gómez, is a prisoner in her own
Islamic world. She wants her freedom back and Dris Diuri agrees. He writes that the
conditions for women in Morocco need to be improved. The first thing that is worth
noting is that no one would find these kinds of articles in Spanish Moroccan
newspapers or magazines as it could reveal that Moroccan society was being judged
harshly by Spaniards and consequently the relationship between both countries was
not as good as what seemed to suggest the Spanish-Moroccan magazines. García
Gómez,96 by writing in a national Spanish newspaper and not directly in a SpanishMoroccan newspaper, probably felt freer to judge Moroccan society and not face
repercussions from the Moroccan front due to the little exposure Spanish media had
on the Moroccan readership. García Gómez, by writing about women’s role and
perception in Moroccan society, arguing that change is needed in still ‘unadvanced’
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Morocco, has expressed a rather more colonial view on Morocco where one does not
see the relationship of brotherhood nor the cultural similarities that were put forward
during the early years of the Protectorate. Diuri’s response is a sign that Moroccan
intellectuals agree with the fact that an improvement is needed. It reveals that
Moroccan society is aware of its flaws and ready to make some changes on its own.
Yet in responding to García Gómez, Diuri also demonstrates that he is aware of the
double discourse established by Spaniards within Morocco and outside of it.
1.11 Conclusion

The idea of brotherhood developed by Spain during the Protectorate helped
foster a good relationship between the two countries. What is worth remembering is
that this very idea of brotherhood led to the foundation of Spanish-Morrocan
literature. Educated in the Spanish system, Moroccans writers felt a real bond with
Spain and were encouraged to contribute to the literary magazines of the time.
Although we can detect in the collective memory of Al-Andalus a trace of resentment
from Moroccan authors, it nevertheless sealed the special relationship between the
respective nations. Literary magazines helped revive the memory of Al-Andalus and,
despite the obvious potential for conflict, Moroccan writers chose to celebrate their
common heritage, melancholy feelings and all.

Yet the declared brotherhood between Spaniards and Moroccans could not
forever mask the inevitable differences between the Protectors and the Protected, and
the reminder that the relationship is ultimately an unequal one comes in the form of
Spanish doubts about the validity of Spanish-Moroccan literature once Moroccan
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writers themselves had become comfortable and confident about writing in their
adopted tongue. The debate that appeared in the same magazines that provided
Moroccan writers with a platform for their work reveals a reluctance to cede the
Spanish language to these new writers. Instead, was it not more legitimate for
Moroccan writers to write in their own language? After all, was it not the case that
they had not mastered all the nuances of the language of their so-called brothers? This
debate only encouraged Moroccan writers to continue writing in Spanish. Writing in
Spanish had become a way for Moroccans to reclaim their lost Andalusian identity,
something which their brothers would surely not deny them. Interestingly, these
literary hostilities did not leave permanent scars on the memory of Moroccans. Mateo
Dieste, basing his views on the many interviews he conducted in Morocco between
1997 and 2000, draws the following conclusion about Moroccans’ memories of the
Protectorate:

Muchos marroquíes tenían un recuerdo positivo del tiempo de los españoles,
aunque en realidad esta presentación del pasado constituía sobre todo una
manifestación de agravio comparativo hacia el régimen político marroquí que
se instauró desde la independencia. (Mateo Dieste: 40)

Clearly, Northern Moroccans who experienced the reign of Hassan II (1961-1999) felt
that the Monarch did little to help the north of Morocco so the memory of what Spain
had brought during the Protectorate left a positive and lasting impression. The
relationship between Spain and Morocco remained strong despite the colonialist
attempt to settle after the Protectorate. Overall, we can say that the literature created
during the Protectorate prepared the ground for what came later, especially after the
1990s when many Moroccans chose to emigrate to Spain.
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2. Between Modernity and Tradition: Sex and Sexuality in Literature

2.1 Introduction

Despite the creativity on display during the years of the Protectorate, in the
two decades following independence in 1956, there is no evidence of any literature in
Spanish being produced or published in Spanish-Morocco. This period witnessed
political tensions caused by independence but also by Spain’s appropriation of the
Western Sahara, which came to an end when the territory was reclaimed with the
marche verte in 1975, organised by the King Hassan II. It is only since the mid-1980s
and in particular since Spain joined the European Union in 1986, that we can detect a
revival of Spanish-Moroccan literature. This literature is interesting not least because
of the marked differences it displays vis-à-vis French-Moroccan literature of the time.
Amongst these is the difference in approaches to the subject of sex and sexuality,
which is the focus of this chapter.
The themes of sex and sexuality in the context of Spanish-Moroccan literature
have, to date, received little attention from the scholars. Cristián Ricci is the only
scholar who mentions sex briefly in an article on Najat El Hachmi's El último
patriarca.97 This might not be surprising given the fact that there are only a few
authors, El Hachmi among them, who tackle these themes head-on. This begs the
question as to why sex, which is so central to life experience, should be relatively
absent from the literature of Spanish-Morocco. The answer may simply be that
Spanish-Moroccan society is, despite Western influence, deeply conservative, a
product of the deeply rooted Catholicism of its former protectors, in contrast to the
97
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secularization that characterized the politics of French-Morocco’s colonial rulers.
Indeed, while they might acknowledge a similar conservatism in their own society,
French-Moroccan authors are generally very candid when it comes to writing about
sex or exploring sexuality. We can see this, for example, in the work of Tahar Ben
Jelloun, Mohamed Chukri, Dris Chraïbi, Fatima Mernissi or Laila Slimani, all of
whom are central figures when it comes to exposing the social hypocrisy of sexual
mores in Morocco. Ben Jelloun and Laila Slimani both received the prestigious
French literary prize, the Prix Goncourt, in 1987 and 2016 respectively. Fatima
Mernissi has, since the 1980s, set about describing Moroccan society through its
sexual mores and is considered to be a pillar of French-Moroccan literature. FrenchMoroccan authors attempt to break the social taboos related to sex in Morocco and
most do so in very blunt terms, employing a language that is equally coarse and
direct. Hafid Gafaiti, author and academic, notes society’s conservatism as one of the
very reasons why he himself incorporates sex in his work:

Sexuality is an important element in my work because it is simply an
important element in life, and also because it is taboo in the Arabo-Muslim
world and in my country. I wanted to make it one of my central themes in
order to attempt to transgress this taboo. And on that note, I could say that all
my literature is a permanent transgression.98
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The candour extends even to the depiction of homoeroticism and homosexuality, as in
the case of Boudjedra’s La répudiation.99

The reticence of Spanish-Moroccan writers, then, cannot be explained simply
in terms of the conservative character of Spanish-Moroccan society. Given the
centrality of sexual mores to conceptions of self and cultural identity, it may also say
something more specifically about the individual authors themselves and the degree to
which they associate with or distinguish themselves from their locality. As is also the
case with French-Moroccan writers, the treatment of sex and sexuality by SpanishMoroccan authors cannot be understood outside of the post-colonial context nor
without reference to the tradition of erotica in Arabic literature, both classical and
modern. What we can infer from the French-Moroccan context is that writers are torn
between a loyalty towards their pre-colonial culture and identity, on the one hand, and
a responsiveness towards Western liberal thinking, on the other. We can detect a
similar tension in certain Spanish-Moroccan writers, especially in Mohamed Bouissef
Rekab’s La Señora and Aixa, El cielo de Pandora. 100 Cohabitation brings with it
complex identities. They are not easy to disentangle and nor is our aim to do so: we
need constantly to remember that the influence on writers is at once Western, Arabic
and local.
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La repudiation, by Rachid Boudjedra tells the story of Rachid, the narrator, who tells his lover
Celine stories sparked by the possibly imagined repudiation of his mother by his father. The novel
highlights the hypocrisy of Algerian society, especially in terms of sexual mores, superstition and
religion (it is worth noting that whilst in exile, Boudjedra lived for many years in Morocco and
therefore there is a universality in the themes that deal about the Magreb generally as these countries
share a similar history).
100
Mohamed Bouissef Rekab, La señora (Madrid: SIAL, 2006); Mohamed Bouissef Rekab, Aixa, El
cielo de Pandora (Cádiz: Quorum Libros, 2007).
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This sense of complexity is also important when it comes to gender, which is,
of course, a significant factor in the consideration of sex and sexuality. For whilst we
cannot ignore the proximity of Western ideology to the region when considering
questions of gender, we cannot ignore either the specific cultural context in which
evaluations and expressions of sexuality take place. In other words, we must be wary
of making assumptions about the Spanish-Moroccan context based on some broad
notion of a universal patriarchy conceived of in the West. These, by failing to take
into account cultural difference, often only serve to feed Orientalist imaginings of the
Arab world. Judith Butler alerts us to the risks in her seminal Gender Trouble:

The political assumption that there must be a universal basis for feminism, one
which must be found in an identity assumed to exist cross-culturally, often
accompanies the notion that the oppression of women has some singular from
discernible in the universal or hegemonic structure of patriarchy or masculine
domination. The notion of a universal patriarchy has been widely criticized in
recent years for its failure to account for the working of gender oppression in
the concrete cultural contexts in which it exists. […] That form of feminist
theorizing has come under criticism for its efforts to colonize and appropriate
non-Western cultures to support highly Western notions of oppression, but
because they tend as well to construct a ‘Third World’ or even an ‘Orient’ in
which gender oppression is subtly explained as symptomatic of an essential,
non-Western Barbarism. (Butler: 5)

It is important, therefore, to approach the matter of gender here fully cognizant of the
specific context in which gender oppression takes place and of the discourses around
gender that are enunciated by Moroccans themselves. To this end, rather than draw on
the stock gender theory which, by now, has been well assimilated by Western critical
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stances, we will attempt to depict a sociological landscape that can help us understand
how Moroccan society sees sex and sexuality. We will begin by highlighting some of
the features of the erotic tradition in Arabic literature that necessarily serve as
reference points for our Spanish-Moroccan authors. We will consider the presence
and importance of sex and sexuality in both Classical and Modern Arabic Literature.
The present lack of such an important theme within Spanish-Moroccan Literature
suggests that Catholic Spain has had an impact on the way Northern Moroccans see
sex and sexuality in general. Similarly, secular France has influenced Moroccans
living under French territory. Before looking at examples on how French-Moroccans
and Spanish-Moroccans depict homoeroticism and homosexuality, we will first look
at sociological studies of the region which, importantly, include surveys that give
Moroccan men and women a voice. It is with the circumstances portrayed by these
studies in mind that we will finally consider a number of relevant primary texts:
Rekab’s novels La señora and Aixa, el cielo de Pandora, El Hachmi’s novel El último
patriarca, and short stories by Gharrafi, Toufali, and Akalay.

2.2 Erotica, sex and sexuality in classical and modern Arab literature

There is, of course, a long tradition of erotic poetry in Arabic literature, from
the classical through to the contemporary. Moreover, as Fernando de Agreda Burillo
records, in his Encuesta sobre la Literatura Marroquí actual, many if not all of our
authors, who often had French as well as Spanish as a second language and who
studied Arabic literature at school where it had been a subject since the time of the
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Protectorate, were or still are familiar with both.101 An example of the kind of
literature to which they would have been exposed is the poetry of the twelfth century
poet of Al Andalús, Ibn Quzman. His one hundred and thirty-third zajal, for instance,
displays characteristically metaphorical yet nonetheless explicit references to sex and
the body:

Neobulé I have forgotten, believe me, do.
Any man who wants her may have her.
Aiai! She’s passed her day, ripening rotten.

The petals of her flower are all brown.
The grace that first she had is shot.
Don’t you agree that she looks like a boy?

A woman like that would drive a man crazy.
She should get herself a job as a scarecrow.
I’d soon hump her as [kiss a goat’s butt]

[…]

She’s whelp like the proverb’s luckless bitch

101

Fernando de Agreda Burillo, in Encuesta sobre la Literatura Marroquí actual, Instituto HispanoÁrabe de Cultura. Madrid: Cuadernos del Seminario de Literatura y Pensamiento Árabes, Nº 2., 1975).
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Were I to foster get upon her, throwing
Them blind, and all on the wrongest day.
N
[…]

I slid my arm under her neck
To still the fear in her eyes,
For she was trembling like a fawn,

Touches her hot breasts with light fingers,
Spreddled her neatly and pressed
Against her fine, hard, bared crotch.

I caressed the beauty of her body
And came in a sudden white spurt
While I was strocking her hair.102

The language employed to evoke the anatomy of the girl here is far from being
reticent. What is more, although the activity described is heterosexual in character, the
descriptions are not without their homoerotic nuances: ‘Don’t you agree she looks
like a boy?’ The allusion here suggests a more open view of male sexuality during the
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See James Monroe in J. W. Wright Jr and Everett K. Rowson, Homoeroticism in Classical Arabic
Literature (New York: Colombia University Press, 1997), p. 111
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period of Al-Andalús than is accepted (at least openly) in Morocco today. A more
overt reference to homoerotic sex is provided in another of Quzman’s poems:

He has a skillfull groom/ who rides upon his back,
And pokes him in the ass/ with thrust on piercing thrust
Of what is longer than his horns/ and thicker than his wits. (See Monroe: 101)

Explicit descriptions of sexual acts are not uncommon in modern Arabic
literature either. The 2009 novel, The Proof of the Honey,103 written by Syrian author
Salwa El Neimi, who has lived in Paris since the mid-seventies, has been read as an
attempt to revive the very erotica developed in classical literature. This is the reading
offered by Al-Samman in ‘Remapping Arab Narrative and Sexual Desire in Salwā alNaʿīmīʼs Burhān al- asal (The Proof of the Honey)’. On its release, the novel was
banned in many Arab countries but its translations and publication in the rest of the
world meant that its erotic turn could not be silenced. Interestingly, Al-Samman
argues that, until The Proof of the Honey, post-colonial Arab literature has generally
assimilated Christian notions of sin and guilt related to the body, along with its
versions of sensuality and sexuality.104 It is in the context of the impact of Western
ideology on Arabic literature that he notes Al Neimi’s fear, shared by other Arab
authors, which her own work might fall into the Orientalist trap:
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Salwa El Neimi, The proof of the honey (New York: Europa Editions, 2009).
Al-Neimi gives an interview to France 24 in May 2008 in which she explains how the Christian
West has influenced self-censorship in Arab literature.
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[Al Neimi’s] rhetorical question expresses her anxiety about reproducing the
same old orientalist portrayals of the Middle Eastern odalisque forever ready
to engage in bawdy pleasures, thereby falling in the trap of self-orientalizing
that she vowed to contest. (Al-Samman: 71)

The risk, of which Arab authors are well aware, is that of being classified as
producers of post-colonial literature in which the Arabic language has either been
desexualised or, in following the pre-modern Arabic tradition, defined by traditional
Western standards that tie erotica to the obcene.105 For Al-Samman, this frames Al
Naim’s interest in sexuality. While her novel clearly does not eschew the erotic, her
treatment of sex and sexuality is not solely an exercise in pleasure but corresponds to
the need to highlight a social reality in which sex, naturally, has a vital place.

Al Neimi contends in her novel that colonization incurred a diminution of
graphic sexual content in literature.106 It is in this context that Al-Samman, referring
to the explicit nature of the language Al Neimi uses, cites Al-Jahiz, a pre-modern
essayist who is, moreover, often quoted by the very narrator of The Proof of the
Honey: ‘Some of those who are given to ascetism and abstemiousness feel disgust and
shrink back if the words “cunt”, “cock”, and “fucking” are mentioned. Most men of
this sort turn out to be as lacking in knowledge and magnanimity, nobility of soul and
105

Al Neimi highlights how many words have disappeared from the literary, sociological and scientific
language such as the words 'nikah or nayk, both synonyms of the word "fuck". ""Upon writing the
famous Cartesian motto in Arabic as "I fuck, therefore I am", the narrator's computer exercises
censorship by underlying in red all conjugated forms of the verb "fuck."She asserts that "the computer
will not admit to knowing such a word!" (Al-Samman: 68)
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After the independence of North-Africa, the main body of literary works incorporating sexual
themes was written in French by Moroccan writers or French-Moroccan writers. Tahar Ben Jelloun
who is one of the principal figures of that generation, and won the famous Prix Goncourt with his book
La nuit sacrée, interprets the use of graphic sexual content in French-Moroccan literature as a political
battle against colonialism.
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dignity, as they are rich in falseness and treachery. These words were invented to be
used. It is nonsense to invent them if they are then left to go to seed’ (Al-Samman:
68). The clear message is that in the decription of erotica, of sex and sexuality,
authors should draw on words that are appropriate, particularly those deemed in polite
circles to be obscene. At times we also find religion and sex entangled where one can
clearly see that the tradition of sex and erotica in arabo-muslim cultures represents a
strong heritage:

I would come to him wet and he would slip his finger between my legs,
looking for the ‘honey’, as he used to call it, tasking it and kissing me and
pushing his tongue deep into my mouth. ‘Clearly, you follow the Prophet’s
commandments’, I’d say, ‘and take him as your model, for did he not say,
“Let not one of you fall upon your folk as a beast does, but let there be
between you a messenger- the kiss, and conversation.” And A'isha, the
Prophet’s favourite wife, said, “the messenger of God, when he kissed one
among us, would suck on her tongue”. How could I refute such a heritage? (Al
Neimi, Loc 205)

This passage, like many from this novel, insists that sexuality is not and
should not be a taboo, especially if Islam does consider sex (albeit within wedlock) an
essential part of a couple’s life, in contrast to the Christian view of sex. The narrative
voice goes back in time and gives a voice to Eve: ‘I was not like Eve, who asked
Adam the first time he slept with her, “What is this?” and he said, “They call it
fucking,” to which she replied, ‘Fuck me again, for it is good’ (Al Neimi, loc 219).
Here the aim is to be provocative and Al Neimi clearly treats sex, nature and religion
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on a par. Sex is a natural and liberating act that can be traced back to the very genesis
of the human kind.

In Egyptian novelist Najib Mahfuz’s Love on the pyramids Plateau, an
isatiable apetite for sex is on display:

I want a woman. Any woman… sex has become the axis of my life and its
only aim, a wild beast with claws and fangs…It has made out of me a pure sex
creature, with senses only for sex, with sex fantasies, sex hopes, sex
dreams…107

Stephen Guth (129), in ‘The function of sexual passages in some Egyptian novels of
the 1980s’, concludes that:

While some Egyptian novels of the seventies and eighties tend to make use of
‘pornographic’ elements, these passages should be read as a surface
phenomenon of a discourse of extreme polarization in Egyptian society. This
polarization has reached a point where the whole truth must be told. Implicit in
that is a concept of reality and realism that no longer permits one to be silent
on aspects of human existence which became a basic experience of life during
these two decades: until now, such aspects were not supposed to be expressed
publicly and were considered taboo. (Guth: 129)
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Cited by Stephan Guth, ‘The function of sexual passages in some Egyptian novels of the 1980s’, in
Love and Sexuality in Modern Arabic Literature (London: Saqi books, 1995), p. 124.
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What Guth has to say about the Egyptian novel reminds us of Al Neimi’s need
to present the real world in her work, of which sex is necessarily a part. It also strikes
true in the Spanish-Moroccan context. For while classical Arab literature offers
Spanish-Moroccan writers important reference points, their treatment of sex and
sexuality often has less to do with the sensuality and libertinism of the erotica of
classical literature, despite the resonances in Rekab’s or El Hachmi’s work for
example, and more to do with the need to describe a blunt reality. This is, as we will
see, particularly the case with women writers.

We should not forget either that while the examples cited so far were written
in Arabic, in the Spanish-Moroccan context the decision to write in Spanish raises
other issues. On the one hand, it is true that, against the background of the banning of
Al Neimi’s novel, writing in Spanish does offer authors a degree of freedom, both
internationally and locally where a more traditional, conservative public would have
frowned on the overt treatment of sexual taboos. Indeed, Tahar Ben Jelloun argues,
from the French-Moroccan context, that the use of the colonial language does have
such advantages : ‘En général,’ he writes, ‘c’est dans le roman d'expression française
qu’on trouve le plus d’audace dans la contestation de l’ordre social et dans la
transgression des tabous, surtout d’ordre sexuel’108. On the other hand, the use of
colonialist language also leaves authors open to the criticism that they are once again
simply ‘demystifying’ local culture for their former masters. As Ben Jelloun adds,
‘Cette ouverture sur l'Occident, cette main tendue vers l'echange, cette utilisation de la
langue de l'Autre sont considerées par certains comme une trahison’ (See Hayes : 7).
108

Tahar Ben Jelloun in J. Hayes, Queer Nations, Marginal sexualities in the Maghreb (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press), 2000, p. 7.
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The matter, though, is not clear-cut. The Algerian writer, Katib Yacine, considered his
use of the French language as a weapon against the settler, rendering him not only
understood but also on a par linguistically with the elite that had looked down on the
indigenous population throughout the period of Empire. Moreover, we would add, the
very combination of the Spanish language with Arabic literary styles or themes can be
understood as precisely the means by which to resurrect the Arab literary tradition of
the Maqamat abandoned since the colonial era. It is, however, not easy to identify
which representations of sex and sexuality are the result of the influence of Western
liberal ideas or instead an allusion to pre-colonial Arabic cultural mores. After all, all
writers will have been exposed to both cultures. Yet over the course of this chapter
our anlysis of primary texts will seek, where possible, to locate the origins of our
authors’ treatment of the subject.

Beyond the lofty ambitions of those who would seek to revive the glory of Al
Andalus, it is the immediate and often uncomfortable social reality of Morocco that is
at the heart of Nora Aceval’s book Cuentos libertinos del Magreb. In it Aceval
provides a record of Morocco’s oral tradition, with short stories with typically taboo
themes which, on the one hand, serve as an escape from the structures of the moral
code lived daily, but, on the other, also very often have the double aim of reinforcing
that code in the process:

La tradicional separación entre lo doméstico y lo público, lo femenino y lo
masculino es prueba de ello. Si hay una frase que recuerde bien de esa época,
es ‘¿No te da vergüenza?’. Casi todo era vergonzoso […]. Los cuentos que
aquí aparecen tienen esa función: por un lado escapan a las normas morales y
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por otro sirven para convertir, desde la excepción que supone la función, en
por lo menos narrarle lo que está socialmente castigado.109

The stories gathered together in this collection recount tales of infidelity, loss of
virginity and sexual pleasure. The titles in themselves are quite explicit such as ‘la
mujer con dos sexos’, ‘El cacahuete’, ‘El sexo cosido’, ‘Las siete virgenes del sultán’;
‘El imán y la chica que ya no era virgen’ and ‘Los trofeos’. Often the stories are
satirical, turning on convention which reminds us of the roles ascribed to each gender.
For example, the short story ‘El Lagarto de la virginidad’ tells the story of a nonvirgin girl who needs to safeguard her family honour on her wedding night by
displaying a bloodied bed sheet to the wedding guests as proof of her virginity:

Para evitar el escándalo, una joven que ya no era virgen ideó una astucia
extraña. La noche de bodas se llevó un pequeño lagarto en su baúl. Una vez
tumbada en el lecho nupcial, se introdujo el lagarto dentro de la vagina,
empezando por la cola. Cerró los muslos y esperó pacientemente a su esposo.
[…] Cuando apenas había puesto su sexo dentro de la vagina de su joven
esposa, lo sacó chillando. […] Los que esperaban la desfloración para agitar
las sábanas manchadas de sangre, llamaron a la puerta hacienda you-yous a
plena voz. […] ¡Así el novio había sangrado y la novia recibió los honores!
(Aceval: 22-4)

The story reminds us of the heavy burden of expectation placed on young women in
Moroccan society and that it is men who stand to gain from their good conduct in
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Nora Aceval, Cuentos libertinos del Magreb, Prólogo de Najat El Hachmi (Barcelona: Planeta,
2011), p. 9
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terms of reputation and honour. Yet, for once, the roles have been swapped, if only
for the purpose of the joke that lies at the heart of the tale.

Many of the stories collected by Aceval verge on the obscene. For example, in
‘El sexo cosido’ the story is about a man who, in order to maintain his honour within
his household whilst away on pilgrimage, decides to sew up his two wives’ vaginas
before leaving. One of the wives accepts her fate by keeping the sewing intact and
waiting years for her husband’s return. The other, though, does not remain faithful.
And yet, upon the husband’s return, it is the faithful wife who is repudiated:

⎯ ¡[…] Muéstrame tu sexo!
Su mujer se destapó. ¡Horror! El olor era nauseabundo… se puso colérico:
⎯¿Tu sexo no está contento de recibirme? ¡Aunque estoy aquí, presente, tu
sexo sigue cosido! Me pone mala cara. Está sucio y huele mal. […] Y el Hajj
vivió al lado de la que tenía una vulva feliz. (Aceval: 44)

Often, as is the case above, the moral of the story is about the hypocrisy of Moroccan
society with regards to infidelity, virginity, and sex outside marriage. Another story,
‘La cabra que había perdido su virginidad’ (Aceval: 105), tells of a young she-goat
that has lost her virginity and is desperate to find a husband who will accept her
despite this important flaw:
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¿Quién querría quedarse con los restos? Cada macho aspira a una virgen, es
bien sabido. […]
- ¡Padre! Mi vida se ha acabado. He sido víctima de un seductor sin escrúpulos
que ha desaparecido. Heme aquí sin futuro, nadie quiere casarse conmigo.
(Aceval: 105)

This passage highlights the social mores that dictate the expectations of men and
women in respect of marriage. The she-goat can only conceive of her life in terms of
marriage and, with it, motherhood. The lion, king of the beasts, decides to take pity on
her: ‘Quién de vosotros,’ he asks the animals, ‘quiere comportarse como un “hombre
de honor” casándose con esta desgraciada, para ofrecerle un techo protector?’
(Aceval: 107). The monkey steps forward and agrees to marry the goat. However, she
takes offers, considering the proposal of marriage from this animal as an insult: ‘¿Tú?
Con el velo que tú me propones harías mejor en usarlo para taparte el culo que
expones sin pudor enfrente de todo el mundo.’ Her words expose the paradoxes of
social expectations whereby tolerance and open-mindedness never prevail. Once
again, it is society’s hypocrisy, in which both men and women share, that comes to
the fore.

2.3 Sexual Mores in North Africa and the Arab-Muslim World

Having examined both Classical and Modern Arabic Literature's traditions
with regards to sex and sexuality, we will now see how Morocco, as a society, deals
with such theme that, ultimately, will be echoed in its contemporary literature.
Sociological studies have focused on a number of areas relevant to our subject: these
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are pre-marital relationships, pre-marital sex, courtship, love, marriage and
homoerotic behavior. An important point of reference are the statistics produced by
CERED (Centre d’Etudes et de Recherches Demographiques). These are
corroborated by fieldwork undertaken throughout Morocco, both French and Spanishspeaking, normally in the form of surveys and questionnaires. Carla Makhlouf
Obermeyer, in her article ‘Sexuality in Morocco: Changing Context and Contested
Domain’ presents an overview of sexual mores by gathering together different
surveys conducted across the past three decades.110 An interesting article by Douglas
A. Davis, entitled’Modernizing the Sexes: Changing Gender Relations in a Moroccan
Town’ focuses on a semi-rural area of Morocco. In it, Davis refers to Ahmed Ouzzi’s
survey,111 conducted in an urban area among young adults. These, by virtue of the
wide reach which they together represent, thus tend to confirm that gender streotypes
and a conservative perception of sex abound in French and Spanish-speaking
Morocco at every level of society, irrespective of class. When engaging with the data,
it is important remember that the normalized context is one in which men and women
occupy separate social spheres and tend not to mix. Conditioning begins from early
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University of Mohammed the Fifth) and Davis, Susan S., and Douglas X Davis Adolescence in a
Moroccan Town: Making Social Sense. (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1989).
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childhood, with children in school being exposed to books and manuals that depict
women as only ever occupying the private space of the household. The ideal woman
depicted is obedient to her parent or husband, devotes herself to having and bringing
up children and, without complaint, takes charge of the housework. Men, by contrast,
occupy public spaces, are always out of doors, and are depicted as the providers and
bread-earners of the household. 112

2.4 Sex, relationships and marriage

The respective attitudes and perceptions of educated Moroccan men and
women towards love, sex and marriage are, as we will see, quite distinct. The studies
carried out by academics mentioned in this chapter tend to corroborate what the
statistics from CERED suggest.

Generally, marriage is seen as a social and religious contract that serves men
and women in different ways. While men do not like the idea of marriage, it offers
them sexual stability. Women, on the other hand, see marriage as a social obligation,
which offers them financial protection in exchange for sex.113 In his article, Davis
also mentions that, while women are more open to talking about feelings, including
love, men are much more inclined to speak about sex rather than feelings (Davis: 74).
112

See Genre et developpement, Aspect sociaux demographiques et culturels de la différenciation
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Before a love marriage can take place, it is expected that the couple will court
for a more or less lengthy period. In principle the period of courtship is sexless, but
where there are sexual relations the honour of the girl is wholly dependent on the
integrity of the man and their commitment to marry them. For in the minds of many
men, a woman who gives into temptation, even with someone who had promised her
marriage, joins the ranks of ‘unmarriageable whores’ (Davis: 72) once she has been
left. It is no surprise that this state of affairs should create mistrust amongst the female
population:

A boy will tell you “I trust you. I care for you… If I don’t see you just for half
a day I go crazy; it seems to me I haven’t seen you for a year.” And at that
time the boy does have feelings. He cares for you. Truly. Powerfully. But he
doesn’t have any money [to marry], and you just keep sacrificing yourself for
him. And you lose your value- and your family’s… And finally, he doesn’t
marry you- how do you feel? It feels like a calamity, like a “psychological
complex” … You sacrificed yourself for that boy, talking to him even in
public… and in the end he marries someone else (…) That is what makes a
mature and intelligent girl distrust a boy. She doesn’t trust boys- never. (Davis
and Davis: 123)

This honest statement highlights a number of important issues that have a general
application. First, girls want love marriages and are generally motivated by emotion
when it comes to finding a husband. It is clear also by the way she talks of dating in
terms of the sacrifices that must be made and the uncertainty of the outcome that for a
girl courtship is always a risky affair. Even talking to a boy in public risks her losing
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the respect of the community. Public spaces are for men and women can venture out
only with other women or with male members of their families. In effect, girls, like
the interviewee above, accept that their sexual modesty is closely related to the
honour of the family. While this scenario might be reminiscent of rural Spain, it is
also true that the acceptance of the fact extends in Morocco beyond rural to urban
areas. Ultimately it is not difficult to see why the conclusion should be that
‘intelligent and mature girls’ will never trust boys. Once they have had sexual
relations with a man, they stand to lose their reputation. Men, on the other hand,
simply move on to find the next ‘marriageable virgin’ (Davis: 74).114

2.5 Morocco and its double personality
Several studies have stressed how Western and Arabo-Muslim values have an
influence in Morocco via imported images, especially on television. Arabo-Muslim
values bring with them a particular perception of sexuality. Sexuality is valued within
the institution of marriage and regarded as something to be enjoyed, as a ‘divine gift’
(Obermeyer: 243). This relatively permissive attitude to sexuality within the confines
of marriage is in stark contrast to the taboos associated with extramarital sex, a
contrast which creates an artificial and unnatural bipolarity in the sexual sensibilities
of Moroccan youth. Sexuality is never spoken about in objective terms under a
neutral light without taboo: it is either highly forbidden or highly recommended, but
only within marriage. Once married, newly-weds are told by their families and close
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entourage that sex is natural and an enjoyable experience, even though until that point
families avoid any mention of sex in these terms. Instead, from early childhood, and
especially in the case girls, fear and strict prohibition in sexual matters are
established. The natural course of hormones and puberty is completely ignored until
marriage brings with it a sexual awakening. Whether a woman marries at 17 or 30,
their pre-marital sexual needs are ignored. By contrast, on their wedding night not
only does everything become permissible but to deny sex to one’s spouse becomes a
sin.

As one of the most Westernised Arabo-Muslim countries, Morocco has been
very open to Western culture except in the last few years in which Islamist political
parties have had a major impact on society.115 The increasing number of cases in the
media in recent years indicates a return to more traditional societal expectations.
Among other recent events, we recall in particular the legal case of the girls arrested
in July 2015 for gross indecency for wearing skirts or the girl harrassed in the streets
of Tangiers by a large group of men for wearing jeans in August 2017.116 In this last
case, an article written in Arabnews cites a young Moroccan who shared his views on
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social media: ‘She can strip off if she wants, but not in our conservative town’.117
Another example is the Facebook page that was created in August 2016 in order to
shame women in bikinis or bathing suits on the beaches of Morocco. The page had
more than 10.000 posts, including photos designed to shame women. Some posts
included comments such as ‘We have eyes that are filming you on the beaches and we
will show your photos to prevent the deterioration of the country.’118 There is
increasingly a pressure on women to conform to the standards men have decided for
them. Behind it is a movement towards the practice of a more radical version of
Islam, which has even led to increased government censorship. When in 2015 Nabil
Ayouch’s film Much loved was released, its subject—a tale of four prostitutes in
Marrakech—sparked vivid criticism against the director and the lead actress, Loubna
Abidar. In November 2015, the actress, already famous, was assaulted in Casablanca
but refused hospital treatment. While she reported the assault to the police, their
reaction to the incident implied that she had deserved it. She has since sought refuge
in France where she is currently living.119 This episode, like our other examples, is a
manifestions of the strain now produced by Morocco’s decades-old double influences
of East and West which have. Moroccan television airs American movies and series
along with Latin-American, Egyptian and Turkish soaps-operas, yet this openness to
the world in conjunction with the maintenance of Islamic tradition has created
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something of a double personality in Moroccan youth who find it ever more difficult
to ignore the contradictions and paradoxes in Moroccan society.120

Douglas. A. Davis highlights some of these contradictions and paradoxes in
Moroccan society in his article ‘Modernizing the Sexes: Changing Gender Relations
in a Moroccan Town’.121 Here Davis focuses on Zawiya, a semirural town reflective
of Arabic culture, yet impregnated by its French colonial past and receptive to the
images, films and songs of the West. Davis seeks to lay bare the views and choices of
Moroccan youth in matters where there is a clear contradiction between Islamic
tradition and the Western influence young people receive via cultural media. On the
one hand, there are the values on display in American series like Beverley Hills
90290, which recounts the story of a group of teenage friends who explore personal,
social and relational issues familiar to young americans. In the series, women, for
example, are represented as sexual subjects who have full ownership of their bodies.
They expect to have sex before marriage and live in a society where for the most part
an individual’s choices and happiness prevail over that of the family or community.
On the other hand, there are the values of Egyptian or Turkish soap operas such as
‘Noor’ or ‘Dila Hanim’ in which the conventional storyline revolves around parents’
opposition to a love marriage, usually for reasons related to social class, and where
sex is only implied, never shown. These are more in keeping with the traditional
perception of female sexuality in Morocco, which is quite different from the Western
model. Petchesky and Obermeyer point out the ‘very different conceptualization of
120
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the link between self and body ownership’ (Obermeyer: 243). Unlike in the West,
where a woman owns her body and is responsible for her own actions (as is the case
for the young men and women of Beverley Hills 90290), in Morocco women’s
sexuality does not belong to her but to her community.122 A decent, respectable
woman follows a well worn path from ‘bent’, meaning unmarried virgin, through to
‘mra’, meaning a married woman and a prostitute, on the other hand, is referred to as
‘ta’t rasha’ which literally translates as ‘she who belongs to herself’ (Obermeyer,
p.243). Importantly, therefore, women’s status and position are defined by what they
do with their bodies. ‘Women […] are judged,’ writes Obermeyer (p. 243) by their
sexual conduct and the purity of their bodies.’ In order to preserve the honour of
family and community, Moroccan women endure a ‘premarital seclusion, early
arranged marriage and a wedding ritual that requires proof of virginity’ (Obermeyer:
243).

Although we might expect such conflicting models to erode traditions, it is
significant that men’s perception of women still seems to be tied very firmly to a
conservative Moroccan vision. Davis cites the study of Moroccan psychologist,
Ahmed Ouzzi, who in 1986 conducted a survey on perceptions of women and
marriage amongst two hundred male senior students in different public high schools
in Casablanca. The sentence-completion and Thematic Apperception Test applied by
Ouzzi reveals the negative connotation these young men held of women:
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“I think that most of the girls….
… are whores;
…are sluts;
... are treacherous;
…are devilish (God damn them)
… are flighty;
… are materialistic.
My feeling about married life is…
… that I hate it;
… that I don’t believe in it at all;
… it’s mixed with treachery;
… it is unbearable hell;
… it has a lot of problems.
I believe that most women…
… are adulteresses;
… are ignorant;
… are hypocrites;
… are off-track (deviate from the right path);
… are deceivers;
… have little minds.” (See Davis: 75-6)

The results of Ouzzi’s study reveals that 60% of subjects displayed a negative attitude
towards females. In Davis’ and Obermeyer’s studies, males were more at ease talking
about sex in detail and much less comfortable about talking about feelings whereas
girls demonstrated the exact opposite. By and large, men displayed a very
contradictory attitude when it came to love, sex and marriage. For example, they
suggested that they might attempt to have sex with girls or girlfriends but would not
then consider them as marriage material if they gave in to their advances. They
disrespected girls with whom they had had sexual intercourse, even blaming them for
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the failure of their romance: ‘coexisting with the male’s desire to have a romantic
liaison with a virgin is his readiness to exploit a girl who would be so “loose” as to let
a boy date her’ (Davis and Davis 1989: 133); ‘The dating game is complicated, and
much of the responsibility for what goes wrong is attributed to the female’
(Obermeyer: 248)

Sheila Webster tells us that men consider women to have ‘insatiable sexual
needs’, while Obermeyer (p. 243), citing studies undertaken by Dwyer in 1974 and
Bourquia in 1996, explains that women are considered to be ‘weak, capricious,
untrustworthy’, governed less by reason (‘aql’) and rather more by the emotions. 123
In Moroccan society, women as well as men accept the idea that men are superior and
have ‘natural’ sexual needs and desires which need to be satisfied. This contradicts
the Islamic idea that the sexual desires of both partners in wedlock need to be
satisfied, but we must bear in mind that these standards are cultural and not religious.
For this reason, it is acceptable for a man to ask for sex even if the desire is not
mutual. On the other hand, ‘Moroccan women’, writes Guessous, ‘particularly those
with no schooling or independent earnings express the view that they give sex in
exchange for material support, and gain power from not being interested in sex’ (see
Obermeyer: 243). Within a traditional marriage, little intimacy is shared between
husband and wife.

Attitudes towards women, sex and marriage are also reflected in countless
proverbs which, as Webster argues, reflect the culture that propagates them: ‘Proverbs
123
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are part of the cognitive system of the culture in which they occur. They not only
appear in a recognized form, but also contain references which are themselves
cognitions’ (Webster: 175). For instance, there is a proverb which states that ‘In
everything there is partnership with the exception of marriage and the blessed prayer’
(Webster: 179). In northern Morocco, another proverb states that there are two bad
things which one cannot avoid in life: marriage and death. The conclusion we can
draw from such proverbs is that marriages are not traditionally associated with love or
friendship, nor with the intimacy which each of these might seem to imply.
Sociological studies show that in contemporary Morocco, most boys and girls share
emotional intimacy with their same-sex friends. In fact, men who display love and
affection towards their wives are undermined by their peers. Referring to the CERED
study of 1998, Obeyemer (244) writes that men ‘who show too much attachment to
their wives are thought to be bewitched […] and men who are “tender” […] are
thought to be weak, feminine and under a magic spell […] from their wives.’

Also engrained in proverbs is the idea that women should not enjoy sex, an
idea which is alien to Islam and the Hadith. A proverb from Fez cited in an article
written by Abdessamad Dialmy and Allon J. Uhlmann, suggests that the very idea that
a woman might gain pleasure from sexual intercourse is proof enough of her
unrespectability and grounds for divorce: ‘She moves, she is divorced’. 124 Other
proverbs denigrate women on the basis of age, discourage men from marrying an
older woman: ‘He who has an old woman [for a wife] has a plague’; ‘Don't marry an
124
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old woman, even though you will eat with her young pigeons and lambs’ meat’
(Webster: 180). Similarly, a financially independent woman will prove inconvenient
for a man’s own confidence and pride: ‘When you take a wife, take a poor one, even
though you bring her only a loaf of bread and a sardine [she will be content]’ and
‘Don't take a wife who has money, she will treat you with arrogance and say to you,
Fetch water [which is a woman’s business]’ (Webster: 179-80).

2.6 Education and marriage: A Western influence

In Moroccan society, the age for marriage has increased due to factors such as
longer periods of education alongside a high unemployment rate, which means that
young men have to wait several years more than they once did before getting married
as they will usually become the sole provider for the household. The period of
singleness and presumed celibacy is on average more than nine years (from 17.3 years
old to 26.6 between 1970 and 2010). In 2010, the average age for marriage for men
was around 31.125 This long period means that abstinence, the only option available
in Islam to single people, is a real struggle for Moroccan youths and as a result has led
to a change in social behaviour over the years. In her same article ‘Sexuality in
Morocco: Changing Context and Contested Domains’, Obermeyer, citing the findings
of Davis (1989) and Dialmy (1997) by way of support, states that ‘two-thirds of
unmarried women [surveyed] have had a sexual experience before marriage, and 39%
state that they are not virgins. The explanation is likely to be found in the frequency
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of non-penetrative sex.’ Obermeyer also quotes a traditional proverb: ‘Hug and kiss as
much as you want, but do not trample the special reserved area’ (CERED 1998,
p.60),126 an indication that society can conceive of physical contact before marriage
provided it does not impede the public proof of virginity on the wedding night.

What matters more than the truth is the façade. Many studies—Obermeyer (p.
243) cites Antoun (1968), Abu Zahra (1970), Abu Lughod (1989), Dwyer (1978), and
Rassam (1980) amongst others— have shown that households in Morocco continue to
maintain the ritual of proving virginity on the wedding night. Because of this, many
girls are obliged to turn to sexual practices that will keep the hymen intact, such as
interfemoral sex, mutual masturbation, oral and anal sex. If a girl is no longer a virgin,
surgery is their only option. Significantly, women acquiesce in the display of the
proof of virginity:

Surveys of university students show that about half consider marriage a
precondition for sexual activity […] the near totality (90%) of women in the
Casablanca study (who were aged 15-45 in 1984) think that virginity is
indispensable for marriage and that a majority (70%) acquiesce in the
traditional wedding celebration which includes a public display of blood to
demonstrate the virginity of the bride and the virility of the groom.
(Obermeyer: 248)
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Davis (p. 71) corroborates these conclusions in his study: male and female
participants in the survey affirmed that virginity is important at the point of marriage
(but almost all of them (mostly young men and many young girls) engage in
premarital erotic practices. The fact that women consider virginity at the point of
marriage important confirms that women themselves are complicit in maintaining
gender inequality. An explanation as to why this is so can be found in the
manipulative material present in the educational system, in the very preconceived
ideas contained, for example, in proverbs that situate women in an inferior place vis à
vis men, and in an interpretation of the Koran centring on the derogatory connotation
of the word for ‘sex’ in Arabic (‘farj’) which literally translates as “vagina’.
‘Woman,’ writes Dialmy (pp. 16-17), ‘has become the totality of ‘farj’ because ‘farj’
is an opening and signifies fragility that is a lack. Evidently, this negative meaning
became mechanically linked to the woman as a result of the subjection of the Arab
mind to a patriarchal logic that is predicated on considering the female a lacking
being, and therefore on diminishing the woman and belittling her.’

2.7 Depicting Sex and Sexuality: Mohamed Bouissef Rekab and the female
stereotype.

Mohamed Bouissef Rekab is an academic specialized in Hispanic studies. He
began writing novels and short stories in 1994 and has since published ten novels. His
novel La señora, published in Spain in 2006, tells the story of Lamiaa, a woman
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unhappy in her marriage and constantly trying to fill the void of her life with sexual
encounters. Rekab’s depiction of Lamiaa is in this respect problematic because it does
not quite manage to escape some of the sterotypes rooted in the negative views of
female sexuality and evidenced by the sociological surveys we have considered
above. For while Rekab’s character gives voice to a new version of womanhood, one
that is self-assertive, including in terms of the right to seek sexual fulfilment, the
stereotypes linger like a ghost over Lamiaa in a novel which testifies to the difficulties
in the Spanish-Moroccan context of articulating behaviours which are out of step with
traditional customs and values.

Lamiaa’s story provides an opportunity for Rekab to air some of the problems
and indeed the contradictions associated with marriage and relationships. If Lamiaa is
able to pursue sexual pleasure beyond the confines of her marriage, it is in part
because of the traditional yet reductive way in which she perceives her relationship
with her husband in the first place. As is customary, Lamiaa sees her husband’s role
uniquely as that of a provider, as someone who is tasked with giving her economic
security and social stability: ‘Un rápido temblor de nervios se ahoga en su cuerpo al
emerger en su espíritu la imagen de Said, su marido’; ‘Si pudiera te mandaba a paseo,
pero la estabilidad económica nos la ofreces tú; por eso me tengo que aguantar’
(Rekab, 2006: 23).

A passionless and hopeless marriage might in itself be grounds for sexual
erring, inviting the sympathies of the reader. And yet Lamiaa’s adultery combined
with her sexual proclivity do not altogether dispel the negative stereotype of women
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with their insatiable sexual apetites. Lamiaa is described here as a venal character but
the studies analysed by Obermeyer suggest, rather, that women see marriage as an
exchange of interests. Yet the centraility of sex in Lamiaa’s life is made clear from
the start and is dissociated from loving feelings or indeed from any person:

Acaba de salir y ya siente que lo añora, que lo desea; el ruido de sus pisadas y
el portazo que da, al salir, siguen retumbando en el pasillo y en sus oídos; […]
él es, como hombre, la luz que ella necesita para una pasión de eternidad; sin
importar en demasía la persona que, en ese momento es él, ella disfruta de la
vida y sus dones; sus sentimientos se manifiestan así en esos momentos y no
los quiere disipar de su mente. (Rekab: 15)

Lamiaa’s attitude changes when she meets a young painter, Mohamed. The
physical comfort he offers extends beyond the affirmation previously provided by the
penetrative act:

El mayor placer era cuando abrazaba a Mohamed, cuando le tenía entre sus
brazos; no como las otras cientas de veces que ha hecho el amor y que solo
pensaba en que la penetraran [...] Era una nueva sensación que nunca la había
poseído; no entendía nada […] Es la primera vez en mi vida que me acuesto
con un hombre que me encanta y que no siento euphoria sexual. (Rekab: 90)

More emotionally vulnerable when previously she had been detached in all her sexual
encounters, Lamiaa’s relationship with Mohamed raises other anxieties. Mohamed is
many years younger than Lamiaa, a fact which in itself reminds us of the stigma
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attached to a man entering into a relationship with an older woman. The age
difference also raises the possibility that Mohamed’s involvement with Lamiaa is
designed to enable him to cope with the abstinence imposed on young men until they
eventually marry. Hayar, Mohamed’s fiancée, is legally his wife but refuses him
sexual intercourse until the night of the wedding according to traditional custom.
Mohamed goes so far as to blame Hayar’s chastity for the problems in their
relationship, who does not give herself to her husband: ‘¿Eres tú la causante de todo
esto, Hayar? Si nos acostáramos como todo el mundo, ¿crees que esto habría
sucedido? [...] ¿Ves, Hayar? Viendo las cosas así, ¿quién es el responsable?’ (Rekab:
203). The questions Mohamed asks himself are an accurate reflection of
contemporary male attitudes, including the acceptance of men’s sexual needs which
leads in turn to coercing women into sexual relationships that render them
unmarriageable. Mohamed protests even Hayar’s concerns about the need to prove
her virginity on her wedding night:

Debes reconocer una cosa Hayar; si no quieres follar porque dices que hasta
que no hagamos la fiesta no hay nada que hacer, no es culpa mía. Lo que me
cuentas a propósito de nuestras familias, que tienen que ver nuestro paño
nupcial manchado de sangre; de tu sangre, signo de la virginidad, después del
acto sexual, me parece una tontería y un atraso. (Rekab: 75)

Whatever Mohamed’s motivations are, for Lamiaa the age difference between
them raises concerns about her own capacities and makes her more conscious than
ever of her growing old. Indeed, sexual activity and prowess are, in Lamiaa’s mind,
measures of the eternal youth that she wishes to maintain. Significantly, she voices
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her age complexes only in internal monologues, itself a sign of the emotional
repression forced on individuals accustomed to a life without a truly shared intimacy:

¡Deja de enseñarme tus suciedades y dime que jodamos! ¿Cómo voy a
insinuárselo si no me lo dice él? ¡Bueno sigamos con el juego de conocer un
taller de pintura! ¡Un carajo me interesa a mí tu taller de pintura! ¡No te fijes
en mi edad por favor, Mohamed! ¡Tú olvida que soy mayor que tú y piensa
que soy una mujer…! ¡Te aseguro que te lo hago mejor que mil niñatas de
éstas! (Rekab: 59)

¡Ya verás que que no soy una vieja! ¡Que mi cuerpo está mejor que de muchas
jovencitas! ¿Por qué crees que voy diaramente a hacer gimnasia? (Rekab: 60)

Mohamed ha sido affable, simpático, tremendo… Le ha transmitido una
dulzura casi nunca sentida. ¡Ah, la juventud! ¡Tesoro para siempre perdido!
(Rekab: 61)

Vaya, es mi querido Jean. Tendrás que esperar, Jean. De verdad que estoy
volando. Hace una eternidad que no había experimentado lo de hoy. ¿Sabes?
Estar con un joven como Mohamed no es el mismo que estar contigo o con
Mohamadi. Los jóvenes te transmiten su alegría y su enorme vitalidad; ellos
son la verdadera savia de la vida; no nos engañemos (Rekab: 64)

Traditionally it is through marriage and not sexuality that femininity and womanhood
are celebrated, wedlock along with children being the pinnacle of female
accomplishment. For this reason, Lamia’s concern with youth possibly relates more
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directly to Western conceptions where a woman’s body is her own and sexual
fulfilment is in itself a valid goal beyond and outside of any pressure to marry.
Accordingly, Lamiaa sees aging as an end to her femininity, to her womanliness.
Although in her physical relations with Mohamed she quickly tires, she never reveals
her lack of stamina to her young lover; on the contrary, she does her utmost to
demonstrate that she is as fit as he and an active partner:

Te he desmostrado que también participo; es que si no abrazo al hombre que
está conmigo es como si no estuviera hacienda el amor… ¡¿Te diste cuenta
cuando te besuqueé toda la espalda y hasta las nalgas?! ¿¡Oye, tienes un culo
que es un mundo!?
¿Qué sentiste cuando te acaricié todo el cuerpo? (Rekab: 84)

Just as she is determined to match Mohamed physically, so too is she open to
satisfying his every desire, without limits:

¡Allá voy Mohamed! […] Hoy vamos a hacerlo con más libertad que ayer.
Puedes penetrarme por donde quieras […] No te cortes en practicar la
sodomía; ¿que algunos la consideran perversion sexual? Me importa un bledo;
tú haz lo que te parezca mejor; […] No habrá límites ni cortapisas. (Rekab:
85)

Once again, this depiction of Lamiaa is problematic, even if Rekab, via the interior
monologue, gives her a voice. Although her lack of guilt and shamlessness could be
deemed empowering, her attitude is still one that gives her man the primary choice,
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that submits (albeit voluntarily) to his will, and in a country where male chauvinism
relegates women to a secondary, inferior position, Rekab is treading a fine line
between challenging and reinforcing widespread and deeply rooted stereotypes.

Lamiaa is clearly not like many of the women whose conservative views or
reticence in sexual matters and relationships are on display in the surveys conducted
by sociologists. While this can be explained, in part, by her upper-middle class status,
and by the relative modernity Rekab bestows upon her, the lack of concordance with
the real voices of Spanish-Moroccan women raises the possibility that Lamiaa is
merely a product of male fantasy. That so much of what she is made to say is
relegated to the private space of interior monologue is a reminder of the taboos that
banish certain behaviours and opinions from the public arena and, as such, conforms
to the character of real spaces in Spanish-Morocco. But it is, by the same token, a
reminder also that Lamiaa’s desires and, indeed, her angst, are imagined and, most
significantly in this case, imagined by a man.
In his short novel Aixa, El cielo de Pandora (2007) Rekab also deals with
female sexuality. In it Rekab describes the life of Aixa and her mother, a prostitute
who tries to create a better life for her daughter. The story begins, we presume, during
the Protectorate, since the presence of several Christian characters in Aixa’s school
suggests that it was before independence. Aixa, who is not aware that her mother is a
prostitute, ends up following the same path as her mother due to the latter’s
overprotection. Aixa’s mother is a solitary and recluse character who wants to make
sure that her daughter starts life properly equipped to confront the world, but her
frequent absences combined with her strict personality lead Aixa to rebel and become
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exactly like her mother. Aixa uses sex as revenge against a mother who confined her
to the home after school. At a certain point in the novel, the mother receives a male
guest and Aixa sees this as the opportunity to avenge herself: ‘Si es así me las apañaré
para ofrecerle mi cuerpo; si no es joven me dará mismo, ¡también me ofreceré a él!
¿No dice mi madre que un nesrani127 no debe tocarme nunca? Pues si es de mi
religion le daré lo que poseo sin ningún remordimiento. […] Si se fija en mí, podré
conocer por fin la dulzura del sexo’ (Rekab: 127). Here Aixa’s ignorance about sexual
matters comes to the fore, along with the limited education she has received in such
matters in a society where talking about sex is taboo. The very thought that it is more
acceptable to have sex outside marriage with a Muslim than marry a non-Muslim is
evidence of this. And yet she is all too well of the power of sex and the hurt she can
inflict with it. Her sexual transgression is, for her, a victory, even if it is not clear in
her mind who it is that has been vanquished: ‘Era una sensación de victoria; no
alcanzaba a saber quien era el vencido […] vencía en una desconocida e indescifrable
lucha’ (Rekab: 157).

Once Aixa becomes a prostitute, to begin with she embraces the profession, sex
continuing in her mind to represent an act of rebellion. Once again, Rekab’s female
protagonist bears little if any resemblance to the women whose views have been
recorded by sociologists. Had Aixa guarded her virginity rather than offer it out of
anger, her attitude, although conservative, would have been more consistent with that
displayed by the majority of young women in Morocco. Moreover, although her use
127
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of sex might, like Lamiaa’s, be deemed in contrast to be empowering, we cannot but
be reminded of the general view amongst Moroccan men that reduces most women to
the status of whore, as evidenced by Ouzzi’s study: ‘I think that most of the girls….
/… are whores;/…are sluts’ (Davis: 74).

2.8 Female authors: challenging the stereotypes
El Hachmi, as a woman writer, gives us one of the frankest depictions of
female sexuality in Spanish-Moroccan literature. Some thirty years on from the
explicit treatment of sex and sexuality by French-Moroccan women such as Fatima
Mernissi, El Hachmi’s novels El último Patriarca (2010), La hija extranjera (2015)
and La cazadora de cuerpos (2011), indicate that Moroccan women writers might be
beginning to catch up. These novels deal with the cultural break-up between the
narrator’s traditionally Moroccan background and the new host’s country Western
background. A patriarchal society such as Morocco, where men continue to determine
the future of women, is depicted losing its authority due to the western influence. Sex
is central in this cultural shift, as female protagonists in these (and other) novels resort
to it in order to challenge the authoritarian figure—the father, the husband, the
brother—precisely by gaining ownership of their own bodies. Significantly, El
Hachmi describes sex as an act motivated by a woman’s desire to shock her entourage
and transgress the rules of the society she lives in. Conversely, when highly sexed
female characters are described by male authors, their rebellion is only illusionary
since they all face an inevitably tragic ending. This is the case with both Lamiaa in La
Señora and Aixa in Aixa, o el cielo de Pandora.
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In El Hachmi’s novel El último patriarca, originally published in 2008, the
narrator-protagonist, who, as in the case of most of the author’s novels, is never
named, comes from an Arab-Muslim background but makes a transition towards
Western culture which makes it impossible for her, by the end of the novel, to return
to her Moroccan way of life. In the novel, the narrator-protagonist draws a parallel
between her life and that of her father, which leads us to realise that, despite their
similarities, gender determines the respective destinies of each.

The novel recounts the changing circumstances of Mimoun Driouch and his
family resulting from his decision to migrate to Spain. The novel is divided into two
sections: the first part describes the father’s story; the second, the narrator’s own. The
introduction entitled chapter 0 already alludes to the novel’s tragic ending:

Esta es la historia de Mimoun, hijo de Driouch, hijo de Allal, hijo de
Mohamed, hijo de Muhand, hijo de Bouziane, al que nosotros
simplemente llamaremos Mimoun. [...] Cada uno de ellos vivió, actuó
e influyó en la vida de todos los que los rodearon con la firmeza de las
grandes figures bíblicas. […] Sabemos poco acerca de cómo se forma
un gran patriarca […] y aquí no nos interesan los orígenes. […] Esta es
la única verdad que os queremos contar, la de un padre que debe
afrontar la frustración de no ver cumplido su destino, la de una hija
que, sin habérselo propuesto, cambió la historia de los Driouch para
siempre. (El Hachmi: 7)
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The Christian cultural references mentioned in this excerpt already point to the
narrator’s detachment from her parents’ culture and her proximity to her host country.
To counterbalance the Christian references and create an incipit that encapsulates both
cultures, the literary style used reminds us of the oral literature well known in African
cultures in which the tradition of storytelling is prominent, especially in the Berber
tradition.128

Mimoun, as we see in his daughter’s account of him in the novel’s first part, is
the stereotype of the common man from a remote village of the Rif region who grew
up in an ordinary family. First son of a family where women are submissive and
happily accept their second-class status, Mimoun is conscious that his father, a
tyrannical figure, is the only person to whom he must submit. Mimoun has a very
fraught relationship with his father, yet he understands the greatest irony of all, that he
too might one day become the like him; indeed, within his patriarchal culture there is
always a valid reason for the head of a family to adopt a tyrannical stance. Mimoun,
however, is determined to be otherwise, and in one scene when he is running from his
father the narator explains that ‘mientras corría… Mimoun entendió que ése no había
de ser su destino.’ (El Hachmi: 44) Locked in a struggle with his culture, Mimoun
eventually attempts to start afresh by migrating to Spain where, he hopes, his destiny
will not be that of perpetuating the model which his father represents. In Spain, once
Mimoun meets the girl he wants to marry, the suggestion initially is that Mimoun has
changed: ‘Pero Mimoun también era diferente [...] ya sabía que aquél no era el mundo
donde habría de vivir, pero también sabía que quería muchos hijos de una mujer que
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tenía que ser solo suya’ (El Hachmi: 60). Mimoun attempts to change but does not
succeed in identifying contradictory aspects in his lifestyle choices.

In the second part of the novel, Mimoun’s daughter narrates her own
experience from the day she moved to Catalonia up to the day she finally breaks free
of her father’s tyranny. She expresses the incompatibility she finds in trying to belong
to both cultures, especially when it comes to her independence and her individuality
as a woman as well as her father’s inability to accept the idea that his daughter might
want to adopt a western lifestyle. The namelessness of the narrator-protagonist
reinforces the idea that all women in Moroccan society are not recognized as
individuals, to the point that they do not even deserve to have names. Not even
Mimoun’s wife, the narrator-protagonist’s mother, is named, as is the case with the
mother in another of El Hachami’s novels, La hija extranjera (2015). In this last
novel, the protagonist is also nameless as is the one in La cazadora de cuerpos
(2011). But, ironically, her namelessness also endows her with a universality with
which other women can identify and, indeed, the experiences of which she speaks do
indeed resonate with so those of so many women of Spanish-Moroccan origin,
including the author’s own.

Such experiences include moments of sexual awakening, including in the
following passage which describes the common intimacy between same-sex friends:
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Ahora tú haces de hombre, decía, y yo me tenía que estirar en el suelo boca
arriba. No vale tocar con las manos excepto que lo digamos, y sólo se puede
hacer cómo nos lo pide la otra. No podemos quitar la ropa, está prohibido, y
todo era como un juego […] y ella se tumaba poco a poco sobre mí,
acoplándose a los huesos de mi pelvis […]. Era agradable. Su sexo junto al
mío tenía la calidez del terciopelo, a pesar de la ropa. […] Ella tenía unos
pechos pequeñitos, […] y nuestros pezones se encontraban a través de las
camisetas llenas de caras sonrientes. […] Yo la prefería a ella, tan perfecta.
[...] cada una de nosotras ponía la mano plana sobre el sexo de la de al lado,
sólo que en esa fase del juego se podia hacer por debajo de las bragas. Hasta
que ya no queríamos más […] Después, subíamos a su casa a comer pan con
Nocilla y a jugar a Super Mario. (El Hachmi, 2009: 243-45)

Yet a world away from these innocent stirrings of sexuality, sex (as with Aixa, in
Rekab’s novel) eventually becomes a means to rebel. The narrator-protagonist gives
into her uncle’s sexual advances in the knowledge that her father would be following
her and see her in the act:
Qué mejor que un hecho tan repugnante que a padre ya no le quedara otro
remedio que callar: o matarnos a los dos o callar para siempre. Y a esas alturas
ya sabía que no podía matar a nadie, por muchos cuchillos que hubiera
blandido en su vida. (El Hachmi 2009: 336)

This act of rebellion is the moment in which the bond between father and daughter is
broken and the daughter is free of her oppressive parent at last:

Lo confieso: dejé expresamente las persianas subidas y la luz encendida. Y
expresamente le dijé al tío que si quieres ya dormiré yo en el suelo, no me
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importa, y él me vio con el camisón y yo le volví a adivinar aquella mirada.
[...] ¿Lo has hecho alguna vez por detrás?, dijo de pronto entre tanta ternura, y
yo no, que duele, y él no te preocupes, yo te enseñaré, si sabes cómo hacerlo
no tiene que hacer daño. ¿Quién mejor que tu tío para enseñarte ese tipo de
cosas, eh? Son el tipo de cosas que deben quedar en la familia. [...] Dijo déjate
llevar así, y en cuanto lo tuve encima ya sentí un orgasmo. Y volví a sentirlo
cuando me hizo daño y no supe dónde acababa el dolor y dónde continuaba el
placer. Me hubiera querido morir de dolor, y aún volví a correrme. Fue allí
mismo, en aquel mismo instante, cuando llamaron al timbre y en el
videoportero apareció la cara de padre. Un padre que ya no volvería a ser
patriarca, no conmigo, porque lo que había visto no podría contarlo, que ni él
hubiera imaginado nunca una traición tan honda, y aún menos viniendo de una
hija tan amada. (El Hachmi 2009: 336-37)

The narrator-protagonist’s act involves several sinful transgressions—extra-marital
sex, sodomy and incest-, not to mention the negative connotations for a woman
associated with her experiencing pleasure during sex. Yet it is a pleasure that is
confused with pain in acknowledgment of the double nature of the narratorprotagonist’s act, at once an act of rebellion, an expression of womanhood, but also
subject to the violent structures and ideology of patriarchy evoked by her uncle’s lame
justifications for his abuse. Ricci notes that scenes of sexuality establish turning
points in the narrator-protagonist’s life, but that these are at the same time bound up
with painful experiences:

El sexo no sólo marca abruptos cambios en la evolución de los personajes,
sino que también es fundamental en la elaboración estructural de la novela. El
sexo en la narración […] es sexo con dolor; prácticas sexuales […] que irán
delineando la travesía dolorosa, angustiosa y psicológicamente perturbada de
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la protagonista-narradora frente a la violencia estructural y masculina. (Ricci,
2010: 76)

The novel shows us, however, that it is not only women who are the victims of
patriarchy. Mimoun, unable to escape the patriarchal model he so detested, is equally
a victim, even more so given that we know that he was also abused by his own uncle
back in Morocco. El Hachmi portrays both men and women as victims of patriarchal
society.129 The essential difference between the narrator-protagonist and her father is
that she had no choice but to break completely from her family and its values by the
very fact of being a woman.

El Hachmi’s 2011 novel, La cazadora de cuerpos, tells the story, in first
person, of a nameless cleaner in Spain working in the home of an author. The cleaner
recounts to the author her story of her sexual encounters with complete strangers.
Each chapter focuses on her experience with a different man, title of each referring to
her lovers in rather generic terms, often, though not exclusively, by nationality: ‘El
Chino’, ‘El Marroquí’, ‘El Inglés’, ‘El Gallego’, as well as ‘El impotente’ and ‘El
ciego’. Because she works at night her encounters all take place in the day. It becomes
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apparent that she attempts to find happiness through sex as she is scared to love. She
implies in her accounts to the author that she seeks in sex something that is missing in
her life: ‘A menudo, cuando he venido hasta aquí deseperada y le he dicho que
necesitaba sexo, usted, con un susurro cómplice, como quien cuenta un secreto, me
decía “amor”’ (El Hachmi 2011, p. 243). The protagonist’s almost obsessivecompulsive disorder towards cleaning reveals a constant search as well as a
perfectionism which leaves the nameless protagonist constantly disatisfied. El
Hachmi’s novel is about the cleaner’s search for self-understanding, for an identity. It
is significant also that, in her quest to understand who she is, the cleaner engages in
acts that transgress the traditional codes and customs of her native culture.

Interestingly, while both El Hachmi and Karima Toufali, another Spanish(Moroccan) author, technically live in Spain—Barcelona and Melilla respectively—
their approaches to the subject of sex are almost antithetical. The lack of sex in
Toufali’s literature suggests that Melilla’s proximity to the rest of Morocco makes a
difference. Indeed, it is not just in Toufali’s work but also in that of other authors
such as Mo Toufali, Fatima Bouziane or Mohamed Hammú living in Melilla where
we find practically no mention of the kind of controversial, traditional taboo subjects
which El Hachmi tackles.

In Toufali’s short stories, the protagonists, who are exclusively women talk
about love, about feelings, but the subject of sex is never broached. ‘Un taxi para la
ida’, for example, tells the story of Farida, a woman who is thinking about leaving her
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husband.130 The problems she experiences centre on love and the conception she has
of a loving relationship. Farida is not fulfilled by her relationship with her husband
Milud, for whom ‘Farida apenas ocupaba un pequeño espacio en sus prioridades o al
menos ella eso percebía’. She finds him ‘Frío, distante y egoísta’. He is
undemonstrative and, on the face of it, unloving (‘Milud siempre estaba ausente’;
‘nunca le llegaron a sus oídos palabras de cariño, ni agradecerle nada, ni reconocerle
su absoluta dedicación y entrega, nada de nada’), so much so that Farida’s doubts
about their relationship eventually turn to hatred and loathing: ‘esas miradas a veces
descaradas, justificaban sus dudas, y nació un sentimiento de odio y repudio hacia él’
(Toufali: 71). Deprived of loving attention, of human interaction, it is unsurprising
that Farida should feel dehumanized: ‘-Me someto a gastar la razón de mis dudaspensó, […], observando reposadamente una hormiga que, al igual que ella, daba
vueltas en un mismo espacio, sin saber hacia donde tornar’ (Toufali: 70); ‘siento a
veces que soy algo parecido a un objeto’ (Toufali: 72). And all the while, as a dutiful
wife, her role is to stomach her husband’s inattention and forgive: ‘parecía que ese era
su papel. El de perdonar’ (Toufali: 71).

Despite the submission which custom dictates to her, Farida finally finds the
courage to leave her husband. While sex is never mentioned, only fulfilment in
broader emotional terms, Farida’s story is nonetheless marked by a cultural shift
which displays the Western influence on Melilla even if it does not extend to frank
discussions about sexuality. In a culture where love need not be the basis for
marriage, and is considered less important than financial security and social status,
Farida exerts her right as a woman to forgo a relationship which does not offer her
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emotional fulfilment: ‘Por primera vez sintió que sus emociones formaban junto a sus
neuronas rebeldes, una especie de barricada frente a otros sentimientos que se habían
acomodado en su vida, a lo largo de muchos años’; ‘Imaginó que algo la estaba
cambiando en su forma de ser y de pensar’ (Toufali: 69). This cultural shift is marked
precisely by the changes and self-awareness in Farida herself: ‘se multiplicó en su
interior una fuerza que abatía toda sospecha de miedo, Farida estaba cambiando’
(Toufali: 73).

In ‘En un mar profundo y oscuro’,131 Toufali describes the life of Batul and
Safia, two women in a polygamous household:

Safia, la mayor y primera mujer, la vida le pasó la peor prueba. […]
quedó ciega a los sesenta años […]. Cuando pudo ver cosas bonitas, solo vio
desdicha y amargura. A esta amalgama de amargura, Batul, la segunda esposa,
añadió su parte para empeorarle aún más su vida […] Su marido le hizo un
daño inconcebible... [con] el abandono al que estuvo sometida… (Toufali
2007: 80)

The hope for a better life and the disappointment felt by seeing her husband marrying
again has been a painful experience to the first wife. The unfair way in which both
wives were treated by their husband leads to the unhappiness experienced by the
women. Once again, the focus is on emotions, particularly the feeling of betrayal vis à
vis a husband who is not entirely theirs. Compared with what we see in literature
written my men, our female authors such as Toufali or El Hachmi use sex and
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sexuality to address important social issues in the hope of empowering Spanish(Moroccan) women.

2.9 Rachida Gharrafi and Mohamed Akalay: depicting similar social issues in
Morocco.
Rachida Gharrafi, writing from Morocco, tackles sex in ‘El sacrificio de los
corderos’ (2007) in a manner that is rather blunt.132 This short story deals with
exploitation linked to illegal immigration, which is a recurrent theme in SpanishMoroccan literature. We can see exactly the same theme developed in ‘Promesas’
(2007) by Mohamed Akalay, another Moroccan author who writes the story of Ilham,
a widow, who decides to migrate illegally to Spain to give her son the opportunity of
a better future. The story opens with a scene in which the protagonist has already
started her journey in the dinghy, by night, and ends when she finally realises that her
friend who lives in Madrid has arranged for her to work as a prostitute. In Gharrafi’s
work, Aicha and Rhimo, two women from different social classes, working class and
middle-class repectively, are determined to migrate to Spain, but their dreams of a
better life quickly turn into a nightmare: ‘El sueño iniciático al paraíso, se había
truncado en pesadilla’ (Chakor 2007: 184). Gharrafi describes the desperate situation
the two young women face shortly after their illegal arrival on Spanish soil. The two
girls fall into the hands of a mafia which pushes them into drug addiction and
prostitution. Gharrafi’s treatment of this contemporary subject is, as we might expect,
brutally realistic, employing graphic descriptions of the obscene abuse forced upon
the women, in a style which Ricci (p. 76) calls ‘realismo sucio’:
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Entre brumas, siente que le atan las manos a la cabecera. […] El hombre le
arranca la ropa íntima y se desviste a su vez. […] Su miembro grande y erecto
hace gritar a Fatma. […] Fatma mira despavorida cómo el hombre, ávido, le
aparta los muslos y con su sexo empieza a dar unos golpes secos contra las
paredes de su vagina (Chakor 2007: 181).

Mohamed Akalay, like Gharrafi, also writes about prostitution. Both
Gharrafi’s ‘El sacrificio de los corderos’ and Akalay’s ‘Promesas’ are similar. They
both describe a young woman’s journey in the hope of a better life and both begin on
the day the women leave Morocco to make the perilous journey by dinghy. The
darkness, cold and uneven numbers between men and women on the boat create an
extremely hostile and untrustworthy environment for the women. ‘Promesas’, though,
lacks the graphic descriptions of Gharrafi’s story. Instead, the reader is left to deduce
that one of the protagonist’s good friends has tricked her into the arms of a procurer:

Este hombre me está ofreciendo la luz que estoy buscando; trabajaré sin parar
y le demostraré que aprendo pronto y que no le fallaré nunca…
−…la noche madrileña es de lo más movido. Tendrás clientes para hartarte de
dinero…
Y de pronto me siento sola, desamparada; las palabras del ‘jefe’ se adentran en
mi alma y la hacen agonizar.133
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Akalay is on the opposite spectrum if we compare him to Rekab. His conservative
way of describing social reality fails to shock the reader by the fact that details are not
described, thus failing in its purpose. Both male authors have either reinforced the
existing stereotypes in Morocco or have not gone far enough to describe social
realities. By contrast, our female authors depict sex and sexual acts for a very specific
purpose: to expose social realities and cultural hypocrisy as part of a rebellion to
claim back womaen’s bodies.

2.10 On Homoeroticism, homosexuality and self-censorship

Whilst it is difficult to grasp the reasons that explain the lack of sex and
sexuality in Spanish-Moroccan Literature, it is even more challenging to establish the
reasons that justify an almost complete absence of Homoeroticism and
Homosexuality. French-Morocco offers a more candid literature depicting graphic
scenes that push the boundaries of the taboo in Morocco. Generally, however, the
concept of self-assertive homosexual identity does not exist in an Arab-Muslim
cultural context. What we find instead are homosexual tendencies and homoerotic
behaviours that do not contradict or put into question an individual’s heterosexuality.
Western definitions or models of homosexuality are not, as Hayes suggests, easily
transferable to the Arabo-Muslim context.134 While homoerotic behaviour in NorthAfrica is common, especially amongst men, it can often be explained by the
difficulties surrounding the accessibility and availability of women. In these
circumstances, men and women develop an emotional intimacy with members of their
134
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own sex that can lead to homoerotic relationships that exceed the years of puberty
during which a degree of homoerotic behavious is deemed ‘acceptable’. This does
not, however, mean that they will define themselves as homosexual.135

There is, in any case, a general reluctance to distinguish between
heterosexual and homosexual behaviours. This is, of course, in great part a
consequence of the official disapproval of overt homosexuality despite the relative
tolerance of it historically in the Arab-Muslim world, particularly when compared to
the view from the Christian West.136 Citing Massad, Ze’evi (p. 1481) explains that in
Arab literary production, for example, ‘the specter of heteronormalcy (or the rigid
division of people into heterosexuals and homosexuals) has engendered deep anxiety’
for more than a century. Ze'evi (p. 1481) also brings to our attention the difference in
the way homosexual acts are conceived of in Arabo-Muslim countries, vis à vis the
West: ‘Apparently there are two main differences: one is that in Arab culture men
who penetrate other men are perceived as normal and virile, hence not ‘gay’. The
other is that, as long as such things are not discussed in public, no one seems to care.’
The key is, indeed, the division between the public and private, and provided people
are discreet, their alternative practices can be tolerated. AbuKhalil suggests that even
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today homosexual weddings are celebrated, albeit secretly, in some Arab countries.
Homophobia in itself is a product of the West and what is clear is that secrecy has
helped many generations of Arab-Muslims escape the need of having to confess and
wear the label of sexual preference. The desire to go that step further and seek to
define oneself as homosexual is, as both Ze’evi and Abukhalil agree, an attitude
imported from the West. The conception of homosexuality in Arab-Muslim societies
is more akin to how Foucault describes homosexuality or homoerotic behaviour in
Ancient Greece.137 Foucault mentions elements that reflect some of the attitudes
apparent in sociological studies of Morocco: firstly, that true love was between men
and that the passive and active attitude in a sexual intercourse determine the dominant
character from the subordinate (Foucault: 214, 215, 233, 245).

2.10.1 Depicting homoeroticism in French-Morocco and Spanish-Morocco

Unlike French-Moroccan literature, there is practically total silence in Spanish
Morocco when it comes to talking about homosexuality. And this despite a tradition
of classical literature which refers to homosexuality in non-prejudicial terms: ‘I give
my cheek to whoever loves me/ and I give my kiss to anybody who desires it.’ If the
work of this poet has been lost, it is, AbuKhalil (p. 34) argues, because ‘most
[contemporary] authors refuse to cite them due to their explicit sexual language.’
In Spanish-Moroccan Literature, we find few accounts by men of their
perception of sex and sexuality let alone any mention of male homoerotic behaviour.
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The influence of France and Spain on their respective areas of Morocco mean that
French-Moroccan and Spanish-Moroccan authors have evolved differently. In
comparisons between them certain patterns emerge.
Our male Moroccan writers (Rekab or El Harti amongst others) almost
systematically employ female protagonists to speak about female sexuality and/or
homoerotic behaviour. Women writers seem more able to discuss a range of subjects
related to sex and sexuality although, unsurprisingly perhaps, they also tend to
employ female protagonists. But what is striking is the extent to which the scenarios
that both male and female authors depict barely reflect the reality we encounter in
sociological studies. There is, for example, little if any testimony of masculine sexual
encounters.
In contrast, the examples Jarrod Hayes offers in his book Queer Nations,
Marginal Sexualities in the Maghreb testify to the more open and candid treatment of
sex and, in particular, homosexuality in French-Moroccan literature. The following
extracts from Boujedra’s La repudiation is exemplary:

Lui, que ma mère a surprise, un jour, dans une position scandaleuse, en
compagnie d’un gamin du voisinnage;… abominable le spectacle de son
enfant monté en grande pompe sur le dos légèrement duveteux de l’autre
miserable avec sa sale figure de petit jouisseur; emportés tous les deux dans un
monstrueux vas- et-vient qui ébranlait leurs corps élancés, la tête balottante, a
la recherche d’un plaisir, somme toute, formé…;… cette grotesque et haute
pitrerie des deux garcons juchés là-haut sur la terrace et dont on apercevait les
têtes et les bustes qui gigotaient, se malmenaient et se violentaient
tragiquement; nous tous, rivés à ce spectacle incroyable…et Zahir… toujours
amaré à son camarade rechignant, peut-être, contre la lenteur du partenaire qui
venait juste de faire l’experience de cette deflagration au bout de son membre,
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non pas hideux, non pas crispé, mais simplement étonnant dans son erection
sordide… (Hayes: 85)

Boujedra’s treatment of sex is graphic. Across his work he deals with sexuality both
in terms of the physical act as well as romantic feelings, as we can see in the
following extract:

Zahir, lui, n’aimait pas les femmes. Il était amoureux de son professeur de
Physique, un juif aux yeux très bleus et très myope qui venait souvent à la
maison, malgré l’hostilité marquée de ma mère. Au début, je pensais qu’être
homosexuel était quelque chose de distingué, car le juif était très beau, avec
une voix douce, et pleurait très facilement. Chaque fois que j’essayais de
comprendre les rapports entre mon frère et son professeur, Zahir se mettait en
colère: ‘Vas renifler tes cousines!’ hurlait-il. Pour communiquer entre-eux, en
presence d’un tier, ils avaient inventé un code très compliqué. Le juif répetait
souvent qu’il était un ‘heimatlos’ et comme je ne comprenais pas, je
m’énervais tellement que j’allais me masturber dans les toilettes. (Hayes: 90)

Boujedra’s graphic descriptions appear at a time when the subject of homosexuality is
still taboo in Moroccan society. Nonetheless, we find many Moroccan authors who
write openly about homosexuality in French-Morocco. Mohamed Choukri is one of
the first who deals with the issue of homosexuality in his novel Le pain nu,138
although it was first written in Arabic. Among French-Moroccan writers, we find
Rachid O (a pseudonym) and Abdellah Taïa who write in French about
homosexuality. Their respective books Plusieurs vies (Taïa: 1996) et L’armée du
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Mohamed Choukri, Le pain nu (Paris, Seuil: 1980). This novel was written in Arabic but its
publication was refused in Morocco. It was therefore first published in English with a translation from
Paul Bowles in 1973.
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salut (O: 2006) are autobiographic and describe how the lives of the protagonists
(both have the same names as their respective authors) have developed first in
Morocco, and later in France. Both protagonist experience homosexuality and by
doing so, attempt to open up about existing taboos in Morocco:
Au cinéma avec Salim. Et le pire, c'est que j'ai aimé ça, être entouré par
les bras forts de cet homme de 40 ans qui sentait bon et qui me parlait
dans l'oreille en français tout en essayant de trouver un chemin vers
mon sexe, mes fesses. Je me suis donné à lui. Il ne m'a pas fait souffrir.
Oui j'ai aimé ça. Mon Dieu!139
Il les laissait le sucer, il les pénétrait, il envisageait même de se laisser
prendre lui aussi à son tour, une bite dans le cul, cela ne lui faisait pas
peur, à partir du moment où ce don de ce qu'il avait de plus intime lui
permettrait enfin de foutre le camp de ce pays de merde. (See Taïa,
2009: 106)

Generally, the excepts attempt to bring a certain normalcy in a society that still
forbids publicly such acts. In Rachid O's L'enfant ébloui,140the protagonist, aged ten,
realises that he is homosexual and describe when he falls in love with a boy:

Je n'ai jamais accepté la proposition de Mounir de coucher avec lui. Il
n'était pas amoureux, je l'étais plus, j'étais plus sentimental plus
romantique, mais j'avais peur de coucher avec lui et qu'il le dise à tous
les garçons de la classe, tous mes amis, et qu'on me traite de petit pédé
(See O, 2003: 60).

The young age of the protagonist, and thus the connotation of innocence associated
with it, helps to portray homosexuality as something natural. By contrast, the
following extract conveys a sense of the societal pressures and violent disapproval in
Morocco when homosexuality becomes a palpable reality:
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Abellah Taïa, L'armée du salut (Paris: Points, 2009), p. 61
Rachid O, L'enfant ébloui, (Paris: Folio, 2003)
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Crois-tu en Dieu? Tu es un homme ou une femme pour faire ce que tu
fais? [...] S'il continue de fréquenter le vieux Français et mener une vie
de dépravé sexuel, il sera tout simplement mort. ‘Je le brûlerai avec un
cocktail Molotov sur la voie publique et tu seras un exemple, mon
frère’.141

By and large, the accounts of homosexuality in Morocco serve to bring to the surface
a reality so far ignored or hidden in Morocco. The sexual references help to convey
this reality, but what is perhaps even more daring is the portrayal of homosexuality in
terms of affection and life choices in a society where it is strictly forbidden. In Jean
Zaganiaris’s Queer Maroc, whose pages are devoted to Moroccan authors who deal
with homosexuality across Morocco, the difference in candour between the work by
French-Moroccan and Spanish-Moroccans respectively is vast. 142

It is clear, then, that male homosexuality is taboo in Spanish-Morocco even
amongst its authors. Rekab, in La señora, does describe erotic scenes between
women. Through Lamiaa, though, what Rekab is conveying is the recourse women
have to same sex friendships and the accompanying intimacy due to their confinement
at home:

Los hombres te engañan, te mienten; salen de juerga y la mujer a joderse en
casa: ¿es justo que les guardemos lo más preciado que tenemos para que lo
disfruten cuando a ellos les plazca? […] Cuando estoy con una mujer, nos
141
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transmitimos amor, sinceridad, placer […] Los tiempos están cambiando y por
fin podremos expresar nuestros sentimientos sin temor a nada.

In another scene, the reality of same-sex intimacy is referred to again, along
with the sexual attraction Lamiaa feels towards other women. The comments are from
the perspective of a male acquaintance we do not know and who wants to take a
married woman to bed:

¿Te acuerdas? Me dijiste que al principio, cuando aún no sabías de su relación,
quisiste ligar a una de ellas, te dijeron que eran ‘eso’, y que los hombres
sobraban para ellas, que con sus maridos tenían más que de sobra; que ellas se
amaban como nadie podrá llegar a amarse, y también me aseguraste que a
partir de ese día, nunca más intentaste atraer a ninguna de las dos… Lo
gracioso del caso es que tenían hijos y estaban religiosamente casadas; que
socialmente llevaban una vida normal y corriente, como cualquier mujer que
se preciara de serlo. (Rekab: 71)

Nonetheless, if it is easy for Rekab to describe female sexuality, he stays clear of
male homoeroticism. In La señora, homosexuality is mentioned, but only by way of a
general and derogatory comment by Mohamed on the changes that affect society:

En cuanto a los hombres que prefieren otros hombres, también me has contado
barbaridades. Ahora de esto yo sé bastante; es que la sociedad en la que
vivimos está llena de homosexuales, y la gente habla de esto muchísimo.
¿Quién no conoce al amante del millonario ese que vive en la carretera de
Ceuta? Todos sabemos que es el muchachito ese que trabaja en la sastrería que
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hay en la calle Mohamed V. […] ¿Recuerdas cuando me hablaste de ese
amigo tuyo que tenía una casa en Cabo Negro y que, a menudo, organizaba
orgías con muchachitos- casi todos menores, me recalcaste-, a los que vestía
de mujeres, con bellísimos caftanes y les pintaba los labios y los preparaba
como si fueran mujercitas? (Rekab: 72)

In his short story ‘Precoces’, on the other hand, Rekab depicts a rape scene, itself a
rare example in Spanish-Moroccan literature. The victim is a homeless boy living in
the streets of Tetuán. 143 The story is a tale of punishment and humiliation, which the
young boy, nicknamed ‘Lefta’, endures when, in the business of selling cigarettes on
the street, he refuses to move away from another seller’s patch. The antagonist, ‘El
Rubio’, is a boy who wields his power on the streets of Tetuán. He organizes the gang
rape of ‘Lefta’ and the story ends with the depiction of the violent and abusive act:

‘El Rubio’ y varios de sus secuaces estaban ahí.
¿Con que soy maricón, verdad? ¡Ahora lo vamos a ver! ¡Quitadle los
pantalones!
¡Dejadme tranquilo, eso de antes ya pasó!
Tres niños cogieron a ‘Lefta’; lo maniataron. Otro le deshizo el nudo de la
cuerda que le servía de correa. Intentó zafarse de las férreas manos que lo
mantenían inmóvil…
Al día siguiente, ‘Lefta’ no quiso acercarse a sus amigos del cine Español.
Todos sabrían ya que había sido ‘mdemmaq’ por ‘El Rubio’ y sus amigos. No
sabía qué hacer. Era para volverse loco. (Rekab: 69)
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This passage is important because it represents one of the few if not the only
occasion in which a sexual act between men is described in Spanish-Moroccan
Literature, and it is telling that it should take the form of a violent show of male force.
Not only is Lefta the victim, but he also, as the penetrated, bears all the shame. His
trauma is associated less with the abuse itself than with the knowledge that society
condemns him as its recipient. Rekab’s story is a reminder of the harsh realities the
unfortunate face in Morocco, of the male aggression and discriminatory patriarchal
logic which determine relations between men and what can and cannot be said or,
indeed, written.

2.11 Conclusion

We have seen in this chapter how Spanish-Moroccan authors deal with, a subject that
has received relatively little scholarly attention. Homosexuality is still a taboo subject
for Moroccan writers who, at least when it comes to men, avoid the subject altogether.
But the scant attention paid to sex and sexuality more generally by Spanish-Moroccan
writers, particularly men, suggests that these are also, in the main, taboo subjects,
irrespective of sexual preference. Notably, where sex does appear as a subject for
female authors, it is often as a tool for transgression made possible by the very
particular conceptualization of soul and body ownership in Arabo-Muslim countries.
Part of this transgression includes adopting Western values imported to the Maghreb.
Where it appears as a subject for male authors, it often takes the form of male fantasy.
As we have seen with El Hachmi’s characters, it can be cast too as means to punish or
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avenge. While many characters might seek self-affirmation or tenderness in sex and
all that which their conventional marriages and relationships cannot give them (as in
both El Hachmi's and Rekab’s novels), often they come face to face with a harsh and
brutal world to which they must either submit or from which they must ultimately
escape.
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3. Immigration and double identities (1990-present)

3.1 Introduction

The transnational impact of the Protectorate on Moroccans as well as of
migration to Spain on subsequent generations requires that we reconsider our
perspectives on national and cultural identity. The Moroccan immigrant population in
Spain represents one of the largest minority groups in the country and, generally
speaking, the migration flux from North Africa in Europe has provoked in authors a
debate about identity and belonging, whether they are writing from Morocco or as
Moroccan migrants across the sea that divides the two nations. This chapter, then,
focuses on the impact of immigration on Spanish-Moroccan literature, in particular
with relation to the ever-problematic notion of belonging in respect of origins
(Morocco) and the adopted home (Spain). From the perspective of Moroccans writing
in Morocco, immigration is described mainly as a means to an end and is often
associated with tragic endings. Many authors writing from Morocco share the belief
that, as El Fathi puts it in one of his poems, ‘El norte es traición’ (El Fathi, 2011: 50).
This is, of course, in stark contrast to what we read in the foreign media where Europe
is often represented as the only hope for those who aspire to wealth and happiness.

Beginning with the way immigration is perceived by Moroccan writers in
Morocco, we will start by analysing poems by Abderrahman El Fathi, from his
collection Desde la otra Orilla,144 and a selection of short stories: Rachida Guarrafi’s
‘Cartas al estrecho’ (2007) and ‘El sacrificio de los corderos’ (2007); Mohamed
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Akalay’s ‘Promesas’ (2007); Mohamed Bouissef Rekab’s ‘Candidez Oculta’ (2007);
and Ahmed Oubali’s ‘Las pateras de la muerte’ (2007). The works of these writers, as
we shall see, give voice to the unheard who risk their lives in the hope for economic
improvement. We will then move on to examples of literature produced by writers
claiming a belonging to Spanish culture and reflecting an attachment to the idea of
double identities. In this category, we have Najat El Hachmi’s Jo tambié sóc Catalana
(2004), El último Patriarca (2010), La cazadora de cuerpos (2011), and La hija
extranjera (2015) and Said El Kadaoui Moussaoui’s Límites y Fronteras (2008),
Cartes al meu fill (2011), and No (2016). Both authors live in Catalonia and write in
Catalan. While claiming a double identity, they often highlight too the lack of
acknowledgement they receive from the Spanish community, for whom they are still
outsiders. Their decision to write in Catalan is not without significance as it reaches
beyond the idea of Spain to attach itself to Catalan identity and with it a desire that
many have in Catalonia for their own independent state. The majority of the novels
written by El Hachmi, El Kadaoui Moussaoui and Karrouch are autobiographical in
nature: the narrator-protagonists recount the difficulties of cultural adaptation for
themselves and their families as well as the division it causes between them and their
parents. In the latter part of this chapter, we will consider the problems highlighted
by El Kadaoui and El Hachmi in particular: ‘cultural schizophrenia’, a term we have
coined to express the back and forth movement from one national identity to another
that our protagonists experience; Moroccan communitarism and its emotional
blackmail; Spanish-Moroccan complexes; and finally, the emergence of a double
identity through language and literature.
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This chapter is important because it continues to question notions of
identification and national identity which we considered in our introduction. The
historical bond and close relationship between Spain and Morocco have made it more
difficult for Moroccans or Spanish(-Moroccans) to identify with Spaniards nowadays.

Parvati Nair, in an analysis of Goytisolo, describes the way that the close
historical links between the Iberian Peninsular and North Africa have had an impact
on the perception of Moroccans by Spaniards.

Los casi ochocientos años de presencia islámica en suelo español han
enredado inseparablemente las historias de estos dos pueblos mientras que el
rechazo de la figura del moro, durante la Reconquista y después, se constituye
en pilar central de la definición de la identidad española. En su papel abyecto,
rondando por la periferia de la nación, despreciado y dominado, el moro es,
sin embargo, necesario para la definición del yo. La paradoja planteada por
esta proximidad de la otredad pone en tela de juicio la supuesta coherencia de
un yo nacional. (Nair: 14-15)

Nair makes an important point as what defines national identity in today’s Spain is
religion and race, the expelled communities of the Reconquest becoming those
against which Spain defined and still defines itself; in other words, Spain’s perennial
Others. The challenge that Spain faces with regard to what constitutes its national
identity has to do with physical appearance as much as with anything else: the
identification, assimilation, integration or rejection of North Africans will depend on
whether or not Spanairds recognise in them the features common to Mediterranean
peoples, on therefore on the maintenance or dissolution of Self/Other paradigm. The
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possibilities are articulated in Goytisolo’s reference to mirrors and the need of postFranco Spain to look away from any such reflections:

Según el escritor Juan Goytisolo, el musulmán es el espejo en el que los
españoles se ven reflejados, una imagen fuera del yo pero unida al yo, o al
yo en tanto que otro, que plantea una pregunta y causa inquietud. [...] En
la España posfranquista el impetú para remodelar la imagen ofrecida al
exterior - y por tanto- las nociones de identidad-, acelerar la economía,
fomentar la innovación cultural y recibir el espaldarazo de Europa, ha
significado que es aún más imperativo construir barreras culturales que
separen claramente lo español de lo moro. (Nair: 108).

This raises the issue of the creation of complexes, which we will attend to later in this
chapter. Complexes, whether they be of inferiority or superiority, are crucial elements
that contribute to the difficulties of social integration and acculturation. In our
primary texts, we will see how the feelings of pride and shame are another leitmotif of
Spanish(-Moroccan) literature.

Cristián Ricci has analysed many aspects of immigration literature, especially
in the work of Daoudi, El Harti, Rekab and El Fathi, writing from Morocco, and El
Kadaoui El Moussaoui, El Hachmi and Karrouch who wrote from Spain. In his article
‘Abderrahman El Fathi: An Averroist Perspective of His Poetry’,145 Ricci qualifies El
Fathi’s literature as ‘frontierless’ (Ricci 2015: 262), a quality that enables the poet to
give a voice to the immigrants who have crossed the strait but never reached the
Spanish soil. Studying the work of El Fathi, Rekab, Gharrafi and Toufali is helpful in
highlighting commonalities in the experience of migrants. Interestingly, El Fathi,
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despite having Moroccan parents, considers himself to be a Spaniard in a Moroccan
body (Gahete: 233). But if El Fathi has a strong sense of Spanish identity, for many
migrants there is an attachment to more than one community. This is the case of an
interview speaking to Nair in Ceuta: ‘Yo soy marroquí y español, puedo ser lo que
quiera. Es más, a veces cuando estoy en Marruecos me siento español, y cuando estoy
aquí me siento marroquí’ (Nair: 129).

Ricci identifies three thematic areas that have helped to structure our analysis:
the life and expectations of would-be migrants; the actual act of migration itself; and
the post-migration experience. It is worth bearing in mind too the approach of
Josefina Bueno Alonso who, in her article ‘Una magrebidad hispano-catalana:
escritores amazighs de la migración en Cataluña’146 focuses her attention on authors
writing in Catalan and who have lived in Catalonia since a very young age. Drawing
comparisons between what Ricci calls this ‘peripheral’ literature and the ‘literature
Beur’ of French authors who have a migrant background, Bueno Alonso deals in
particular with ‘multipertenencia’ (multibelonging), acculturation, creolization and
the question of minority voices (specifically Berber and Catalan). Yet while Bueno
Alonso’s analysis is useful, we must remember that the issues at stake cannot be
perceived in narrow terms as being related to the Spanish-Catalan and MoroccanBerber context. The problems of identity and belonging extend beyond the specific
political problems associated with the crises Bueno Alonso foregrounds, ones that
relate more broadly to East-West dichotomies and which are relevant to cultures that
share borders, even if, as in this case, the border is the sea shared by respective
shores.
146
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3.2 The view from Morocco - a means to an end

Many authors writing in Spanish from Morocco emphasise the negative
consequences of migration while acknowledging that it is deemed necessary by those
looking for a better life. They denounce the inequalities, political injustices,
corruption and economical failures in Morocco, acknowledging them to be the
reasons why people are forced to emigrate in the first place. In his short story ‘El
sacrificio de los corderos’, Guarrafi’s protagonists, Rhimo and Fatma, have valid
reasons to leave the country. Rhimo works in a fish factory where the conditions are
extremely difficult; Fatma, who recently graduated, is unable to find a job except in a
McDonalds and knows that a corrupt system in which contacts are all-important
means it is unlikely she will be able to find something more suitable for a graduate.
Fatma knows too that having a foreign qualification would most likely give her a
better chance of succeeding in her own country: ‘¿Por qué no irse a Francia dónde
compaginaría trabajo y estudios? Pensaba que si obtenía su doctorado en filología
francesa, tendría más posibilidades de encontrar en Marruecos un trabajo acorde con
su formación intelectual.’147 For Rhimo, life has been challenging in general. She
became pregant out of wedlock and, since the father disappeared, could not afford to
raise her child on her won, forced instead to sell the baby to a Moroccan couple living
abroad and to use the money to emigrate. Her aim is simple: ‘el poder vivir en un
mundo mejor; un mundo en el cual el ser humano es algo más que un simple nombre
en un registro civil y, a veces, ni eso siquiera’ (Chakor 2007: 173). Gharrafi treats her
protagonists sympathetically and there is no sense either that society blames or shuns
even Rhimo, despite the traditional notions of shame attached to her predicament. In
147
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what can be described as social realism, Gharrafi, through Rhimo and Fatma, simply
gives voice to the working and middle-classes whose only viable economic option is
to go to Europe.Yet Spain, by association, represents for these girls a trauma and the
impossibility of living a normal life as they had once conceived of it.

In her, ‘Cartas al estrecho’, Gharrafi tells the story of a young boy who
corresponds in writing with his migrant father and has been living with his uncle and
auntie since his father left. The story focuses mainly on the content of the letters
exchanged between father and son until we are made to realise that the father never
made it to Spain at all. Rather he died during the journey by dinghy and it has been
the son’s uncle and aunt who have been writing the letters all along. From the start the
view of migration is pejorative and never an ideal choice to make:

Tienes razón, hijo: nunca debes pensar en salir de tu país para trabajar en otra
parte, sea España u otro sitio. Los hombres tienen que formarse y ofrecerle a
su nación lo mejor de sí para tener un futuro mejor y que las futuran
generaciones no tengan que emigrar. (Chakor 2007: 192)

This passage exemplifies the idea that for Moroccans migration is a last resort, a
necessity for a better life.

Mohamed Akalay’s ‘Promesas’ tells the story of a widow who decides to
cross to Spain illegally by dinghy in order to secure a better future for her son and
herself: ‘Cuando él vivía no necesitaba hacer este “viaje”, teníamos de todo; ahora
que no está [...] es cuando estoy obligada a buscar fortuna en España.’ (Chakor 2007:
100). The protagonist’s change of circumstances has driven her to go to Spain. The
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narrator explicitly states that she feels obligated (‘estoy obligada’). Yet despite it
being something forced upon her, the widow is possessed also by excitement of the
unknown, by the hope for success: ‘Ahí espera la gran vida; en España no tendré
problemas para encontrar trabajo y labrarme un porvenir; de darle a mi hijo una
educación que merezca la pena; de honrar la memoria de mi marido’ (Chakor 2007:
100). The protagonist is aware that Spain offers more work opportunities than
Morocco and she is willing to work hard to make her story a successful: ‘Estoy
dispuesta a trabajar de lo que sea’ (Chakor 2007: 101). Unfortunately, as is the case
with so many stories about migration, the ending is tragic and the protagonist is
coerced into prostitution. Spain, far from representing a promised land, is responsible
for the loss of dignity of such desperate and hopeful migrants.

Mohamed Chakor’s short story, entitled ‘El Menor’, is about an underaged
boy who makes the journey towards Spain knowing that underaged youth cannot be
returned to their home country. Once again, we see the same leitmotif of the
disappointments of migration when we read the boy’s conclusions:
‘Desengañemonos, ni estamos en el Paraíso Terrenal, ni Europa es El Dorado. Si no
luchamos ferozmente ninguno de nosotros sobrevivirá.’ At the end of the story, the
boy, once he has reached adulthood is sent back to Morocco where he makes plan for
another journey: ‘Todo estaba en silencio, en calma, mientras Mehdí, allá en su país
de procedencia, reflexionaba en lo insensato que sería el tratar de repetir la misma
experiencia’ (Chakor 2007:58). The conclusion that one must draw is that the
necessity of being offered an opportunity for a better life is difficult resist despite the
dangers and risks.
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Intertwined with the tragedy in these stories, we do sometimes find love. This
is the case of in Oubali’s ‘Las pateras de la muerte’ (2007), the story of a man who,
once again, sees no way to make a living in Morocco and attempts the dangerous
journey to Spain by dinghy. The story starts by introducing the six people who have
decided to embark on this journey, citing their personal motives: ‘Viajaban seis
personas en la patera. Un albañil que había dejado una familia atrás para ir en busca
de la fortuna; [...] yo mismo, que pese a mis diplomas, me encontraba sin trabajo ni
dinero’ (Chakor 2007: 219). The story of love at first sight takes place between the
narrator and Hayat, a young woman who is in the dinghy with him. The survival of
the narrator and Hayat when all the others in the dinghy drown is the story’s only
redeeming factor: ‘A pesar de la tragedia una especie de felicidad me rodeaba porque,
al fin y al cabo, estábamos juntos’. The symbolism of the girl’s name, Hayat meaning
‘life’ in Arabic, is mentioned by the narrator and, despite their discovery by the local
police, love offers some hope in an experience which otherwise entails the same perils
that all migrants face.

3.3 The view from Morocco: El Fathi and Chakor and the migrant’s voice

El Fathi is a popular poet who has focused much of his work on immigration.
He has of course dealt with other themes such as Al-Andalus (as we have seen in
Chapter 1) or the question of an Arab brotherhood, especially in the context of the
conflict between Isreal and Palestine and other political and religious conflicts in the
Middle East. Therefore, it does not come as a surprise that El Fathi, although
considered as coming from a privileged elite, empathises with Moroccans who have
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made a different choice to him and tried, even if unsuccesfully, to cross the Gibraltar
strait. All his poems148 are about an anonymous male figure who has been found at
shore or whose remains are forever lost to the sea. El Fathi’s poetry includes elements
of visual poetry. One such poem is ‘No hay boca’:
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This poem is a physical description of the drowning of an immigrant. The internal
focalisation at the beginning of the poem attempts to convey in physical terms the last
moments of an anonymous emigrant in the Mediterranean Sea. The anaphora ‘no hay’
highlights the negation and impossibilities that the migrant faces as he nears death.
The mention of a ring represents an exit from anonymity: the ring gives an identity, a
family, a story to an individual. In an interview I conducted in September 2017, El
Fathi explained the importance he gave the ring after a news report: after some
immigrants were found lifeless ashore in Spain, Morocco’s former king Hassan II
refused to confirm that the immigrants in questions were Moroccans. Of course, no
form of identification was found, the only element that El Fathi remembers is the
image of a ring on a migrant’s finger, symbol of life, of attachment, of family.
Without a ring, there is no identification that provides a sense of individuality and
identity.

In this next poem, there are several elements that are consistent with El Fathi’s
approach to the subject of immigration:

Desaparece el dolor
las olas se lo han llevado
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aparecen los tiburones se llevaron el anillo
espera una madre
la guardia civil
se lo ha traído.
las novias lloran
en el puerto sin barcos, sin gaviotas
con pateras
con MUERTE
y una madre espera a su hijo
pero una ola se enamoró del moreno
y las profundidades lo
arrastró.
así es el amor
un golpe de mar
una pálida niebla
con olor a musco caliente.
No lamento su muerte
no lloro su ausencia
y no perdono a las OLAS.
TRAICIÓN. EL MAR.
siempre el mar.
LA MAR del SUR es tierna
obediente. EL Norte es traición.

(Fathi: 2011: 50)

Once again, there is an important visual element in the capitalization and/or bold font
of important words: ‘Muerte’, ‘Olas’, ‘Traición’, ‘El Mar/La Mar del Sur’, and ‘El
Norte’ are the five elements made to stand out in this poem. There is a clear hostility
towards what Spain represents apparent not only in the scene accompanying te fatal
outcome but also in terms of the language used to describe that part of the sea that is
closer to Spain: ‘Traición. El mar./ Siempre el mar./ La mar del Sur es tierna/
obediente. El Norte es traición’. The personification of the sea in the poem raises the
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question of agency and with it blame. In the next poem, there is another
personification of the sea as well as an emphasis on the silence, loneliness and
invisibility of a tragic death:

Todos los géneros
se estremecen en sus entrañas
se divierten en su sombra.
Entre unas luces invisibles
surge el primer DOLOR,
el primer muerto
sin anillo
sin nombre
sin tierra
con lluvia
en la apacible soledad cristalina
de la mar. (El Fathi, 2004: 40)

What stands out in this poem is the quiet tragedy that takes place at sea. The peaceful,
tranquil and picturesque setting conceals the deceptive character of the sea: the image
of a trapped human being shivering in the sea’s entrails despite the ‘apacible soledad
cristalina’. The calm on the surface is a deception. The word which here is made to
stand out ‘Dolor’, the pain felt by the tragic loss of human life.

In the following poem, we see how migration is perceived as a temporary
phase and how happiness is associated with a return to the homeland:

Mi promesa es volver
Nuestra distancia, esa
luz.
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El destino de la salida
está en mi regreso.
Esta vez volveré
con todos los dedos,
con mis ojos,
con mi sueño
en mi barca
sin la patera
sin sal.
Seco. (El Fathi: 55)

Here, the poetic voice’s wish and promise is to make the retun with with dignity:
‘Esta vez volveré/[...] /con mi sueño [...]/ sin la patera/ sin sal/ Seco’. The return is by
boat not dinghy, a journey made legally and openly. The poem reminds us of the
tragic cost of illegal migration, the return acting to reverse the indignity and calamity
which journeys across the strait towards Spain so often entail. This next poem by El
Fathi sketches in metaphorical terms life’s cycle which, for migrants and their
families, ends in bitter loss:

una muchacha encontró
se casó.
su novio se puso
el anillo
emigró el novio.
una muchacha encontró
en la playa
el anillo
una historia
una amarga travesía. (El Fathi: 53)

el anillo
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Here the ring acquires various symbolic meanings. Firstly, it is the symbol of a
relationship, a bond between two people in contrast to the loneliness of death,
especially a death out at sea. Secondly, the ring suggests a closed circle, a continual
cycle, the never-ending repetition of events characterising the misfortunes of
unending migration. This cyclical predicament is further reinforced by the fact that
the same ring is found and reused by different young women, members of different
families all connected by their common and enduring experience of tragedy. Here as
elsewhere in El Fathi’s poetry it is always a woman who is affected by loss. It is
either the figure of a mother or the figure of a wife. And so it is the next poem:

Ya duermen todos
¡acuéstate que viene una ola!
así mecen las madres del estrecho
sus ilusiones
perdidas.
en la arena aparece un anillo
sin madre
sin cuna
sin sombra
solo
con los ojos abiertos
y la Guardia Civil. (El Fathi: 49)

Women are able to express emotion in ways men tend not to, thus El Fathi channels
the grief of loss through them in this poem which reprises the symbol of the ring. In
some poems, migrants speak for themselves in the first person, as in the next two
poems:
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Si un día regreso
que sea en tierra firme
si un día regreso
lo haré montado a caballo
si un día regreso
te traeré claveles de Triana,
si un día regreso
me vestiré de torero
Si un día regreso... (El Fathi: 56)

The anaphore ‘si un día regreso’ reveals the hopes and dreams of the poetic voice.
The references mentioned subject to this condition might imply a total submission to
Spanish culture: ‘me vestiré de torero’; ‘te traeré claveles de Triana’; ‘lo haré
montado a caballo’. Yet their status as clichés imply above all he improbability of it
all, suggesting that the ‘if’ of the condition is a very big ‘if’ indeed.

In Chakor’s poems are equally negative when it comes to the subject of
immigration, as in the case of ‘Medias lunas errantes’:

No estés nunca con os perseguidores.
Asóciate más bien, a los perseguidos.
Isócrates
I
Mi vida tiene rostro de muerte.
Soñar con emigrar es el pán
de cada día para paliar el hambre.
el inalcanzable visado, espectro
del ‘Muro de Berlín’ en el Mediterráneo,
no me abren las puertas del Edén.
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Surcar la alcatifa azul del Estrecho,
cementerio marino de medias lunas errantes,
tampoco me salva la explotación y racismo.
En el aduar el buitre picotea mi sombra,
en la diáspora el sabueso sigue mis pasos.
¿Cuándo alboreará la era de hermandad
entre el Norte y el Sur?
II
No es peor ser paria en Africa
que africano en Europa.
Indignidades las condena esta sentencia:
‘Sal de la ciudad donde estás humillado,
aunque esté construida con rubíes’.
Del músculo del sudor, del desafío
brotaran preñadas espigas.
¡Madre África, tu mal es benigno,
tu matriz alumbró al primer hombre,
tu cielo nos reveló el monoteísmo
y tu genio reinventará el futuro! (Chakor 1992: 62)

Unlike El Fathi’s poetry that focuses on the death of anonymous figures who mostly
have not succeeded in crossing the perilous straits, Chakor’s figures do manage to
make it to Spain. Yet this success is not necessarily followed by a life without its
problems, as the verse ‘tampoco me salva la explotación y racismo’ suggests. Whilst
the first part of the poem focuses on thoughts about the migration towards Spain, the
second part offers an appreciation of the homeland: ‘No es peor ser paria en África/
que africano en Europa. / Indignidades las condena esta sentencia:/ “Sal de la ciudad
donde estás humillado,/ aunque esté construida con rubíes.”’ The conclusion that the
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poetic voice draws is that migrating to another country for economic purposes brings
with it a loss of dignity, something that had not been felt even in underdeveloped
Africa. Furthermore, Africa is associated with the figure of the Mother: ‘¡Madre
África, tu mal es benigno’. We can see that the poetic voice feels a sincere bond, a
natural connection with his homeland which, despite the pain and suffering that it has
inflincted on its children, never acted in an unscrupulous way. Overall, we can see in
Chakor a feeling towards his homeland which Europe cannot replicate. As a
Moroccan poet who has experienced life in Spain, his experience of migration
remains a bitter one.

3.4 Identity and belonging in Spanish(-Moroccan) literature: the case of El Hachmi
and El Kadaoui Moussaoui

Najat El Hachmi and Said El Kadaoui Moussaoui are two key authors in a
new wave of literature written in Spain by authors with migrant backgrounds. Their
work deals head-on with the identity crisis affecting second generation migrants. The
literature of these authors bears some comparison with the Littérature Beur that hit
the shelves in France with great success in the 1980s and 1990s, not least because of
the common concern with immigration. El Hachmi and El Kadaoui both migrated
with their families to neighborhoods near Barcelona when they were seven or eight
years old. After successfully completing their secondary education, El Hachmi
studied Arabic philology at university and El Kadaoui studied psychology. El
Kadaoui currently works as a psychologist in a hospital in Barcelona and, amongst
other things, is responsible for postgraduate studies in Mental Health affecting
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migrants, refugees and minorities at the university of Barcelona (Ricci: 2011).149 Both
El Kadaoui and El Hachmi have written at least one book that is considered
autobiographic. In Cartes al meu fill (2011), El Kadaoui employs direct speech
addressed to his son in order to speak open-heartedly about identity. His first book,
Límites y Fronteras (2009), despite being a work of fiction, also deals with identity
and cultural schizophrenia in the context of Spain and Morocco. El Hachmi has
written most of her books on the matter of identity crisis. Her first book Jo tambié soc
Catalana (2004) seems to give us, as the title suggests, a straight answer to the
complex question of identity and has not been translated into Spanish from its original
Catalan because of the support it seems to lend to Catalan independence.150 By
inference, El Hachmi’s apparent support of Catalan independence also alludes to her
views on Berber self-determination in the Moroccan context, parallels easily drawn
between her sympathies as a Catalan in Catalonia and as a Berber in North Africa.
Her novels El último patriarca (2009) and La hija extranjera (2015) both deal with
the severing of ties between the protagonist and a parent: the father and mother
respectively.151 The barriers that exists between children and parents relate
specifically to questions of identity and with these El Hachmi, like El Kadaoui
Moussaoui, explores the questions of double belonging and cultural schizophrenia,
immigration and integration, and the acceptance of/by the Other.

What both El Hachmi and El Kadaoui Moussaoui make clear is the role of
Otherness in preventing integration and belonging. Against the background of Al-
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Andalus and in the context of the obvious similarities between Meditteranean peoples,
what both authors foreground is the cultural politics accentuating or even fabricating
the differences between those who (paradoxically) under the Protectorate were called
brothers. All the emphasis years ago on a dual belonging rooted in Al-Andalus have
now ceded to a culture of division. Vassilis Saroglou and François Mathijsen, in an
article entitled ‘Religion, multiple identities and acculturation: A study of Muslim
Immigrants in Belgium’,152 describe the impact that immigration has with regard to an
individual’s sense of belonging to one or more countries. In the survey they
conducted, they compared two groups from immigrant backgrounds, one Muslim, the
other non-Muslim. They conclude that in both groups ‘the identification with the
origin country is the strongest one, whereas the Belgian and European identities seem
less important’ (Saroglou and Mathiksen: 182-183). Nonetheless, between where the
two groups differ is in the level of acculturation: the non-muslim group reported ‘a
greater familiarity with, and more use of the elements of Belgian life: language
spoken, friendships, hobbies, customs, values, and willingness to transmit the Belgian
culture to the next generation’ (Saroglou and Mathiksen: p. 186). One possible
explanation for the disparity, the authors suggest, is religion is a principal factor in
aiding or impeding acculturation and, with it, integration:

The socio-economic marginalization of their comunity (Kammaz & Manço,
2004; Manço, 2000) and because of a certain cultural and religious distance be it real or perceived- between ‘Oriental’ Islam and ‘Western’ Christianity,
young Muslims of Mediterranean origin may have more difficulty than other
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V. Saroglou and F. Mathijsen, ‘Religion, multiple identities and acculturation: A study of Muslim
immigrants in Belgium’, Archiv für Religionspsychologie / Archive for the Psychology of Religion
(2007) Vol. 29, pp. 177-198.
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(in fact mostly Christian) immigrants in integrating the Belgian way of life.
(Saroglou and Mathiksen: 186-7)

The study revealed that the intensity of an individual’s faith had a negative effect on
acculturation within the Belgian community: ‘intensity of faith and religious practice
was negatively related to Belgian identity [...]. This religious intensity was in fact
followed by an attachment to the origin culture’ (Saroglou and Mathiksen: 191).
Inversely, the study highlighted the fact that low intensity in faith did led to young
immigrants having a greater sense of belonging and a greater degree of acculturation
vis-à-vis their adopted home. Overall, this study emphasizes the difficulties of
acculturation for the Muslim community, difficulties which are reflected in the
subject matter of the novels we will examine here. El Hachmi and El Kadaoui share
similar experiences and deal with similar themes: what we have called ‘cultural
schizophrenia’, as well as, inferiority complexes, emotional blackmail in families, and
the relation between language, literature and belonging.

3.4.1 Identity and ‘cultural schizophrenia’

In the three books that El Kadaoui has written so far, we can see that identity
is at the heart of his turmoil. As we will see through numerous excerpts, the
phenomenon we have chosen to call ‘cultural schizophrenia’ is prominent in both El
Kadaoui’s and El Hachmi’s work. Since ‘cultural schizophrenia’ is not strictly
speaking an academic term, it is worthwhile reflecting for a moment on its meaning.
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When Stuart Hall, in his article ‘Who needs identity?’ speaks about identity and
attempts to deconstruct the concept, he describes its mutability:

The concept of identity deployed here is […] not an essentialist, but a
strategic and positional one. That is to say, directly contrary to what
appears to be its settled semantic career, this concept of identity does
not signal that stable core of the self, unfolding from beginning to end
through all the vicissitudes of history without change; the bit of the self
which remains always - already ‘the same’, identical to itself across
time. Nor – if we translate this essentializing conception to the stage of
cultural identity – is it that ‘collective or true self hiding inside the
many other, more superficial or artificially imposed “selves” which a
people with a shared history and ancestry hold in common’ (Hall,
1990) and which can stabilize, fix or guarantee an unchanging
‘oneness’ or cultural belongingness underlying all the other superficial
differences. 153

According to Hall, identity is mutable and therefore can never find a fully accurate
definition. This is quite unlike Claude Dubar’s definition in his introduction to La
crise des identités where, quoting Parmenides, he declares that identity ‘c’est ce qui
reste le même en dépit des changements’.154 Instead, Hall suggests a
reconceptualization of identity by rethinking the concept of identification:

It seems to be in the attempts to rearticulate the relationship between
subjects and discursive practices that the question of identity recurs- or
rather, if one prefers to stress the process of subjectification to
discursive practices, and the politics of exclusion which all
subjectification appears to entail, the question of identification. [...] It
is drawing meanings from both the discursive and the psychoanalytic
repertoire, without being limited to either. (Hall, 1996: 2).
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Hall thus presents identification as a process and this is precisely what we will
witness through the experience of our protagonists: the constant toing and froing
between their two internalised notions of national identities we have previously
explored with Smith. He then defines identity as ‘a point of suture’: a result of
identification as a process, which is

‘between on the one hand the discourses and practices which
attempt to “interpellate”, speak to us or hail us into place as the social
subjects of particular discourses, and on the other hand, the processes
which produce subjectivities, which construct us as subjects which can
be “spoken”’ (Hall, 1996: 5).

The ideas of process and ‘suture’ are both helpful in defining what we mean
by ‘cultural schizophrenia’. First, as we will see in both El Hachmi and El Kadaoui
Moussaoui, identification (though never perfect) emerges from a process in which
there is a juxtaposition of two different concepts of national identity. Between the
protagonists and their Spanish and Moroccan societies, respectively, we find a
constant toing and froing between them. And it is at the intersection between the self
and these social and cultural realities that the self seems attached to them by the ‘point
of suture’, by the ‘who we are’ and the ‘what we might become’ that are ‘constituted
within, not outside representation’ (see Hall, 1996: 4). As Hall explains, ‘it is only
through the relation of the Other, the relation to what it is not, to precisely what it
lacks, to what has been called its constitutive outside that the “positive” meaning of
any term—and thus its “identity”—can be constructed (Derrida, 1981; Laclau, 1990;
Butler, 1993)’.155 It is this ambivalance, the notion that identification is as much
about the I as it is about the Other, that the I can also be the Other, that renders our
155
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term ‘cultural schizophrenia’ relevant and meaningful. The ‘point of suture’ is in itself
an acknowledgement of the space between the Self and the Other; but there can be
more than one Other, just as the Self itself can feel divided between them and need to
be attached to one or the other or both.

Límites y Fronteras, El Kadaoui’s first novel is about Ismaïl, a Spaniard of
Moroccan descent, who finds himself locked for two years in a psychiatric ward after
having had a psychotic outbreak in front of his boss on account of being called a
‘moro’ by him. During this outbreak, the protagonist proclaimed himself to be the
‘príncipe de los Bereberes’ and made a speech in support of freeing the Berbers from
Arab domination. Here, a parallel is established between Berber-Moroccan identity
and Spanish Catalonia:

Queridos amigos, voy a hacer todo lo posible para liberar a los beréberes de
ese miserable país que es Marruecos. Los emaziguen somos un pueblo único,
con un idioma pisoteado por los bárbaros árabes, con una cultura propia. Los
emaziguen somos un pueblo combatiente, con raza y nadie nos va a seguir
explotando. Pido ayuda a la nación catalana para que me ayude a llevar esta
revolución que hoy emprendo. La nación catalana sabe de lo que hablo y
tampoco quiere dejarse pisotear por un estado opresor como es España.
España, un país explotador de sus inmigrantes. España invasora del pueblo
catalán y llena de gente como el jefe al que acabo de plantar. (2008: loc 92)

Knowing that Catalonia faces the same struggle against Spain, Ismaïl appeals for
empathy in his cry for an independent Berber state. This episode offers several layers
of interpretation: first of all, we know that the protagonist, after a psychotic outbreak
is going to spend time in a psychiatric unit and become part of what society deems
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‘insane’. The stigma existing around mental health underpins the author’s creation of
a protagonist who displays ‘wisdom in madness’. That wisdom is manifest in Ismaïl’s
statement which emerges from what is in effect an identity crisis that leads the
protagonist on a mission to free his people from ‘este país miserable que es
Marruecos’. By attaching a deragotary adjective to Morocco and including himself in
the Berber community with his use of the first-person plural (‘somos’), the
protagonist sets himself up as a leader of an oppressed and exploited ethnic minority.
The victimisation of the Berber minority leads Ismaïl to ask his ‘queridos amigos’
whether the ‘nación catalana’ will help him start a revolution. Although the
protagonist finds himself in a psychiatric unit the very next day, what is important is
his emphasis on the fact that he feels more Berber than Moroccan and thus empathises
with those who feel more Catalan than Spanish.

The novel is divided into twenty-six chapters which constitute the entries of a
personal diary. Titles such as ‘Adios’, ‘La clínica, ‘el eterno extranjero’, ‘terapia
familiar’, ‘ciudadano del mundo’, ‘taller de revista’, ‘venganza’, ‘viaje a Marruecos’,
and ‘Usted era un niño’ signal the issues that will be explored as part of a therapeutic
process towards recovery, writing offering the narrator a form of catharsis. The
underlying issues of identity centre on problems of integration and acculturation,
identification and rejection, and the solution is equated with the ability to accept one’s
double self. If Ismaël manages to articulate his identity crisis, it is because of the
process instigated by his psychiatrist through which he has to face up to the
dichotomies rooted in a society which defines its normality against the Other: ‘Vive
bajo la sensacion de alguien que asocia dos binomios: marroquí-enfermo, europeonormal’ (El Kadaoui 2009: loc 66). This dichotomy is at the heart of Ismaïl’s crisis.
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While he felt an attachment to the cultures of the lands he migrated from and to, his
sense of belonging was not straightforward but led to him leading a double life in
which one part of his identity had to remain hidden:

Me sorprende esta capacidad que tenía de vivir dos vidas paralelas: la vida
real, donde jugaba con mis amigos, hacía gamberradas, me divertía y veía la
tele. Y mi vida interior, donde no dejaba entrar a nadie. Siempre he sido
celoso de mi otra vida. Me gustaba más vivirla solo, sufrirla solo [...] “No, no
vais a tener la oportunidad de ver mi otra vida. Es sólo mía.” (El Kadaoui
2009: loc 2022)

The idea that he feels jealous of his other life indicates the split in his personality, a
schizophrenia which, although conveyed in terms of mental health, is fundamentally
cultural. Moving too close to Spanish culture awakens in him conflicting sentiments,
a deep-seated guilt in respect of his abandonment of his other cultural roots: ‘Miguel
se estaba comiendo un frankfurt y yo me lo comía pensando que aquello era irse a la
cultura aromi y dejar atrás la de mis padres. ¿Cuál de las dos era la mía?’ (El Kadaoui
2009: loc 1095); ‘Estoy loco, es que no he digerido bien nacer en un país y vivir en
otro’ (El Kadaoui 2009: loc 1722). While Ismaïl might long to strike a balance in his
cultural attachments, the reality of being partly Spanishand partly Moroccan creates
anxieties for him. Once admitted to hospital, the conflicting sentiments his double
attachments provokes is clear in his words to his psychiatrist: ‘Quiero llegar a
sentirme cómodo con esta doble nacionalidad’ (El Kadaoui, 2009: loc 1120); ‘No se
puede ser de dos lugares’ (El Kadaoui 2009: loc 1912); ‘Lo cierto es que me
entristece esta sensación de estar dentro y fuera a la vez’ (El Kadaoui 2009: loc 1922).
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His feelings of simultaneous inclusion and exclusion represent the character’s
main struggle and soon develops into a hatred towards both cultures and an
estrangement from both:

Sí, me recibió siendo el príncipe de los beréberes y me despediré de usted
siendo un amazigh156 que se siente europeo, que quiere tanto como odia a
Marruecos y que se siente siempre sin propiedad porque cree que ser
emigrante es alejarse irremediablemente no sólo de una tierra sino de un
trocito de lo que uno es. (El Kadaoui 2009: loc 1876)

And elsewhere: ‘ahora he creido que la vida solo consistía en [...] echándole la culpa
unas veces a Catalunya, otras a España, otras a Marruecos, como si se tratara de
personas físicas que sólo se hubieran dedicado a fastidiarme’ (El Kadaoui 2009: loc
804); ‘¿Qué más da? Lo que sí sé es que en esa boda sentí odio, auténtico odio por
Marruecos, por España y por vivir siempre al otro lado de donde me hallaba’ (El
Kadaoui 2009: loc 1469); ‘¡Ojalá Marruecos, todo Marruecos, fuera una pesadilla que
jamás hubiera existido! ¡Ojalá se hundiera todito en los catorce kilómetros que lo
separan de su sueño! (El Kadaoui 2009: loc 1410). In part, what contributes to
Ismaïl’s crisis of identity is his initial detachment from his Moroccan roots:

Tengo la sensación de no saber, de no entender nada, de ser un auténtico
ignorante en todo a lo que Marruecos se refiere. ¡Cómo explicarlo! ¡Cómo
vivirlo! Cuando la gente me pregunta y veo que mi respuesta sincera es un no
sé, siento vergüenza y mucha inquietud. (El Kadaoui 2009: loc 1988)

Additionally, what anguishes him and accentuates his detachment is the negative
portrayal of Moroccans in the media:
156

From the Berber community.
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…con Marruecos me pasaba lo mismo. […] Ojalá no muestren nunca más
Marruecos por la tele. Ya verás cómo mañana se van a reír de mí y tienen
razón. Esas imágenes no tienen otra explicación que la ignorancia, la
sumisión, la humillación y el machismo […] Con frecuencia sentía que ser
marroquí era ser un perdedor y entonces quería demostrar que no tenía nada
que ver con aquello. Hubiera deseado que aquella risa forzada fuera real
porque me hubiera gustado reírme de verdad y sentir que yo nada tenía que
ver con aquella gente atrasada […]. Era una auténtica humillación ser
marroquí y vivía luchando conmigo mismo. (El Kadaoui 2009: loc 1974)

When asked about his psychotic outbreak, in which he proclaimed his desire to free
the Berber community from the Arabs, his detachment seems to extend even to the
people he was defending: ‘Es que en realidad no sé nada de los beréberes’ (El
Kadaoui 2009: loc 280).

Significantly, studies show that migrants are at a higher risk of
schizophrenia.157 Particularly affected by schizophrenia and other pathologies are first
and second-generation migrants from urban areas. El Kadaoui, because of his
migrant background and because he works in mental health, is able to create a very
credible scenario highlighting the dilemma for first and second-generation migrants.
Ismaïl, like so many others in his position, faces the double pressure of knowing that,
in order to please his parents, he should not forget his roots, while being painfully
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aware that, in great part because of the need to integrate, he knows relatively little
about his culture of origin. In fact, not only he does know relatively little, but what he
does know—at least through what is presented in the media—seems contrary to the
values he has now adopted. He is therefore torn between the need to represent
Morocco with pride and the realization that it is anything but pride that he feels. His
resulting guilt is expressed on several occasions the novel: ‘al cabo de unos minutos
de preguntas siempre repetidas, “¿te gusta España?” y “¿te has olvidado de nosotros?”
(El Kadaoui 2009: loc 1132); ‘Marruecos, gran tema, tu país, o no. ¿Sí o no? […]
Para ti, Marruecos siempre va a ser ese pasado nostálgico imposible de alcanzar. Esto
mismo, esta nostalgia es la que te lleva a pensar que tú en tu país serías más tú’ (El
Kadaoui 2009: loc 1424). The weight of the conflicting pressures that come with his
double identity is too much to bear:

“soy ciudadano del mundo.” ¡Y una mierda! Yo soy un no-ciudadano de mi
pueblo natal; un no ciudadano marroquí y un semi-ciudadano europeo. Le
confieso algo: jamás he podido decir con tranquilidad que yo soy español y
que quiero a España por mucho que así lo sienta. “Reniega de su país”, creo
que van a decir algunos. “¡Español tú con ese nombre!”, creo que pensarán
otros. “¡Ah, con que español! Míralo qué rápido se olvida de los suyos”,
pienso que dirán algunos marroquíes. (El Kadaoui 2009: loc 1915)

Ismaïl’s mental health suffers in face of the external judgment to which his respective
communities subject him: ‘No, en mi cabeza, Marruecos está lejos, lejos, lejos y
España se me escapa de las manos, me resbala y ni soy capaz de abrazarla del todo ni
tampoco ella se deja’ (El Kadaoui 2009: loc 1925). During his hospitalization in the
psychiatric unit, Ismaïl also points to how Spanish attitudes have placed obstacles in
the way of his integration:
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si no sé nada de mi tierra. ¿Es aquella mi tierra? ¿Cómo es que no tengo
ningún amigo marroquí? ¿Es obligatorio que tenga un amigo marroquí? ¿Por
qué dejo que me llamen moro? ¿Soy un entretenimiento para ellos? ¡Me
quieren mucho, sí, pero hasta que tocas a una mujer que todos ellos quisieran!
¡Hijos de puta! Pensé que me iba a volver loco. Odiaba a los marroquíes, a los
españoles, a las mujeres, a los amigos, al idioma, a la vida. (El Kadaoui 2009:
loc 895)

If Spain does not consider him Spanish, how can Ismaïl feel that Spain is his home?
Identification is an important step towards acculturation but the rejection by the Other
make this process extremely difficult. The options for the migrant are either to ignore
their rejection altogether or else themselves reject the host culture. The question of
belonging arises in a discussion of Simenon during one of the meetings of the literary
group in the hospital’s psychiatric unit:

Doncs, que Simenon no era un escriptor francès, sinó belga. […] “pero si lees
sus entrevistas, su biografía, la suya, la escrita por él, verás que dice que se
siente francés”. “[…] això que ara vaig a dir-te, a comentar-te, a assenyalar-te:
on va néixer Simenon? No, no, no! […] ¿On va néixer, quin és el país que el
va veure néixer, no d’on se sent aquest individu?” (El Kadaoui 2009: loc 850)

Ultimately, while Ismaïl might feel an attachment to Spain, he cannot feel fully
Spanish until he is acknowledged and accepted by other Spaniards.

The impossibility for migrants of belonging entirely to any culture is also one
of the main themes of El Kadaoui’s Cartes al meu fill. The novel’s subtitle already
hints at the key issues that will be addressed: ‘Un catalá de soca-rel, gairebé’. Feeling
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‘almost’ Catalan, El Kadaoui's narrator talks about his identities in this novel and
gives his son advice on how to deal with his diverse cultural background. The purpose
of the book is clear: ‘He escrit aquest llibre per preparer-te un lloc més confortable’
(El Kadaoui 2011: 17). The tone is assertive and expresses with clarity that the son
belongs fully to his birth country: ‘Fill, riu, gaudeix, relativitza i busca el teu lloc.
Aquest món és de tots! I aquest país és el teu!’ (El Kadaoui 2011: 156); ‘Som els que
som. Els que ji som aquí i els que van arribant’ (El Kadaoui 2011: 122); ‘I tu no és
que ho hagis de tenir clar; és que indiscutiblement ets d’aquí’ (El Kadaoui 2011: 118).
Throughout the book, we find advice and thoughts on Catalonia, Spain and the
author’s experience as the son of an immigrant. The idea that the author seeks to find
a better place, which will allow his son to feel that he belongs, suggests that he
himself has had difficulties knowing which world he belonged to. This is an idea that
emerges again and again in the book: ‘Durant molt de temps he sentit que no tenia un
país. Ara miro enrere i m’adono que el consol el vaig trobar en els amics’ (El Kadaoui
2011: 130); ‘Sempre sembla que siguin en un altre lloc i sovint, carreguen sobre
l’esquena la certesa que mai més no trobaran un lloc més o menys confortable’ (El
Kadaoui 2011: 75); ‘Vinc d’un país feréstec que va fer fora el meu pare i viscen un
país que mai no l’ha estimate. Aquest és un pensament molt punyent, sí. […] Visc
enclaustrat en una contradictió permanent’ (El Kadaoui 2011 : 77). The narrator
expresses his struggle in finding a place for himself where people are able to
acknowledge and accept his double identity. The contradiction, he explains, highlights
the difference between his sense of belonging and that of his parents. They too had
been considered foreigners their whole life, but the narrator realises that he is
accepted by neither his culture of origin nor his adopted one. He might feel an
attachment to both and yet properly belong to neither. Nonetheless, instead of
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rejecting his cultural roots, he accepts that it represents a part of him and that it is
something enriching: ‘Sovint tinc la sensació que no acabo de ser jo. El meus primers
set anys (la patria és la infància, diuen) van transcórrer embolcallats en la sonoritat de
la llengua amaziga i d’alguns mots en árab’ (El Kadaoui, 2011: 38); ‘En definitiva, no
tornar a la cultura d’origen trobant senyals que d’identifiquin de cara a l’exterior, sinó
enriquir el teu món interior’ (El Kadaoui, 2011: 48); ‘Quina emoció rememorar
aquells moments. Quina alegria concervar aquests records. Saber qui sóc. Saber d’on
vinc. No oblidar el lloc on va començar tot, el poble’ (El Kadaoui, 2011: 126); ‘Vuit
hores de travessia en vaixell separaven els dos móns i ens obligaven a ser unes altres
persones’ (El Kadaoui 2011: 46). Here the narrator sees both worlds and expresses an
attachment to both. And yet fundamental boundaries between East and West pose
obstacles to his feelings of attachment becoming fully a sense of belonging. For, on
the one hand, the West create boundaries around identity that make it difficult for
others to feel that they belong, and on the other hand, the Arabo-Muslim world seems
less capable of accepting many so-called Western values. This idea appears in Límites
y Fronteras in the opposition ‘marroquí-enfermo/ europeo-normal’. Here, the
narrator is altogether more explicit:

Aquí hi ha molta gent considerada intelectual, articulista, escriptora i alters
espècimen d’aquesta raça, que ràpidament relacionen les idees liberals amb
Occident. I qualsevol persona som tu i com jo que tingui un cognom estrany i
que parli de democràcia i llibertat la cataloguen com a persona
occidentalitzada. Detesto aquest adjectiu. (El Kadaoui 2011: 67)

According to the narrator, Spain, Europe and the West are synonymous with
advancement, democracy and liberal minds which is exactly what our narrator is
trying to cast doubt on the veracity of this generality: ‘Les meves idees no em fan ser
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menys marroquí. Aquest pensamo tan simple i tan de sentit comú ha estat i será una
de les meves grans reivindicacions’ (El Kadaoui 2011: 67);

Sé qui sóc, no me l’avergonyeixo; al contrari, gaudeixo doble pertinença que
em fa estimar dos bàndols que, insisteixo, sóm molt menys incompatibles del
que estem disposats a creure. Però tampoc no sóc un ingenu. No he sentit mai
la necessitat de mostrar un fals orgull identificar-me amb els valors i els trets
que suposadament ha de tenir un marroqui seguns l’opinió majoritária
d’aquesta riba del mediterrani i, per què no dir-ho, de molts marroquins. (El
Kadaoui 2011: 150)

The narrator here conveys the belief that values need not be attached to specific
identities or nationalities. Adopting values prevalent in the West need not be
synonymous with a rejection of origins and background. The emphasis is on shared
values rather than on the divisive spectre of national identity which works on the
principle of exclusivity rather more than it does on inclusivity: ‘A fer que la gent
prengui consciència que bona part dels cognoms que ens sonen llunyans també són
Catalans, espanyols i europeus. Que ens és més útil a tots com asocietat incloure
tothom en comptes d’excloure i crear categories (El Kadaoui 2011: 16-17) ;

Fill, permet-me que sigui ben clar: a la merda la cultura! […] La cultura és la
nova presó on recloure els somnis de molta gent. És el llop disfressat d’oveleta
indefensa. És l’embolic conceptual de la gent que no vol fer lloc als altres o
d’aquella altra que es vol mantenir al marge. És una altra gran mentida, fill.
(El Kadaoui 2011: 72)

If the view towards Spanish attitude is a critical one, it is because of its role in
denying migrants acknowledgement and acceptance. Significantly, while the focus
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has been on his attachment to both cultures, the narrator asserts his Spanish
nationality above alll: ‘Tot i així, em pregunto sovint si els teus avis, els teus tiets i jo
hauríem estat més feliços al nostre país. […] voler fer-se un lloc confortable en aquest
nou país que ja és més nostre qu’el primer’ (El Kadaoui 2011: 75). Here it seems that
the narrator considers Spain to be his country. In the following passage, this is clearer
still: ‘Però no podem continuar sent ingenus. Mirem el nostre cas. Els teus avis estan
disposats que se’ls tracti com a forasters tota la vida. Ells ho tenen clar. […] Els teus
tiets i jo, cadascú a la seva manera, tenim clar que el nostre lloc és aquí’ (El Kadaoui
2011: 118).

While we do not know for sure the intensity of the narrator’s religious belief,
the absence of any reference to religion in the novel suggests that religion does not
play a major role in the narrator’s life. This may explain the positive process of
acculturation he has undergone. And yet the narrator is always in-between, belonging
to both cultures simultaneously but never quite fully. He resigns himself to feeling
‘out of place’ and hopes that things will turn about better for his son:

I prefereixo aixó a la idea de una identitat sólida […] finalment, a preferir no
tenir certeses i quedar-me for a de lloc. ¿No és fantástic, fill? El seu exemple
m’ajuda tambié a mi a fruir d’ aquesta condició estranya, dolça i amarga a la
vegada, que t’estic intentant explicar. No ho canviaria per res del món. (El
Kadaoui 2011: 44)

He provat de sentir-me a gust formant part d’un nosaltres i sempre he
fracassat pel mateix: la pressió del grup per tenir una identitat idealitzada d’ell
mateix i per oposicó als altres. […] Si t’haig de ser franc, m’agradaria que tu
trobessis un lloc més confortable un lloc que atorgui un espai primordial al
coneixement, sí, peró que també fos més estable que el meu. En tot cas :
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estima la teva terra, les teves llengües i les teves cultures. Formen part de tu.
Peró que això no t’impedeixi fer lloc a tots els altres. (El Kadaoui 2011: 59)

A very short chapter on identity summarises the narrator’s ideas on the matter and
constitutes an important piece of advice for his son: ‘La identitat és un vestit que tu et
fas a mida. Tu ets el teu sastre’ (El Kadaoui 2011: 61).

El Hachmi’s novel El último patriarca (2010) is a clear example of the
cultural clash between Spain and Morocco expressed also in El Kadaoui’s work. On
the one hand, we have a narrator, from a Moroccan background, who makes a slow
and natural transition towards Western culture making it impossible for her to adopt
her Eastern values again. On the other hand, we see a parallel linked with the
narrator’s father’s life, which brings us to realise how similar both characters are and
at the time how gender determines both characters’ destiny. Mimoun, the narrator’s
father, understands quickly as a child in Morocco, that he will eventually end up
perpetuating the tyrannical figure of the Moroccan father for the convenience it
represents in that cultural context. Nevertheless, Mimoun fights his demons and
instead attempts a new start by migrating to Spain with the hope of changing his
destiny. The reader does not know what the character wishes to change but the
internal focalisation suggests at times that Mimoun is not integrated in his culture of
origin, or at least has difficulty accepting it. After Mimoun’s section, the novel
moves on to the story of his nameless daughter. She narrates her own experience from
the day she moved to Catalonia up to the day she finally became free of her father.
She tells of the cultural clashes as well as her father’s inability to accept the idea that
his daughter could adopt a western style of life. The novel deals with the struggle the
narrator protagonist faces when she seeks to affirm where it is she belongs, culturally
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and socially. The novel deals with different aspects of identity: the father’s identity as
an integrated migrant in Spain and as a Moroccan who has not forgotten his roots in
Morocco; the daughter’s double identity in Spain; but most importantly, the identities
of both father and daughter inside and outside the household, what might be termed as
another example of cultural schizophrenia. Both characters try to find themselves at
the beginning of their adult life and question their belonging to Eastern patriarchal
culture. From the father’s perspective, dealing with two different cultures is not an
issue in itself as his identity is never questioned by the Moroccan community. The
father acquires a superficial double identity, a personal one that can accommodate
some newly adopted Western values and another as the representative figure of a
Moroccan family. Mimoun’s integration into Spanish culture is smooth and has an
impact on many aspects of his life, starting with his name. Since the name Mimoun is
too difficult a name for a Spaniard to remember and pronounce, his colleagues and
acquaintances call him Manel, symbolically an indication that his identity is fluid and
that he is changing and integrating. Mimoun represents the two antithetical attitudes
in the Eastern and Western world as he acts as a patriarch who despises women and
does not consider them equal, while at the same time serving as an example of
integration and acceptance. His relationships with Western women are a good
example of tolerance but at the same time represent his disregard for the values and
custom of monogamy.

Bearing in mind that there is a correlation between the intensity of one’s faith
and integration into a foreign culture, it is significant that Mimoun does not like his
wife to wear her headscarf in public. Religious custom gives way to the needs of
integration and acceptance. On his own, Mimoun feels he can do anything, even if his
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culture of origin might classify his acts as sins: he drinks, smokes, gambles, he is
unfaithful and has two serious affairs with Spanish women. When on holiday in
Morocco with his family, he portrays himself as a devoted Muslim, praying five times
a day and spending time with his family at home. But in Spain his approach is to keep
the practices of his original culture to himself, which means acting at home as an
Eastern man but in public as someone who embraces the culture and lifestyle of the
West. On one occasion, the daughter describes a conversation between her parents on
the subject of her mother’s headscarf:

Quítate eso de la cabeza, que me haces pasar vergüenza […]. Mira que aquí
las cosas son diferentes y que a mí me conoce mucha gente y tengo una
empresa y no hay ninguna necesidad de llevar esos harapos. […] Aquí son las
mujeres las que van a comprar, no los hombres. (El Hachmi: 187)

Mimoun makes it clear that behaviour and custom need to adapt to the circumstances
and change depending on who is watching, in keeping with the hipocrisy that is, in
any case, found in Moroccan society.

From the daughter’s perspective, however, identity is a serious issue and not
just about convenience. Having migrated when she was eight years old, the narrator
knows more than anyone else the differences between Spanish and Moroccan culture.
Growing up in Spain means she has not developed a Moroccan mentality. She is
aware that the model she is expected to follow is her mother’s, a submissive character
who depends entirely on either her husband or her daughter. She knows too that she
cannot act like her father even though she has even more reason to identify with
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Spanish culture. At first she is left with no choice other than to be obedient at home
and act as a Western girl outside the home and out of sight from her parents.

While the narrator feels overall that she is more aligned to Spanish culture,
there are moments when she tries to identify more closely with Arab and/or Muslim
culture. She tries to wear the headscarf and says that she likes its significance. She
enters a relationship with an Arab boy and has a wedding ceremony which is to a
great extent traditional. Yet there is little else. Chapter 19 is entitled ‘Este no es mi
mundo’ and it draws the final line between the narrator’s two worlds. While in
Morocco on holiday, the narrator suddenly realises that she has changed and feels
more Spanish than ever before. Progressively, the narrator lives her life as she wants.
To begin with, she hides her lifestyle from her parents, but it quickly comes out into
the open, acting like an imposition on them, not least when she gets divorced. The
only saving grace is that, having been married, she is no longer subject to the pressure
of virginity, and the family’s honour is no longer a factor in play. Ultimately she is
spared by her father’s antithetical attitudes to the Eastern and Western worlds. He acts
as a patriarch who patronises his wife, daughter and women in general. He does not
accept gender equality, yet at the same time, he represents a real example of
integration and assimilation. There are signs that Mimoun might not be the tyrannical
figure his father was after all. If his reactions are unexpected or seem hypocritical it is
because he has never stopped trying to distance himself from the culture from which
he ran away as a boy: ‘mientras corría… Mimoun entendió que ése no había de ser su
destino’. For sure, whilst he thought differently, he was never quite the radical: ‘Pero
Mimoun también era diferente [...] ya sabía que aquél no era el mundo donde habría
de vivir, pero también sabía que quería muchos hijos de una mujer que tenía que ser
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solo suya.’ (El Hachmi 2009: 60). But as a figure Mimoun offers a glimpse of the
contradictions that the desire for integration throws up and which inevitable lay
someone like him open to the charge of hypocrisy even though, or perhaps because,
he ultimately tolerates his daughter’s transgression which are, in a way, in keeping
with his own desire to be someone else.

3.4.2 Communitarianism and emotional blackmail

In both El Hachmi and El Kadaoui, we find reference, explicitly or implicitly,
to what we might term an emotional blackmail by individuals or a whole community
by which to ensure an allegiance to original cultural practices and identity. It is a
blackmail which drives their protagonists to rebel against it in an effort to define their
own identity; it can be understood as being tantamount to emotional abuse that seeks
to extinguish personal expression and individuality. Protagonists, as we will see, are
either forced to accept unwillingly their communities’ rules and choices for them or
face total ostracization. They are faced therefore with a stark choice between
affirming their Spanishness (which, as we have already indicated, is itself exclusive of
Others) and therefore risk being ejected from their Moroccan communities or else
renounce Spanish culture altogether so that they may maintain the bond with their
origins and those of their parents. The power of the community in Morocco and the
extensive influence of family and tradition contradict the expectations of Western
societies that foreground individuality, individualism and individual choice. This
clash of cultures is represented in the work of El Hachmi and El Kadaoui in particular
via the special bond between children and parents. The figure of the mother is
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possibly the most powerful when it comes to the influence over children and both El
Hachmi and El Kadaoui place mothers at the centre of their protagonists’ identity
crisis. In this section, we will see the strong ties that a mother establishes with her
children. The family context is one where protagonists are pushed towards rejecting
or accepting their double cultures, the failure to reconcile the two producing the
schizophrenia that is symptomatic of a deep-seated cultural schism What propels
protagonists either way is precisely this emotional blackmail on the part of their
parents, the consequences of which never tend towards balance but rather towards a
complete rejection of either one or other identity.

Generally, in Moroccan society, it is expected that, once adult, children should
become the primary carers for their parents. Often we find households in which three
generations cohabitate: grandparents, parents and children. In this context, parents
assume responsabilty for caring, whilst grandparents command the respect of the rest
of the household. In the work of both El Hachmi and El Kadaoui, it becomes clear
that this scenario is complicated by migration, the younger generation having a
responsibility for both their parents and grandparents because of, for example, the
difficulties with language: ‘Sin duda yo la quería [a mi madre] y su dificultad con el
idioma hacía que necesitara de mí y aquello me hacía sentir mayor. “No te preocupes
mami, yo te ayudaré en todo”, le decía, y me encantaba’ (El Kadaoui 2009: loc 971).
In this foreign context, children are bound to assume greater responsibility and with it
the ties and pressures that then impact on their own desire for integration with the new
culure. The vulnerability or fragility of parents is at the root of the emotional
blackmail which becomes a central dynamic of the relationship between them and
their children.
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La había visto frágil. Fue precisamente esa fragilidad la que me mantenía
atado a ella, dispuesto a protegerla, a hacerle ver que yo siempre estaría ahí
para hacerle la vida menos problemática. Trataba de ser su solucionaproblemas. Cuando me ocurría algo malo, lo primero que pensaba no era que
me había sucedido a mi; no, yo lo primero que pensaba era en mi pobre mamá
que de nuevo tenía otro problema al que enfrentarse. Mis problemas se
convertían automáticamente en los problemas de ella. Incluso cuando me di
cuenta de que yo estaba ingresado en un psiquiátrico preguntándome si estaba
loco, pasé días llorando pensando: “¡qué te he hecho, mamá!” […] “¿Cómo
que pobre mama?”, pensé. “¿Y yo qué?” (El Kadaoui 2009: loc 798)

In this extract from El Kadoui’s Límites y Fronteras, Ismaïl exemplifies the
strength of the emotional bond that exists between a mother and her child. Mixed in
with the sense of responsibility is the feeling of culpability, Ismaïl seeming more
worried about the pain his admission to a mental health hospital will cause his mother
than he is with his own well-being. El Hachmi expresses a similar dynamic when
describing the reasons that made her sacrifice her own love life to please her mother:
‘Casarme con mi primo no es un precio demasiado alto si tenemos en cuenta cuánto
se ha sacrificado ella por mí’ (El Kadaoui 2015: loc 1306); ‘Mi elección era para
hacer más fáciles las cosas, para conciliar, para lograr que el mundo de mi madre y el
mío fueran el mismo. Tal vez sea una cuestión de tiempo, y me acostumbraré tarde o
temprano’ (El Kadaoui 2015: loc 1739). In an interview in El Mundo, El Hachmi
explains this mixture of guilt, sacrifice and the need for chidren to give back to their
parents what they gave to them:

La deuda que puedes sentir que tienes con tus padres es aún mayor cuando de
por medio ha habido un movimiento migratorio. Porque la migración es dura y
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complicada y la persona que emigra está perdiendo muchísimo […] Para
empezar, su situación en el nuevo país es de 'vulnerabilidad'. Están lejos de la
familia y eso las hace vulnerables. Están desorientadas. (El Mundo 2015) 158

There is a notion in North-Africa and Arab-Muslim countries that still exists today
that the honour of the family is tied to the behavious of the children whose actions
may bring to the family either pride or ridicule. Children must obey their parents and
must above all do nothing that will detract from their public image and approval. In
Moroccan society, the community is all-important as is the standing of families and
individuals within it. The pride or shame they bring to themselves is, by the same
token, borne by the community also. As we have seen in Chapter 2, the notion of
hachma (modesty or bashfulness), especially in girls, is an important quality and
implies that a girl will avoid anything that might bring shame to her family and
community. Sakht is the opposite, it is seen as pure disobedience. Thus the behaviour
of a daughter has implications far beyond her own individual concerns: ‘Mi
reputación es impecable. Mi reputación es la de mi madre (El Hachmi 2015: loc
164)’; ‘me inquietaba la idea de dejarlo todo al azar, de que aquellas variaciones tan
grandes que presentaban las mujeres descritas en los manuales de ginecología
pudieran determinar mi honor y sobre todo, sobre todo, el de mi madre’ (El Hachmi
2015: loc 1523). As we saw in Chapter 2, El Hachmi’s protagonist is aware that her
sexuality is closely related to the honour of the family, and with this relation comes a
very different conceptualization of body ownership (Petchesky 1998). El Hachmi’s
protagonist understands that her mother is the only family member she has in Spain,
she must herself stand in for the community, uphold its laws and come to judgments
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Interview of Najat El Hachmi by Laura Fernandéz, El Mundo, Barcelona (2015), Available at:
http://www.elmundo.es/cultura/2015/09/03/55e72ca622601d77368b4596.html. Last consulted on
Wednesday 20th December 2017.
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on its behalf: ‘Soy yo la que decido, él no tiene nada que ver. Me miro a los ojos y me
insisto: cásate y serás libre. Cásate y tu madre será libre’ (El Hachmi 2015: loc 318).

If children fail to demonstrate Rda, that is, the proper respect of their parents’
values (full obedience), they will be ostracized until the day (if it comes) that they
receive redemption and forgiveness.159 This is an issue that is recurrent in El
Kadaoui’s work: ‘vivía luchando conmigo mismo, odiando a mis padres unas veces y
no queriéndome separar de ellos otras y pensando en mi interior que ojalá me
perdonaran algún día todo aquello que había sentido el día anterior’ (El Kadaoui
2009: loc 1882); ‘Me acordé de mi abuelo […] La emoción que sentí al recordar su
cara y, sobre todo, su barba blanca que me encantaba acariciar, no me dejó seguir con
la entrevista. ¿Le había traicionado? ¿Estaría decepcionado conmigo si estuviera
vivo?’ (El Kadaoui 2009: loc 760). Sakht and Rda are closely linked to the Islamic
religion in which we, as human beings, must represent a good example of God's
children. El Kadaoui and El Hachmi show how migration has made parents more
cautious about the upbringing of their children, which in turn has led to constant
victimisation and emotional blackmail:

‘Tu padre y yo queremos que estudies, […]. Tu padre y yo te apoyaremos en
todo.’[...] ‘Ohhh, literatura francesa. A tu padre no le gusta nada esto que
quieres estudiar. ¿De qué te va a servir? Tu padre dice que solamente servirá
para que te olvides completamente de tu país’. (El Kadaoui 2009: 775)
159

Genre et developpement, Aspect sociaux demographiques et culturels de la différenciation sexuelle.

Chapitre I Roles Sociaux et Genre : La perception sociale des sexes (Rabat: Haut Commisariat au Plan,
2010), p. 30. In North-Africa and Arab-Muslim countries in general, children represent the pride or
ridicule of the family. Children must obey their parents and not embarrass them before the community.
Proper obedience and ridicule are known as Rda and Sakht respectively.
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‘¡Basta ya!’, intervino mi madre. ‘Ese es el respeto que enseñan en Europa a
tenerle a la gente mayor’, dijo en un tono victimista que me resultaba
insoportable. ‘Vete a la mierda’, susurré en castellano creyendo que no me iba
a oir ni a entender. ‘¿Crees que no te entiendo? Pues sí, ya sé lo que es
alamerda.’ (El Kadaoui 2009: loc 1893)

In these extracts we see not only the importance of positive praise and approval in
cementing the bond between parents and children but more importantly the fear of a
Westernisation implicit in parents’ messages of disapproval, eventually contributing
to the shameful notion of Sahkt. When all is said and done, the individuality of a
child, his or her personal freedom, is a concept totally alien to parents.

The strong emotional attachment to the figure of the mother has undoubtedly
has an impact on the construction of identity. For El Kadaoui, the inevitable
consequence is anger and betrayal when the blackmail bound up with this attachment
is revealed:

‘¿Por qué no te haces médico? […]. Serías el orgullo de la familia. Te
convertirías en ‘mi doctor’. Tu padre no cabría en sí de contento. Siendo
doctor, podríamos buscarte a la mejor mujer de todo Nador y haríamos una
boda que sería la envidia de todos y yo sería la madre más feliz del mundo.’
Recordando aquellas palabras y viéndola llorar, me entraban ganas de matarla,
de enterrarla, de decirle que, muy al contrario de lo que ella creía, había
contribuido a que enloqueciera. (El Kadaoui 2009: loc 775)

In this passage it is clear that the happiness of the protagonist's family and community
are directly linked to Ismaïl's individual life choices. For the narrator, the mixed
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feelings that come with family, including incomprehension and hatred, come to the
surface again and again:

no fue una lucha fácil porque aquel odio llegaba a ser tan fulminante que
sentía que iba a matarla a ella o a mí. Le reprochaba con mucha contundencia,
sin llegar a decírselo jamás, sus palabras enloquecedoras. Me empujaba a ser
yo, pero juntamente, con esto que decía, su actitud era justamente la contraria
y parecía que me dijera que si me iba, si me apartaba de ella por poco que
fuera, la iba a matar. He sido esclavo de este lenguaje suyo toda mi vida. (El
Kadaoui 2009: loc 800)

In El Hachmi's La hija extranjera (2015), we find similar patterns: at a moment in
which the mother and her family push her towards an engagement with one of her
cousins from Morocco, we can sense that the happiness of the mother depends on the
behaviour of the daughter:

Y mi madre, que no puede disimular la alegría [...] Mi madre no quiere dejarle
el protagonismo a la invitada y se apresura a detallar la información referente
a mi compromiso. [...] Mirándome al espejo me digo: no es tan grave [...] En
realidad te lo preguntan desde que eras niña [...] A ti Driss no te caía mal, lo
encontrabas simpático [...] ¿Qué más quieres? [...] Sus padres siempre te han
tratado como una princesa, te regalaron un anillo de oro cuando naciste. [...]
¿El arte de amar? ya lo practicarás cuando estés tranquila, sin toda esa gente
que, desde hace tanto tiempo se preocupa por ti, por tu reputación, la de tu
madre sola contigo, la de tu virginidad y de tu honor. [...] Me miro a los ojos y
me insisto: cásate y serás libre. Cásate y tu madre será libre. (El Hachmi 2015:
loc. 298-318)

In this passage, we see emotional blackmail at work. The mother and the whole
community try to convince the narrator-protagonist that she should get married soon,
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forcing her into a decision that she does not want to make. The freedom and
reputation of her mother are key elements in establishing the power of the community
over individuals.

In El Kadaoui’s Límites y Fronteras, the complex feelings of love and hatred
of the narrator towards his parents lead eventually to a borderline personality disorder.
These conflicting emotions are justified thus by the narraor: ‘Yo fui incapaz de
criticar a mi madre —a mi padre sí que lo había hecho tímidamente—[…]. Hasta
entonces, mi madre me parecía el ser más bondadoso que existía’ (El Kadaoui 2009:
loc 791); ‘En cambio, otras veces la odiaba a ella y a mi padre por obligarme a
invertir nuestros roles’ (El Kadaoui 2009: loc 1972). This realisation that children are
expected to take care of their parents once they are older is something that the
protagonist struggles to accept. Ismaïl is torn between anger and guilt, which leads to
his schizophrenia.

In Cartes al meu fill, El Kadaoui also seeks to convey the importance of, and
the dependence on, one’s family:

Els lligams familiars se’ns donen. La familia […] es una de les institucions,
[…] que no es pot triar i que marca, com cap altra, la vida i la historia de la
persona. Tinc la sensació que bona part del sóc és el resultat del que he rebut
de la meva família, del que m’ha tret, del que m’ha perms fer, del que m’ha
prohibit, de l’amor incondicional que m’ha professat, de l’odi no explicitat,
[…] de la comprensió, de la incompresió. (El Kadaoui 2011: 125)

For El Kadaoui, the institution of the family encapsulates the feelings of hatred, love,
and incomprehension inasmuch as the emotional blackmail makes it difficult for a
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child to fully adhere to his or her parents’ culture. In the case of Ismaïl, his attachment
to his family reminds him of his childhood when he was still in Morocco. Indeed, El
Kadaoui, in Límites y Fronteras, explains that homeland is synonymous with the
memory of childhood, which complicates further the cultural clash between the
members of migrant families who find themselves face to face with a foreign culture
whose concept of individuality threatens the communitarianism which underpins their
view of life and familial relations:

Hacía tiempo que no soñaba con el pueblo. A veces, cuando estoy nervioso
intento relajarme pensando que estoy estirado al sol, cerca de la casa donde
nací. De fondo se escucha la bulla de los niños que corretean gritando y siento
un olor intenso a hierbabuena. Esto me tranquiliza más que el tranxilium que
me tienen pautado. (El Kadaoui 2009: loc 1113)

Here, we can see how difficult it is for the protagonist to detach himself emotionally
in order to build his own identity independently of his background. His childhood
memories have already contributed to what he is today and the different input from
both cultures makes it difficult for the protagonist to figure out who he really is. In El
Hachmi’s La hija extranjera, the protagonist is not angry but she realises the
incompatibility between the two cultures and the choices that she has to make:

podría vivir una vida mucho más mía en medio de la ciudad y hacer que mi
madre viniera conmigo, pedirle a ella que se adaptase a lo que yo sé que me
haría feliz. Me pregunto: ¿Y por qué no? ¿Por qué no podemos vivir aquí,
hacer lo que nos parezca y no tener que dar explicaciones a nadie? No tenerme
que casar con nadie, ni seguir el camino que se supone que tengo trazado por
un mandato más colectivo que divino. (El Hachmi 2015: loc 1114)
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Despite the sacrifices, the protagonist sees the huge cultural gap that separates her
from her mother: ‘Si me quitaran la nariz, la boca, la garganta, las yemas de los
dedos, las palmas de las manos, la planta de los pies, el sexo. Si me extirpara por
completo de mí misma, me sería mucho más fácil ser «yo» para mi madre’ (El
Hachmi 2015: loc 978); ‘disfrutaba tanto aprendiendo una nueva lengua que me veía
aún más lejos de mi madre y, […] su sufrimiento y soledad me pesaban demasiado’
(El Hachmi 2015: loc 996); ‘pensaba que quería poder ser […] de mi madre sin tener
que convertirme en algo diferente de lo que soy’ (El Hachmi 2015: loc 2319); ‘Mi
madre aún repite aquello de «esta es su tierra», pero eso tiene para mí poco sentido.’
(El Hachmi 2015: loc 1784).

After sacrificing herself to please her mother, the realisation of the
impossibility of a compromise that might link mother and child cause the protagonist
to abandon everything after marrying her cousin and having a child: ‘este hijo es fruto
del amor que siento por mi madre, un hijo incestuoso’ (El Hachmi 2015: loc 2268).
She concludes in a way that summarises the contradictions and the difficulties making
it impossible to adopt fully both cultures and be in peace with her mother: ‘Escribiría
su historia, y así podría separarla de la mía. Escribiría su historia, y así podría ser yo
sin ser para ella, pero también ser yo sin ser contra ella’ (El Hachmi 2015: loc 2324).

3.4.3 Spanish-Moroccan complexes

In Spanish-Moroccan literature in general, we might often conclude that the
protagonist feels inferior to his fellow Spanish citizens. Already in Chakor’s
literature, we can perceive the discomfort of not feeling entirely equal with regard to
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the Other. Chakor’s short story entitled Las dos Orillas, el Mar y la Muerte deals with
the perception that Moroccans have with regard to Spanish attitudes after Spain joined
the European Union. The short story consists of a dialogue between the Northern and
Southern shores of the Mediterranean:

--TU Y YO, HERMANA, tarde o temprano, estamos abocadas a entendernos,
susurro con murmullo de mareas la Orilla Sur del Estrecho a la Orilla Norte,
tan lejos y tan cerca la una de la otra.
-- ¿Eso crees? Pues te equivocas- le repuso ufana la Orilla Norte-. Ahora soy
rica y europea. Hay oro mezclado en mis arenas y brillan mis peces de
escamas plateadas mucho más que los tuyos. También los barcos que surcan
mis aguas son más ligeros y están pintados de colores más vivos. Lo creas o
no, Africa no empieza ya en los Pirineos.160

According to Chakor, Spain has not only denied the natural links that both countries
felt privileged to share but it has also adopted an attitude of superiority. The closeness
to the Moroccan shore is emphasized by the use of ‘hermana’ to stress the natural,
biological attachment that represents an unbreakable bond. Furthermore, the
Moroccan shore is the one making the first move towards mutual understanding by
talking about and stressing the unavoidable conclusion: ‘tarde o temprano, estamos
abocadas a entendernos’. The use of the verb ‘estamos abocadas’ points to the
inevitable fate that will bring together the two shores. The whispering not only
highlights the closeness between both countries but also reveals the frank and
informal nature of their relationship. The Spanish shore, which resists this fate, draws
attention to all the elements that differentiates it from the other shore. The
connotations of wealth and beauty appear on the following occasions: ‘soy rica y
europea. Hay oro mezclado en mis arenas y brillan peces de escamas plateadas mucho
160

M. Chakor in Entre las dos orillas (Granada: Edición Carmelo Pérez Baltrán, 2007), p. 47.
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más que los tuyos’161 (Chakor 2007: 47). In this short story the implication is that the
Northern shore has changed. The temporal markers such as ‘ahora’ and ‘ya’ highlight
a breaking point that separates and differentiates Spain and Morocco. What is
interesting is that from Chakor's perspective, Spain has denied all existing ties with
Morocco and adopts a haughty attitude in her comparisons with Morocco when she
states: ‘Mucho más que los tuyos [...] están pintados de colores más vivos’. The
adjective ‘vivos’ alludes not only to the bright colours but to the colours that represent
life and happiness. In this picture, even the natural landscape of the shore appears
better in the North. The Moroccan shore is watching its older sister moving on and
leaving her behind.

Chakor’s short story highlights the underlying complexes existing in both
Spaniards and Moroccans, especially in their relationship with one another. Spain,
according to Chakor, feels European and ever more distant from underdeveloped
Morocco. On the other hand, Morocco, aware of that the European Union has brought
economic growth to Spain, remains unimpressed and feels no different to Spain. Juan
Goytisolo, who has often been very critical of the relationship Spain has towards
Morocco reaches the same conclusión as Chakor. To the question: ‘¿Usted tiene la
impresión de que España no se ha dado cuenta todavía de su papel en cuanto a la
formación de la identidad europea?’, he gives the following answer:

Yo entiendo el complejo de inferioridad que hubo en España a partir del siglo
XVIII. Cuando empiezan la Ilustración y la Enciclopedia en Francia, para los
escasos intelectuales españoles de aquel momento bastaba con cruzar los

161

Mohamed Chakor, 'Las dos orillas, el mar y la muerte', in Entre las 2 Orillas, Literatura Marroquí
en lengua española (Granada: Carmelo Pérez Beltrán, 2007), pp. 47-48.
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Pirineos para darse cuenta de que se trataba de otra cosa enteramente distinta.
De ahí viene la fracesita ‘L'Afrique commence aux Pyrenées.’ 162

It is clear that what is highlighted here is a climate of rivalry, a competition in which
both Spain and Morocco want to prove that they are either more advanced (in the case
of Spain) or have not been given the opportunity to show that both countries are equal
(in the case of Morocco).163

In El Kadaoui and El Hachmi’s work, there is an awareness amongst the
protagonists of Spain’s economic and political ‘inferior ranking status’ when
compared to other European countries such as France, Germany or Great Britain. In
La hija extranjera, for instance, the protagonist does not see Spain as a highly
developed country. On the contrary, she is aware of the country’s past and does not
display the admiration one might expect of an immigrant in their new host country:

Nosotros no hemos prosperado tanto como para contruirnos una de esas torres
horrorosas […] que se alzan aquí y allá, las casas de los que han emigrado a
países ricos de verdad, de los de los Pirineos para arriba, y no como nosotros,

162
163

Juan Goytisolo, España y sus ejidos (Madrid: Hijos de Muley-Rubio, 2003), p. 192.

Michael Haynes argues that ‘the ideology of “Europeanness” which underpins the European project
serves in part to justify the European Union as a relatively exclusive “Rich man’s club”, keeping its
distance from its poorer neighbours.’ See M. Haynes, ‘European Union and its Periphery. Inclusion and
exclusion’. Economic and Political Weekly (1998), pp. 87-97 (p. 87). After WWII, Spain and the
Francoist regime focused on improving the economic situation of Spain and making sure that the gap
with its northern neighbours was not too wide. Haynes quotes Napoleon when he says ‘Africa starts in
the Pyrenees’ which suggests that Spain was not much more advanced than Africa. Prejudice being
what it is, this can understandably create a complex from the Spanish perspective vis-à-vis France,
Germany and the UK for instance. The paper later suggests that the European Union is in fact
protecting itself from Muslim countries by refusing membership to Morocco or Turkey as a Times
journalist puts it: ‘since the EU’s doors have been held ajar for undemocratic Slovakia and bankrupt
Bulgaria, the Turks are understandably furious at being shut out’ (Haynes: 93).
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que hemos ido a parar a un lugar donde hasta hace cuatro días todavía se
pasaba hambre. (El Kadaoui 2015: loc 352)

Spanish-Moroccans not only have to come to terms with the perceptions of
Spaniards, with the feeling that they are somehow being looked down upon, but also
with Moroccan perceptions that they are somehow inferior because of their
Spanishness. This is something El Kadaoui reveals in Límites y Fronteras:

Cuando era más pequeño, me enfadaba muchísimo que en Marruecos se
valorara más a mis primos de Alemania y Francia que a nosotros que
veníamos de España. […] ’La peseta es una moneda de pobres. Tiene poco
valor’, me decía un primo. […] Llegué a creerme aquello que me decían y me
acomplejaba mucho ver que la peseta tenía menos valor que el dírham.
Pensaba, enfadado, que mi padre había salido de un país pobre para llegar a
otro peor. (El Kadaoui 2009: loc 304)

Even being a foreigner in Morocco, that is someone with no Moroccan blood, is
preferable to being Spanish-Moroccan:

Todo lo extranjero, en su caso lo inglés, le parecía mejor que lo suyo y, por
tanto, todos los ingleses, por el simple hecho de serlo, eran seres superiores.
Hasta tal punto que un día, al cruzarse con un mendigo inglés, decide darle
algo para sentirse, por primera vez, superior. (El Kadaoui 2009: loc 287)

The hierarchical distinction between races and origins is mentioned elsewhere: ‘No lo
sé. Sólo sé que me enfada hasta la impotencia verme como un ciudadano de menos
categoría (El Kadaoui 2009: Loc 296)’; ‘ciudadanos de segunda’ (El Kadaoui 2009:
loc 300); ‘Sobre todo por este complejo de inferioridad que tenía en todas partes’ (El
Kadaoui 2009: loc 312); ‘Era una auténtica humillación ser marroquí’ (El Kadaoui
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2009: loc 1892); ‘El odio, que a lo largo de su vida le ha ayudado a huir de su
sentimiento de inferioridad por el hecho de saberse extranjero’ (El Kadaoui 2009: loc
52); ‘podía sentir que todo lo extranjero era mejor que lo marroquí’ (El Kadaoui
2009: loc 755).

This complex is real according to Ismaïl. His childhood experience lays the
basis for his feelings of rejection and inferiority. His culture and religion are seen as
backward and primitive. In Spain, his teacher, for example, makes denigrating
comments:

Los musulmanes no tienen el mismo calendario que nosotros. Su calendario es
otro, tiene 500 años de retraso respecto al nuestro y si os fijáis bien también
llevan 500 años de retraso con nuestra sociedad: machismo, poligamia y otras
barbaries.’ Entonces me miró a mí y todos los otros compañeros también.
Sonreí con un gesto forzado de imbécil queriendo demostrar que lo que había
dicho el maestro era verdad pero que yo ya estaba salvado porque renegaba de
aquel mundo atrasado. (El Kadaoui 2009: loc 1937)

Ismaïl is made to feel inferior to his Spanish classmates when his parents’ culture is
described as backward, and his response is to reject his origins in an attempt to ally
himself to Spanish culture. From childhood, in order to feel accepted, he internalises
the view of Spain as superior and in the process a complex of Moroccan inferiority is
formed.

In La hija extranjera, the protagonist does not explicitly mention a complex
but she stresses the constant rejection by Spaniards she feels: ‘He ido a ver un piso yo
sola. No puedo llevar a mi madre conmigo porque al verla entrar con su pañuelo, los
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que quieren alquilar el piso suelen cambiar de opinión. Suelen cambiar de opinión de
todas formas’ (El Hachmi 2015: loc 885). This passage emphasises the visual
differences that mean that the narrator-protagonist is immediately perceived as
different by Spaniards and, in the process, discriminated against. The following
example provides evidence of the negative way in which Moroccans are judged: ‘Las
hijas de las marroquíes aquí: no vale la pena que os esforcéis en educarlas, había oído
decir a alguien, porque, en cuanto crezcan un poco, las casarán en su país, y, entonces,
hala, pañuelo, casa y venga, a tener hijos’ (El Hachmi 2015: loc 1964).

Interestingly, the education, language skills and early exposure to Spanish
culture have made our protagonist into something of a cultural and social chameleon.
This ability to adapt which that should aid the process of acculturation actually leads
to her exclusion by her Spanish and Catalan peers:

no se dan cuenta que soy marroquí. […] nos hemos dado la mano y hemos
cerrado el trato. Pero, mira tú por dónde, cuando envío la fotocopia de mi
permiso de residencia va y aparece, como por arte de magia, un sobrino de la
propietaria que necesita el piso porque se casa. Y podría incluso llegar a
creerme la historia si no fuera porque en todos los casos se trata de un sobrino.
(El Hachmi 2015: loc 900)

This capacity to feel like an insider whilst being aware that, as soon as she reveals her
name, she will be made to feel different, contributes towards the turmoil of not being
acknowledged as ‘one of them’. The first phrase of this extract reveals a spy-like
experience which gives away the truthful views of a comminuty that does not
consider her as one of them. Another example is when the narrative voice expresses
how the Moroccan community which lives in a specific neighbourhood are labelled:
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‘ahí nos rechazan siempre. Así que no nos ha quedado más remedio que buscar fuera
del centro, al otro lado del río, donde viven “los de las olivas”’. (El Hachmi 2015: loc
909). These examples show how difficult it is for the protagonist to be treated equally
and have the same opportunities for the most basic needs. Although the protagonist
does not speak about a complex, the numerous examples cited by El Hachmi suggest
that flagrant discrimination is a deeply rooted problem among the Spanish
community. Elsewhere in La hija extranjera, the main protagonist emphasises the fact
that cultural stereotypes are not only used widely but are not even subject to any type
of political correctness. When she has a job interview for a post presently filled by
another Spanish(-Moroccan) girl, the interviewer from the council is very direct in her
appraisal of the issues: ‘Además hay otro problema. […] se casó con un chico de allí,
no sé si un primo suyo o algo así, y cuando volvió de la boda empezó a ponerse el
pañuelo. Y, claro, el pañuelo, en el Ayuntamiento’ (El Hachmi 2015: loc 1234). The
narrator-protagonist’s observations on these comments are approriately sarcastic:
‘aunque sé que dentro de poco seré yo quien me case con alguien de allí, con un
primo o algo así’ (El Hachmi 2015: loc 1236). She thus points to the foreverconditional acceptance by the Other. She is and will be accepted by Spaniards for as
long as she does not wear the hijab. Her acceptance and integration are therefore
always temporary. In another anecdote, the nameless narrator-protagonist explains
how the body language of a potential employer makes her feel inferior:

Pues nada, me presenté en la tienda con una fotocopia de mi currículum.
Cuando se lo di a la dependienta, muy tiesa ella, levantó las cejas,
perfectamente depiladas, y me miró de arriba abajo: ¿Tú? Como si aquella
posibilidad, la de que yo trabajase allí, fuera lo más improbable e inverosímil
que hubiera oído nunca. (El Hachmi 2015: loc 609)
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While the protagonist might be tempted to trust the character on the basis of her
appearance alone, the looks she receives from her have a negative impact on her selfesteem and confidence. The prospect of social equality, cultural tolerance and respect
seems distant in the novels. While El Hachmi might not refer to a complex in explicit
terms, she does imbue the internal monologues of her character with its traces:

¿De qué te extrañas? Esa es la vida normal, es la tuya la que no encaja, tú eres
la intrusa. Tú, que tienes una madre que limpia en sus casas, y aún gracias que
alguien la pudo aceptar en su casa a pesar de la raya en medio, la frente regia
de rifeña y el pañuelo en la cabeza. Suficientemente generosos han sido con
vosotros, suficientemente acogedores. No tienes ningún motivo para quejarte,
como hablas su lengua igual o mejor que ellos casi ni recuerdan de dónde eres
o quién eres. Casi. (El Hachmi 2015: loc 152)

The use of interior monologue emphasises the sense of isolation the protagonist
experiences. The inferiority complexes she bears are only reinforced by this isolation:
‘que lo que piensa esta chica es que, de entrada, solo por ser lo que eres, solo por
haber nacido donde has nacido, estás destinada a no ser nada, a no hacer nada, que en
tu ADN están inscritos el atraso y la inferioridad’ (El Hachmi 2015: loc 842). The
same terms appear in the work of both El Hachmi and El Kadaoui: ‘el complejo’, ‘la
inferioridad’,’el atraso’. Slowly, the protagonists of our respective authors are made
to believe that one culture or one country is better than the other.

Whilst El Hachmi suggests that people like her protagonist cannot feel
integrated or equal to Spaniards, El Kadaoui highlights the illusion and hypocrisy
linked with immigration and integration. Migrants might need to make an effort to
integrate into their new society, but the process cannot be completed fully if the other
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party does not accept this integration. Identity and integration are conditional upon the
acceptance and acknowledgement by the Other:

odiaba aquel país que se suponía que era el mío, odiaba España que me pedía
integración pero hasta un límite. Un límite que yo me había atrevido a
franquear enamorándome de una catalana y, lo que es peor, enamorándose ella
de mí. […] ‘Mira Ismaïl’, me dijo […] mi amigo Albert, ‘para nosotros no
eres un moro, eres tú y ya está. ¿Si tú sabes que te queremos un montón, no?
¡Qué iba a ser de nosotros sin ti! Pero para el resto tú eres un moro, ¿y cómo
va a salir un moro con Mónica?’ Quería a Albert como a un hermano. ¿Cómo
podía haber vivido tanto tiempo engañado? (El Kadaoui 2008: loc 891)

The different treatment that our protagonists are subjected to stops them from feeling
fully integrated. This ‘limit’ mentioned by Ismaïl highlights the fact that his
acculturation and integration could be rapid and genuine if only the Other were
willing to accept him as one of their own. The feeling of rejection will ultimately
drive Ismaïl to feel different, but not because he necessarily feels different but
because Others have made him feel so.

In this next passage from Cartes al meu fill, El Kadaoui raises through humour
the very serious issue of physical ressemblance:

Nosaltres sabem que de marroquins que tenen uns trets molt semblants als
espanyols, als Italians, als portuguesos i als grecs, n’hi ha molts. […] És un
secret. Sembla que això no agrada gaire. […] Resumeixo: el que més por fa de
la persona diferent no és la seva diferència, sinó que s’assembli a nosaltres.
Reconèixer això voldria dir que avui ets tu el foraster, però demà ho podria ser
jo. (El Kadaoui 2011: 30)
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Although many people in mediterranean countries share similar physical features, El
Kadaoui and El Hachmi foreground the degree to which individuals may be accepted
or rejected on the basis of such criteria. Physically El Kadaoui himself is ‘assimilated’
and seen as or confused for a Spaniard:

Sovint em diuen que no semble marroquí. És més, sovint m’han dit que no
semblo marroquí com si m’estiguessin dient un compliment, una floreta. ‘I per
què t’enfades, noi, si jo volia alegrar-te el dia?’, em va dir una vegada una
senyora. (El Kadaoui 2011: 29)

The fact that people do not understand why he feels offended when their comments
are meant as compliments suggests that for them being taken for a Spaniard is
something the narrator should be happy about. This raises question about definitions
of national identity and precisely what it means to integrate:

Durant l’adolescència em molestava molt, moltísim, que, d’una banda, no es
deixés de gratar la nafra de la diferència estigmatitzant, i de l’altra, se
m’intentés recompensar disfressant-me d’un europeu autentic o millor, d’un
quasi europeu. (El Kadaoui 2011: 29)

In Límites y fronteras, Ismaïl ‘vive bajo la sensación de alguien que asocia dos
binomios: marroquí-enfermo, europeo-normal’ (El Kadaoui 2009: loc 66), which is
another key element in the perception of the self from the narrator-protagonist's
perspective. However, as we have already seen, the descriptions of El Kadaoui’s
protagonists do not suggest that their features are stereotypically North African. In
the case of El Hachmi, it is rather the contrary: her protagonists have very distinctive
North-African features and although they sound like perfect autochthons, her
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characters literally face discrimination when they have face-to-face contact with
Spaniards: ‘Como tengo un acento tan de aquí, tan de la ciudad, me atienden bien [por
teléfono]’ (El Hachmi 2015: loc 893). Not having the physical features that would
make her naturally look like a white Spaniard, the protagonist often attempts to soften
her natural features in order to feel better integrated and happy. As she says, ‘Suelo
decirme que, si no fuera por la genética, quizá no tuviera que hacer tantos esfuerzos
para ser como ellas y poder sentirme integrada’ (El Hachmi 2015: loc 768).
In an episode in which she decides to cut her hair and get rid of her blond dye, El
Hachmi’s protagonist realises that even her hair has been fashioned with society in
mind:

Me peinaba el pelo, liso por fin. Dominado por fin. Si alguien me hubiera
conocido entonces no habría sabido nunca que yo tenía el pelo rizado,
voluminoso, y que ese pelo me enmarcaba el rostro como una hoguera. Ahora
no, ahora, después de los tratamientos químicos, de los suavizantes, la crema,
las secadoras y las planchas, por fin tenía el pelo lacio, sin problemas. Dulce y
dócil. (El Hachmi 2015: loc 220)

The phrase ‘dulce y dócil’ not only evokes the characteristics of Westerners’ hair that
she and others wish to imitate but also the act of submission to which adopting a
Western cut and style implies and with it the underlying complexes about her own
natural look.

Whereas El Kadaoui, in Cartes al meu fill, reacts against his acceptance on the
basis of how European he looks, El Hachmi conveys the need to blend in and its
positive effects: ‘¡Hablas tan bien nuestra lengua! (¡Mono de feria!¡Mono de feria!).
Y a ti te encanta que te digan estas cosas aunque sepas de sobra que es denigrante’ (El
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Hachmi 2015: loc 842); ‘pero me deshago la cola antes de entrar en la ETT porque,
para mí, eso me hace parecer más integrada, no una marroquí más’ (El Hachmi 2015:
loc. 576); ‘Pero no sé demasiado bien cómo presentarme, no sé si destacar que soy
una marroquí más o que no lo soy’. Implicit in these words, of course, is the essential
them/us dichotomy, and the notion of ‘una marroquí más’ reminds us of the
anonymity to which whole races can be reduced and with it the meance that is
attached them. As Said explains in Orientalism:

In newsreels or news-photos, the Arab is always shown in large numbers. No
individuality, no personal characteristics or experiences. Most of the pictures
represent mass rage and misery, or irrational (hence hopelessly eccentric)
gestures. Lurking behind all of these images is the menace of Jihad.
Consequence: a fear that the Muslims (or Arabs) will take over the world.
(Said: 287)

El Hachmi’s character is on a slippery slope, seeking to gain ‘ese peso que me
permita tener unas caderas más propias de las chicas de aquí, y no esas nalgas anchas
y fértiles de las mujeres marroquíes, que no sirven más que para tener hijos’ (El
hachmi 2015: loc 761). The protagonist inevitably reproduces the same disdainful
comments that she feels subject to (‘que no sirven más que para tener hijos’), perhaps
an indication of how she has internalised the Other’s ideological structures including
European standards of beauty. In the end, the message seems to be that everyone has
or recreates an Other. As Said also writes:
‘Each age and society creates its “Others”. Far from a static thing, then, identity of
self or of “other” is a much worked-over historical, social, intellectual and political
process that takes place as a contest involving individuals and institutions in all
societies’ (Said: 332).
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The following passage from El Hachmi’s La hija extranjera summarises this very
point:

¿Tú eres marroquí? Dije que sí y me senté. Pues no lo pareces. Por un
momento me entró una especie de entusiasmo, de orgullo incluso. Pensé que
me diría que parecía paya, que mis formas y mi pelo y mis gafas y mi ropa
transpiraban una distinción que me diferenciaba de mis ‘paisanas’. No, no
pareces marroquí, pareces negra. […] Dame tu mano. Se la enseñé casi
avergonzada, reprimiendo la indignación que me provocaba que me viera aún
más exótica, más diferente, más del sur de lo que ya era. ¿Ves?, eres negra. Y
tú, gitana, le hubiera dicho. (El Hachmi 2015: loc 820)

The initial pride felt when the protagonist thought that she was being mistaken for a
Spaniard and therefore for someone who is better than an Arab or North-African, has
quickly turned into a superiority complex in respect of the very Others to which she
belonged.

3.4.4 Language, literature and belonging

Language and literature play an essential role in El Kadaoui’s and El
Hachmi’s identity and sense of belonging. Our authors convey their acculturalization
through their use of language. Both authors and their protagonists use Catalan and the
classics of Western literature as a means to assert their complex Western identity.
Both authors know at least three languages (Arabic or Amazigh, Castilian and
Catalan), which gives them significant freedom and flexibility. Switching from one
language to another enables them to go back and forth between different cultural
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spaces and share their experiences from the perspective of the different mentalities to
which they belong. The predominant language is Catalan, followed by Castilian to
which are added a few words, expressions and realities that only exist linguistically in
either Arabic or Amazigh. On many occasions, the words or expressions in Arabic or
Amazigh are italicised and explained when and as necessary (also most likely a
publisher’s request in order to allow an unfamiliar and unitiated audience access).

The characters in all the novels analysed so far in this chapter are intelligent,
curious people and, most importantly, good readers. In both El Hachmi and El
Kadaoui's novels what is highlighted is a process of acculturalization that comes with
reading Western classics and being able to write about oneself. In Límites y
Fronteras, Ismaïl is a smart young man who initially wanted to read French studies at
university until his parents’ objections made him decide against a university career
altogether: ‘Ohhh, literatura francesa. A tu padre no le gusta nada esto que quieres
estudiar. ¿De qué te va a servir? Tu padre dice que solamente servirá para que te
olvides completamente de tu país’ (El Kadaoui 2009: loc 775). This two-year journey
in the psychiatric ward forces the protagonist to exteriorise his crisis thanks to
literature: ‘Aquel fue el día que empecé a entrar en la palabra. Parecía que todo el
sentido de mi vida se estaba decidiendo en aquellos instantes y que mi obsesión tenía
que ser luchar por mi independencia’ (El Kadaoui 2009: loc 975). Once in the
psychiatric ward, Ismaïl uses writing and reading as a therapy to accept himself, assert
his belonging and cure himself of his personality disorder: ‘Por este motivo consulté a
un psicoanalista que me dijo que padecía una neurosis traumática y me aconsejó
escribir mi historia. “Escribir le ayudará a elaborar el trauma y le facilitará superarlo.”
Gané, y el premio consistía en decidir qué libro quería’ (El Kadaoui 2009: loc 464).
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El Kadaoui, as a psychologist himself, gives realism and depth to the main character
by setting his story in a mental health institution. The psychiatric unit is a closed
environment, removed from society but it is also an environment in which the
protagonist can take the time to identify deeper issues about cultural identity. By
writing and reading what his parents were against, the protagonist puts his own needs
before thos of his community and establishes his own priorities and makes his own
lifetime choices. Reading and writing represent Ismaël’s salvation as, member of the
hospital book club, he makes his way through a whole host of classics: ‘El pequeño
príncipe’, ‘¡Ficciones, de Borges! No podías haber escogido mejor’ (El Kadaoui,
2009: loc 486); ‘Sobre las circunstancias, de José Agustín Goytisolo’ (El Kadaoui
2009: loc 494); ‘Ya lo tengo, me gusta tanto La biblioteca de Babel que lo leeré en
este otro libro para tener la sensación de que lo estoy haciendo por primera vez’ (El
Kadaoui 2011: loc 483) or Madame Bovary (El Kadaoui 2009: loc 1579). His literary
tastes embody the very fears his parents had that their son might be drawn more to
Spain than he was to Moroccan culture:

También me veo hablando de Madame Bovary y Ana Karenina. Imagino que
dialogo con Steiner: “por supuesto, las dos son obras sublimes; por supuesto.
He leído que usted cree que Ana Karenina es mejor que Madame Bovary.
Ante todo quiero agradecerle su libro, Dostoievsky o Tolstoi. Gracias a él leí a
Tolstoi. Dostoievsky ya lo había hecho años atrás. Hasta entonces, yo pensaba
que no había libro más perfecto que Madame Bovary y no había escritor que
sintiera más cercano que Dostoievsky. Creo que sigo pensando lo mismo. Pero
ya no es lo mismo. Ahora he leído a Tolstoi y, por supuesto, Ana Karenina.
¿Cómo se puede describir con tanto detalle las pequeñas contradicciones, las
luchas, los pequeños giros sentimentales que sufrimos las personas?
Fantástico, sublime. Pero, ¿sabe qué creo? Que a Ana Karenina le sobran
muchas páginas. Todo lo que sobra es sublime, pero no es Ana Karenina. En
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cambio en Madame Bovary no hay una coma de más. ¡Es redonda, perfecta!
(El Kadaoui 2008: loc 2070)

The hatred Ismaïl felt initially towards his parents for making him reconsider
embarking on a university career fuels his decision by the end of the novel to go to
university despite their disapproval: ‘Aquel año, había decidido que no iba a hacer el
examen de selectividad. La peor decision que haya tomado jamás’ (El Kadaoui 2009:
loc 1672); ‘mis ganas de luchar y de empezar esta Carrera tan añorada. Dentro de un
año voy a estar en la Universidad estudiando filología francesa y la acabaré cueste lo
que cueste' (El Kadaoui, 2009: loc 2297).

In Cartes al meu fill too, the references to classic literary works are many.
Here the narrator mentions them as a way to show his knowledge and therefore
establish his belonging to a wide, diverse world. The numerous references reveal the
eclectic tastes of the narrator: Gabriel García Marquez (El Kadaoui 2011: 17),
Tzvetan Todorov (El Kadaoui 2011: 17), Palabras para Julia, Jose Agustin Goytisolo
(El Kadaoui 2011: 22), Mohamed Talbi (El Kadaoui 2011: 31) Tolstoï (El Kadaoui
2011: 37, 49), Edward Said (El Kadaoui 2011: 44), Edgar Morin (El Kadaoui 2011:
46), George Steiner (El Kadaoui 2011: 57), Mario Vargas Llosa (El Kadaoui 2011:
58), Catarina Albert (El Kadaoui 2011: 63), Amin Maalouf (El Kadaoui 2011: 65),
Kwame Anthony Appiah (El Kadaoui 2011: 65), Hans-Georg Gadamer (El Kadaoui
2011: 89), Wole Soyinka (El Kadaoui 2011: 92), Vigostki (El Kadaoui 2011: 97), W.
Bion (El Kadaoui 2011: 99), Abdallah Laroui (El Kadaoui 2011: 116), Albert Einstein
[…] Sigmund Freud (El Kadaoui 2011: 118), Zygmunt Bauman (El Kadaoui 2011:
120), Unamuno (El Kadaoui 2011: 133), Rafik Schami (El Kadaoui 2011: 151),
Rafael Argullol (El Kadaoui 2011: 155), Hanif Kureishi (El Kadaoui 2011: 156). El
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Kadaoui also associates language with belonging: ‘com em lament de no saber l’àrab i
la falta que em fa per sentir –me més complet; com sócjo qui li parla l’amazic i ell em
respon en … castellà’ (El Kadaoui 2011: 83). On several occasions linguistic
knowledge is associated with identity: ‘On sóc? On ets? Estàs atrapat en una llengua
que no és la teva—sí, home, aquella llengua que parlen alguns per molestar uns alters-. Qui sóc? Miro la mare, et miro a tu i respire tranquil. ‘Ah! Sóc jo’, em dic’ (El
Kadaoui 2011: 35). Language is, according to the narrator, something that shapes the
self:

Sovint penso que sóc de mentida. No pot ser, em dic, jo hauria de pensar en
una altra llengua--sí, home, aquella llengua que ha resistit el menyspreu i
l’oblit official--. Jo hauria de parlar una altra llengua—sí, home, aquella
llengua que es fot dels reis, de la història oficial i que oficialmente és història.
(El Kadaoui 2011: 35)

The narrator acknowledges the feeling that we can be trapped in a language that is not
ours, but eventually reminds us that what we speak makes us who we are. Yet while
language can make us feel at one in a multicultural Spain, it can also throw up
complexes: ‘Voler ser com la resta, dominar les llengües que es parlaven aquí i
enfrontar-me als reptes del dia a dia. Com havia de preveure que si avui dominés
millor l’amazic i parlés l’àrab em sentiria millor?’ (El Kadaoui 2011: 81). The point
the author is making here relates to the choices parents make for their children.
Children very rarely encounter a willingness to accept other cultures in their
important formative years. Blending in is truly what the narrator wished for and
speaking another language did little to help him acculturise precisely because the
other language had negative connotations:
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Però aquest tipus de comentaris et van mostrant quin és el valor que té cada
una de les teves pertinences. I nosatres volíem ser valorats. Què importava
saber l’àrab i l’amazic? ¡Quina vergonya parlar aquests idioms de moros!
potser, no ho sé amb seguretat, ens va ser més commode allunyar aquestes
llengües de nosaltres. (El Kadaoui 2011: 82)

The language we speak will also classify us socially:

Ni parlávem l’amazic ni ho deixávem de fer per un motiu en concret. Ni
parlávem en castellà entre nosaltres perquè així ho decidíssim ni ens dirigíem
en catalá i en castellà, en funció de l’interlocutor que tinguéssim al davant, per
tractar de complaure o fer enfadar els altres. (El Kadaoui 2011: 81)

In El Hachmi, the use of language is fundamental. In La hija extranjera
language distinguishes the protagonist from her mother and in El último patriarca it
distinguishs the two worlds in which the protagonist lives. El Hachmi’s protagonists
are also intelligent girls who read and love literature. It is interesting that they should
be attracted to Western literature when El Hachmi herself chose to read Arabic studies
at university. In fact, El Hachmi rarely, if at all, puts her knowledge of Arab classics
to much use in her novels. Importantly, her protagonists realise that the literature they
so enthusiastically consume makes the gap between themselves and their respective
families even wider. In El último patriarca, in the section dealing with her life in
Spain, the narrator-protagonist, speaking in the first person, cites the new words learnt
or read that demonstrate a proactive attitude towards learning the linguistic tools that
shape thinking: ‘a padre no le gustaba que nadie llorara y a madre no le gustaba que
nadie riese. De manera que commencé a leer, palabra por palabra, aquel diccionario
de la lengua catalana’ (El Hachmi 2010: 185); ‘Pa, cuya definición duraría toda una
página. Paborde, un título eclesiástico. Pabordesa, la directora de una cofradía’ (El
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Hachmi 2010: 246). This appropriation of the Catalan language confirms the
narrator’s identity and belonging. Chapter after chapter, we are privy to the letter-byletter progress made by the narrator-protagonist towards the end of the dictionary
which becomes a symbol of her readiness to leave and express herself in Catalan
beyond the confines of her current world. El Hachmi’s literary style mirrors the
cultural atmosphere and surroundings. In the first part of the El último patriarca,
which describes Mimoun’s story, the language mixes Spanish with references to
Arabic words and Arab-Muslim concepts which the narrator needs to explain to a
Spanish readership. As translator, she therefore mediates between two cultures neither
of which she belongs to wholly. Then, in the second part of El último patriarca, the
Arabisms disappear, gradually making room for Catalanisms. The protagonist starts
reading the dictionary with the hope of escaping from her reality ‘Yo, que no sabía
cuándo acabaría todo aquello, comencé a leer el diccionario’ (El Hachmi 2010: 184);

‘Yo ya debía de ir por la C del diccionario cuando padre nos llevó a conocer a
Isabel. Ca que significa perro. O ca que es la letra K. O ca, que es la
contracción de casa, por ejemplo ca l’Albert, que quiere decir la casa de
Albert’ (El Hachmi 2010: 188).

At the end of each chapter the reader is updated on her progress in her reading of the
dictionary and other books as her identity makes its transition. El Hachmi’s
protagonist adopts Western concepts so completely that she makes a very clear her
rejection of her parents’ cultural background. For instance, at one point in the novel,
the protagonist defines the reality in which she is living as a ‘Poltergeist’. She could
have used the Moroccan (Muslim) djins (genie, spirits), which she uses elsewhere
regularly, especially at the beginning of the novel in her treatment of the importance
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of this concept in her father’s village. Instead, the narrator decides to describe her
father’s sudden mood changes by referring to the well-known US film of the late
1980s. The religious connotation of djíns is unknown to the protagonist, highlighting
her lack of religious belief or what she considers to be superstition.

La hija extranjera, El Hachmi’s most recent novel, published in 2015, tells
the story of a young girl living with her single mother (the father is absent) who, with
time, becomes increasingly aware of her own acculturalization which transpires
through her use of language. The novel begins by revealing how the daughter takes
plans to leave her home and start a new life on her own only to decide against it all of
sudden. She returns home and resigns herself to living like her mother. The most
noticeable difference between the protagonist and her mother is represented by the
separation in the language. The narrator makes, throughout the book, several
comments on language, distinguishing between her own and that of her mother. She
often uses ‘su lengua’ to talk about Amazigh, the language of her mother, and ‘mi
lengua’ when referring to Catalan: ‘adios, madre, gracias por todo, pero lo he pensado
en esta lengua y no en la suya’ (El Hachmi 2015: loc 118); ‘la riqueza de mi lengua’
(El Hachmi 2015: loc 259); ‘mi lengua’ (El Hachmi 2015: loc 260). In this was, she
asserts a sense of her own belonging and points to the gulf between her mother and
her, language not only about how they communicate but tied to the local realities each
identifies with: ‘Ni siquiera sé decir esa palabra en la lengua de mi madre. Ni siquiera
sé si existe en la lengua de mi madre’ (El Hachmi 2015: loc 341). This gulf is
conveyed also by her frustration at not being able to find correct translations: ‘si no
fuese porque en la lengua de mi madre no hay ninguna manera de decir que llueve sin
decir que «cae la lluvia», de modo que lo banal es también poético’ (El Hachmi 2015:
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loc 1013); ‘Bueno, no sabría encontrar la palabra exacta, no existe en esta lengua’ (El
Hachmi 2015: loc 1055); ‘No sé cómo se dice en la lengua de mi madre la palabra
“prenda”, no le encuentro correspondencia’ (El Hachmi 2015: loc 2275). When El
Hachmi’s protagonist fails to find an appropriate translation and wonders whether the
concept even exists, she feels ‘huérfana de palabras, expulsada de la lengua’ (El
Hachmi 2015: loc 344). Language, therefore, compounds the feeling that she does
not belong to her mother’s world. Language is central to cultural integration and,
significantly, despite choosing to stay with her mother, El Hachmi’s character
identifies with the culture of Catalonia.

We also find references in El Hachmi’s novel to Western literature. The
protagonist’s love for Western literature and Catalan language not only make her
realise the cultural differences that separate her from her mother but also emphasises
what separates her from Spaniards who only speak Castilian or Catalan but not both:

Si tuviera que explicar en esta lengua en la que pienso todo el proceso de
hacer el pán, no sabría, me fallarían las palabras, porque, cuando lo hago, la
descripción se me llena de palabras de la lengua de mi madre que nadie más
puede entender. Solo con alguien que fuese como yo, alguien que también
tuviera una madre como la mía y hubiese aprendido esta lengua que nos es
extranjera y la hubiera interiorizado, como yo, hasta el punto de que se hubiera
convertido en la lengua principal de sus pensamientos, solo con alguien así
podría hablar como yo me hablo a veces, mezclando las dos lenguas. […] vi
de repente que en la ciudad […] nadie me entendería. Solo por eso […] decidí
bajar del tren y cambiar de andén para esperar el siguiente. Para volver a casa,
me decía, que en la lengua de mi madre también quiere decir morirte. (El
Hachmi 2015: loc 182)
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This passage is crucial if we are to understand the protagonist’s state of mind. What
differentiates her from her mother is the fact that her knowledge of Catalan has made
her become different. If we add to this her love for literature, one can see how the
protagonist gradually grows distant from her mother:

Dejé de mirarme, me senté de nuevo en la taza del váter, y cogí el libro Así
habló Zaratustra. Me reí de mí misma, una lectura muy adecuada la tuya, me
dije. Tu situación es de titular: una chica marroquí (?) lee a Nietzsche
encerrada en el baño y no hace absolutamente nada para decidir sobre su
propia vida. (El Hachmi 2015: loc 223)

Yet asserting her sense of belonging is far from being a simple issue:

Hoy es mi día. Esta frase solo tiene sentido en esta lengua que, en estos días
de vacaciones en ‘nuestro país’, ‘en nuestra tierra’, se ha convertido en la
lengua de mis pensamientos, ya solo la escucho por dentro. Si volviera a vivir
aquí, ¿cuánto tiempo podría conservarla? ¿Cuánto tiempo seguiría siendo la
lengua de mi pensamiento? (El Hachmi 2015: loc 456)

However much she identifies with Catalan culture and language, the protagonist has
not freed herself absolutely from the language of her mother: ‘percibo en mi lengua
un regusto a óxido que no sé [...] Me digo: anda que no eres inocente ni nada, y me
viene a la cabeza de nuevo la frase: min jam ichedden’ (El Hachmi 2015: loc 1229);
‘He conocido mujeres que, despues de su boda, no han vuelto a ver a sus madres hasta
que han ido a lavarlas y enterrarlas. L-lah istar, L-lah istar’ (El Hachmi 2015: loc
1343); ‘Por eso la riqueza de mi lengua [Arabic] se ha visto súbitamente reducida
desde que he dejado de creer en Dios’ (El Hachmi 2015: loc 259). These are rare
comments which reveal the protagonist’s attachment to her mother’s culture and
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might be no more than incidents of lapsus linguae that nonetheless unsettle the
preconception that she belongs to only one culture. The fact that her language is also
sometimes the language of her mother confirms the determinism and fatalism by
which the protagonist cannot ever belong to only one place. And yet the language that
predominates is Catalan, so much so that the protagonist even uses her mother’s
language erroneously. On one occasion she uses the expression ‘hoy es tu día’ to
refer to mother’s day not realising that in Arabic/Amazigh this translates as the day
one is destined to die. Once again language divides rather than unites mother and
daughter:

Da igual, hoy es mi día, y lo es aunque no sepa decirlo en su lengua, porque si
traduzco esta frase, si digo ‘es mi día’ en el idioma de mi madre, querría decir
que me tengo que morir, que está escrito que hoy me voy a morir. Esto acabé
de entenderlo cuando, en nuestro nuevo país (que para ella nunca será nuestro
claro) me enteré de que se celebraba el día de la madre […]. Llegué a casa
entusiasmada con la idea, gritando muy ilusionada: ‘madre, hoy es tu día’ y
ella, desprevenida y atareada, me dio un buen chasco: ‘¿Qué pasa, acaso
quieres que me muera? (El Hachmi 2015: loc 841)

The division between mother and daughter, exemplified by these problems of
language, lead to the protagonist’s feelings of isolation to which she almost seems
resigned. The context does not help: ‘pero yo ya no tengo un entorno donde todo el
mundo hable la lengua de mi madre para poder ir adquiriendo más vocabulario y
descifrar sus complejidades; yo ya no soy de la lengua de mi madre’ (El Hachmi
2015: loc 1017). Her only recourse is to halt the widening divisions. She decides to
stop reading. Her references to Nietzsche or other German novelists and philosophers
become rarer as the novel progresses. And she decides not to go to university despite
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achieving the best results in the selection process. ‘Cuanto más me aleje de las
palabras más podré parecerme a mi madre’ (El Hachmi 2015: loc 1740). As she puts
it, ‘Mi elección era para hacer más fáciles las cosas, para conciliar, para lograr que el
mundo de mi madre y el mío fueran el mismo’ (El Hachmi 2015: loc 1740). Never at
home in her mother’s world, but unable to make the passage to the world outside, El
Hachmi’s character can only be properly understood by someone who shares her
immigrant background and her double identity:

Además, no quería saber nada de su lengua [de la madre], y la vestidora tenía
esa curiosa costumbre de mezclar los idiomas que nos pertenecen. Me empezó
a molestar que dijera aj tfu o iwa o tes, porque en la lengua de aquí esas
expresiones no son tan contundentes, no están tan cargadas de significado y no
se corresponden con exactitud. (El Hachmi 2015: loc 2298)

The novel ends almost the same way it started: the protagonist leaves home, but this
time she leaves her child too, entrusting her to her mother in an effort to remain close
to her. Ultimately her life is marked by sacrifice, but living without those closest to
her is preferable to living in proximity with someone with whom, literally and
figuratively, she struggles to speak the same language.

If El Fathi and Gharrafi see immigration as an unfortunate, last resort,
comprehensible because of the economic benefits it may bring, but ultimately
demaging for one’s self-esteem, the resulting problems of identity and belonging are
taken up by El Hachmi and El Kadaoui whose work foregrounds the central issue of
cultural schizophrenia and double identities. Focusing on second-generation
migrants, what becomes clear is the authors’ appreciation of the complexities of
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identity and belonging and their recognition that the solutions are never simple or
indeed wholly satisfactory.
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Conclusion

What we hope to have shown in this thesis is the contribution that Moroccan
voices have made to Hispanic literature and the fact that these voices are themselves
plural and increasingly resist being categorized along simple ethnic lines.

The Protectorate undoubtedly lay the foundations for what we have called
Spanish-Moroccan literature. The discourse of brotherhood, the revival of the
memory of Al-Andalus, the creation of an educational system to which Moroccans
had access, and the foundation of magazines in which they could publish gave birth to
a generation of authors who felt attached to Spain, to the Spanish language, and
embraced what they saw as the recovery of their Andalusian identity. Eight hundred
years of cohabitation and the legacy that Arabic left to the Spanish language seemed
themselves to legitimize the idea of brotherhood in which Moroccan authors invested.
In this spirit, Moroccans writing in Spanish under the Protectorate took it upon
themselves to reflect and encourage multiculturalism. In the introduction of Literatura
marroquí en lengua castellana, we read:

Al preservar su identidad y especificidad, los escritores marroquíes en lengua
española y francesa consideran que no están expuestos a la aculturación, como
argumentan algunos críticos, y que su misión, como portadores de valores
multiculturales, es enriquecer y fomentar el diálogo de culturas en el mundo. (Chakor
and Macias: 12)

This aim echoes precisely what Abdellatif Jatib wrote in Ketama in 1956, in
his article ‘El equilibrio literario’, which we cited in Chapter One:
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Sería un fin loable perseguir el establecimiento del citado equilibrio en toda
producción literaria, máxime cuando colaboren valores culturales distintos y siempre
complementarios. Este es el caso, a mi entender, de la revista Ketama, llamada a tener
un dilatado campo y ascendente papel en su afán de servir a la literatura ArábigoOccidental en el Nuevo Marruecos, que quiere asentar su esplendoroso futuro sobre
un fondo cultural, compuesto, no obstante, de diferentes tonalidades, pero siempre de
valiosos matices. (Jatib: 2).

Moroccan authors felt very strongly that they were ambassadors of a new
literature that resonated with the idea of a ‘New Morocco’. Spanish-Moroccan
literature under the Protectorate, particularly the poetry, rarely if ever raises doubts
about its attachment to Spain. With time, however, it is Spanish voices that question
the validity of Moroccans writing in the language of Cervantes, making it necessary
for Moroccan writers to defend their use of a language which for a myriad of reasons
they considered to be their own. No matter how legitimate their defence, what is clear
is that the idea of a brotherhood had its limits and could be tested by what amounted
to a double discourse by Spaniards living in Morocco or on the peninsular. What is
also clear is that these discouraging voices did not stop Moroccans writing in the
language of their choice. Indeed, despite the decrease in literary production
occasioned by the advent of Moroccan independence and conflict in the Western
Sahara, new generations of writers emerged from the 1980s to the present.

More so than during the time of the Protectorate, Moroccan authors writing in
Spanish and authors of Moroccan descent writing in Spain turned their attention to
their contemporary reality and to social themes. Amongst these were the themes of
sex and sexuality, albeit addressed more rarely than in French-Moroccan literature.
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Both the treatment of the subject and its relatively scarce representation point to the
deeply conservative character of North Morocco when it comes to sexual mores. Selfcensorship and repression are no doubt at play, and it is significant, given what
sociological studies say about male and female attitudes to sex as well as about the
limitations set on women, that when sex is explored at all it should be through the
experiences of women while male sexuality, including homoeroticism, is practically
ignored altogether. Moreover, we should not be surprised either, given the social
context, that the most candid treatment of sex and sexuality should come from
Spanish(-Moroccan) authors, that is, from the children of Moroccan migrants writing
as Spaniards in Spain. Different conceptions of body ownership in Spain and
Morocco mean that female sexuality inevitably becomes a contentious subject.
Beyond its connections with classical Arabic literature and thus its connection to
matters of literary heritage and cultural identity, sex becomes for an author like El
Hachmi, an act of rebellion in which women seek to reclaim their bodies from societal
or community ownership. Already in Morocco, the influence of the West through, for
example, the media means that young people live out a double existence, torn
between their traditional values and the liberal values of the West. Yet even those
living in Spain are caught between competing and contradictory values, obliged to
choose between submitting to the law of their family and community or, in accord
with Western values, asserting their individuality.

For our Spanish(-Moroccan) authors the internal conflicts extend to even
broader matters of identity and belonging, of which sexual mores are only a part
(though an important one). The literature around immigration falls into two
categories. First, there is the work of those authors writing from Morocco and who, in
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the main, whilst recognising the desperate need of people to find a better life, see
immigration in negative terms. There is, of course, the risk of the perilous journey
across the straits; but even those that survive the journey and reach Spain may only
ever have the prospect of falling into a life of crime and prostitution. Longer term,
those who settle in Spain have to confront prejudice and the problems of integration.
El Hachmi and El Kadaoui, for example, present us with characters who struggle to
assert their identities in face of the resistance of the Other. But from their perspective
as Catalans who, for that matter, write in Catalan, the Other is also internal, their
characters often torn between the culture of their parents and that of the country in
which they and their families have now settled. A tug of war between Spanish and
Moroccan belonging, along with the pressures of emotional blackmail meted out by
family members and their community of origin, leads to the experience of cultural
schizophrenia. The complexes created by the lack of acknowledgement from the host
community present additional obstacles to the acculturation of migrants.

A final note. What was once called Littérature Beur has, with time, become an
integral part of the French literary landscape. When Tahar Ben Jelloun was awarded
the Prix Goncourt for La nuit sacrée in 1987, the term used to describe his work was
Littérature maghrébine d'expression française. Yet when Leïla Slimani won the same
award in 2016, no such epithet was used despite her Moroccan ancestry or the fact
that she was born in Rabat. While her ethnicity or origins may still be important, in a
multicultural society the fact that she writes in French is taken for granted and need
no longer be a factor in the categorisation of her work. By contrast, in the Spanish(Moroccan) context, it is still not clear whether an author like El Hachmi, criticised for
not reproducing an explicitly Moroccan perspective in her novel En La Cazadora de
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Cuerpos, can as yet escape the political imperative always to represent her community
of origin. Moreover, the fact that we feel the need to differentiate the work of
Moroccan authors or authors of Moroccan origin at all, by arranging them into
discreet groups, is perhaps a sign that our view of this phenomenon of Spanish
literature has yet to mature. The first step towards maturation, perhaps, is to create
awareness of the existence of these writers and their work and to show how it is
bound up with the history of Spain, whether from the perspective of a Moroccan
writing in Morocco or a migrant who, at least in body, has left Morocco behind.
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